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Abstract:

Virtual screening is a well-established part of computer-aided drug design, which
heavily employs similarity search and similarity modeling methods. Most of the
popular methods are target agnostic, leaving space for design of new methods
that would take into account the specifics of the particular molecular target.
Additionally, newly developed methods suffer from two related issues: bench-
marking and availability. Benchmarking in the domain often suffers from the
use of inappropriate reference methods, lack of reproducibility, and the use of
nonstandard benchmark datasets. Although there have been several benchmarking
studies in the domain that aim at addressing these issues, mainly by offering a
standardized comparison, they often suffer from similar drawbacks. For these
reasons, new methods fail to gain trust and therefore fail to become a part of the
standard toolbox, which thus consists mostly of older methods. In this work, we
address the above-described issues. First, we introduce new adaptive methods for
virtual screening. Then, to make our and other newly developed methods readily
available, we have designed and implemented a virtual screening tool. To address
the benchmarking issue, we have compiled a publicly available collection of bench-
marking datasets and proposed a platform offering a reproducible benchmarking
environment for virtual screening methods.
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Introduction
Similarity search has a wide range of applications and is one of the cornerstones of
cheminformatics research. One of the most prominent application is in so-called
virtual screening. Virtual screening aims to decrease the number of molecules that
need to be tested in wet-laboratory screening, and by doing so helps to address
some of the wet-laboratory screening issues, namely: high price, high hardware,
and software requirements. The purpose of wet-laboratory screening is to test the
activity of molecules against given a molecular target.

Ligand-based virtual screening, a variant of virtual screening, utilizes informa-
tion about known active and inactive molecules to find new active molecules in a
library of molecules. From a computer science perspective, ligand-based virtual
screening can be described as a similarity query over a database of molecules. The
performance of a similarity search method varies from target to target with no
method dominating over others. This suggests that a target-specific similarity
search may offer better performance. In our research, we focus mainly on molecu-
lar representations and similarities that can be used for target-specific similarity
search.

As we designed and published several methods for target-specific similarity
search, we identified significant research opportunities related to the ligand-based
virtual screening. These opportunities lie in the lack of easy to use software and
benchmarking of novel methods.

The available software is either not free, has a steep learning curve, is not
designed for lay users, or is deprecated. To address this issue, we have developed
ViSeT, a virtual screening tool. ViSeT aims to be easy to use, but, at the same
time, also provides the user with possibilities to customize ligand-based virtual
screening.

From a review of recently published manuscripts, we found out that novel
methods are being adopted only very slowly or are not being adopted at all.
Although this might be caused by the lack of free software that would implement
those methods, we identified another possible source of this issue - low quality of
benchmarking studies. As ligand-based virtual screening is just a small part in
the search for active molecules, practitioners can give only limited attention to
the selection of ligand-based virtual screening procedure. It is the responsibility
of benchmarking studies to provide them with the insight they need to select
the best method for the task at hand. In order to do so, benchmarking studies
need to be trustworthy and cover cutting edge methods. Unfortunately, most
benchmarking studies lack reproducibility, covers a limited selection of methods,
use inadequate benchmarking data, and do not help to build knowledge about
methods performance. To address the issues mentioned above, we created our
own benchmarking platform, which has already been used by another research
team to benchmark their new method.

One of the main applications of virtual-screening is in drug discovery. The
drug discovery process consists of many phases and employs different methods of
virtual-screening. For this reason, we decided to motivate and present our work
in relation to the drug discovery process.
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Our contribution
We decided to describe our contributions using published manuscripts (see Figure 1)
in order not to rewrite what has already been written. For this reason, this thesis
consists of original text and contents of published manuscripts. The original
texts are used to provide context and glue the manuscripts together. In order to
increase readability and not to repeat similar text, we also removed the introduction
and conclusion sections from each manuscript. To make the manuscripts easily
recognizable, we put a notice before each of them. The only exception is chapter 7,
where we expanded the original manuscript into a full chapter.

Layout of this thesis
Chapter 1 concerns the drug discovery process to put our work into a context. In
chapter 2, we describe the concept of a chemical space as a source of molecules
which can be used in virtual screening. Chapter 3 gives an introduction to virtual
screening with a focus on structure-based virtual screening, namely binding site
prediction. In chapter 4, we describe ligand-based virtual screening and similarity
search. Chapter 5 gives an overview of available tools for ligand-based virtual
screening. Chapter 6 concerns a fragment-based similarity search as an approach
to ligand-based virtual screening. Chapter 7 is focused on benchmarking studies
and benchmarking platforms. We conclude with several recommendations for to
future development.
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1. Drug discovery and
development
A disease is defined by merriam-webster as ”a condition of the living animal or
plant body or of one of its parts that impairs normal functioning and is typically
manifested by distinguishing signs and symptoms” 1. However, what about mental
conditions? Where is the line between odd behaviour or personal characteristics
and real diseases? Obtaining a precise definition of disease is surprisingly not
easy [1]. For our purposes we can view a disease and its symptoms as defects
in an organism’s normal function. Fixing these defects means threatening the
disease [2].

Most of diseases are manifested at a protein level. Proteins are base building
blocks of every living organism and they have multiple roles in an organism (see
section 1.2). By affecting the proteins’ functioning, many diseases can be treated.
A protein’s function can be altered, for example, by small molecules. The right
small molecule can bind to the protein and change its function in a desired way.
This process is the core principle for many drugs (see section 1.1).

Historically, natural products, mostly herbs, were the main sources of drugs.
Natural products are still relevant today [3], and they have been used extensively
in modern methods of drug discovery [4]. Drug discovery is a process that aims
to produce a drug that people can use to treat a disease. In the past, drug
discovery was mostly an act of serendipity. Contemporary drug discovery is a
complicated (see section 1.3), expensive (see section 1.5) and highly regulated
process (see subsection 1.4.3).

The drug discovery process can be divided into two parts: drug discovery and
drug development (see Figure 1.1). The drug discovery phase aims to discover
potential new drugs. The following drug development phase is focused on testing
the new drugs getting them to the market.

The main tool of the drug discovery phase is molecular testing (screening).
Screening is a process where molecular properties are measured. One of those
properties is the ability of a molecule to bind to a protein. This property is essential
for a potential drug, but it is not the only one measured (see subsection 1.3.3).

Molecules to be screened are selected from a chemical library (see section 1.7)
which can contain up to a hundred thousands molecules. Contemporary screening
methods are able to handle so many molecules (see section 1.6), but the price of
the process can quickly becomes a major issue.

This leads to the question: which molecules should be picked for screening?
To complicate things even further, this question needs to be answered in a
resource-efficient way. The commonly accepted solution to this issue is use of
computational approaches. Specifically, the collection of methods called virtual
screening (see chapter 3) can be employed to address the issue.

1https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/disease
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Figure 1.1: High-level overview of a drug discovery process [5].

1.1 Drugs
Drug or medicine - these terms are sometimes considered to be synonyms, even for
the purpose of drug discovery [6]. However, there are differences defined by their
purpose. The purpose of medicine is to prevent or treat symptoms or disease [7].
A synonym to medicine is medicinal product, which is a defined legal term 2. A
drug on the other hand can have a positive or a negative effect. For instance,
heroin is a drug, but it is not listed as a medicine. ”Drug” can also refer to an
active component of a medicinal product, i.e. the molecule that interacts with a
target. In this thesis, we use the term drug to refer to the active component.

The active component is the core part of a medicinal product; it is responsible
for the therapeutic effect. The therapeutic effect is caused by an interaction of
the active component with molecular targets (mostly proteins).

Besides the active component, the medicinal product also contains molecules
with a supportive role. For example, support molecules may help with the
delivery of the active component. This can be achieved, for instance, by using
macromolecules that encapsulate or conjugate the active component [8]. The
delivery systems do vary based on the disease, drug and patient condition, and
they are essential for the right function of a drug [5].

2https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/glossary/medicinal-product
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Medicinal products can be split into two main groups based on the active
component (drug): small molecule-based and macromolecular-based [9]. Macro-
molecular drugs are biologicals, their structure ranges from recombinant proteins
to oligonucleotides to gene fragments. They are more problematic when it comes
to pharmaceutical-scale production; they are more challenging to analyse and pose
a greater challenge for drug delivery [9]. A typical way of macromolecular drug
delivery is by injection, but oral dosage form is under research [10]. Compared to
small molecules, macromolecular drugs are a rather novel development and thus
they are not as common (see Table 1.1).

Most drugs today are small molecule-based drugs [11]. Small molecule-based
medicinal products utilise small molecules to interact with a target protein. Herbs,
and natural products in general, have been a significant source of small molecule
drugs since the the beginning of human history. In fact, natural products prove to
be a useful drug source even in recent history [12], and they stay relevant in the
21st century as well [13]. Compared to macromolecular drugs, small molecules
have many advantages [9]:

• Easier design of a synthesis pipeline that scales up.

• Smaller molecules can be designed to directly cross the membrane barrier.

• It is easier to check their purity.

• Easier checks of the production pipeline.

In this work, we focus on small molecule-based drug discovery.

1.2 Proteins
Proteins are the base building blocks of every living organism. There are many
types of proteins including:

• Receptors are proteins that are responsible for monitoring the concentration
of a specific chemical. They are often located on the cell membrane. When
a small molecule is bound, it causes the receptor to trigger a particular
action. This action can either be promoted by a so-called receptor agonist,
or suppressed by a receptor antagonist.

• Transport proteins are located in the cell membrane and are responsible
for transferring molecules from and into the cell.

• Storage proteins create complex structures that are used to store molecules.

• Antibody proteins bind to foreign particles, such as bacteria and viruses,
effectively marking them for the immunity system.

• Structural components are proteins that are responsible for creating
structures used as a cell scaffolding. On higher levels, they allow an organism
to move.

9



Figure 1.2: Binding sites as detected by P2rank on 2SRC.

• Enzymes are catalysts. Every enzyme is responsible for supporting a
particular reaction. During this reaction, one or more substrates (input
molecules) are transformed into one or more products. By doing so, the
enzyme regulates the balance of certain compounds.

Proteins are formed by long chain(s) of amino acid residues. Although proteins
are produced in a linear fashion, they immediately start a complicated process
called folding [14]. During folding, the protein gains a 3D conformation that
determines its function. The folded protein can bind small molecules in places
called binding sites (Figure 1.2).

By binding to a binding site, small molecules can interact with a protein and
impact its functioning; mainly by suppressing or promoting a protein’s function.

For example, the acetylcholinesterase enzyme is responsible for breaking down
acetypcholine, a neural transmitter, which is essential for learning and memory.
By inhibiting the enzyme, we can increase the concentration of acetypcholine and
thus threat symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease. A protein inhibition can be caused
by changing the enzyme conformation or by blocking the site where acetypcholine
bounds.

1.3 Drug discovery
There are two main approaches to drug discovery: phenotypic drug discovery
(PDD) and target-directed drug discovery (TDD). PDD does not require knowledge
about a molecular target (protein) or it’s role in a disease. Instead, the focus
is on testing candidate drugs in a target-agnostic environment, with a focus on
functional response [15]. This allows monitoring complex interactions, but also
makes it harder to validate interacting molecules, identify a target and describe a
mechanism of action.

TDD, sometimes referred also as rational drug design, is a knowledge-based
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approach to drug discovery. In this approach, drugs are designed using knowledge
about disease’s processes at the molecular level. The aim is to find an effective
component that can be later used as a cornerstone for development of new
medicinal products. The basic TDD process consists of several steps [7]. Although
the process is portrayed in a linear fashion, each step can be repeated multiple
times. The general idea behind TDD is to understand the disease on the molecular
level and use the understanding to discover a drug. In the rest of this chapter,
the focus will be on the description of the TDD drug discovery process.

The basic workflow of drug discovery consists of several steps (see Figure 1.1).
In the first step, available knowledge about a disease’s mechanism is used to identify
potential targets, which can be targeted by a small molecule (see subsection 1.3.1).
In the next step, small molecules that interact with the target are identified
(see subsection 1.3.2). These molecules are later optimized (see subsection 1.3.3)
in order to improve the interaction, allow their cheap mass-production, improve
their safety, etc. The results of the drug discovery phase are candidate drugs
that are passed to the drug development phase (see section 1.4) In the following
subsections we will describe drug discovery in more details.

1.3.1 Drug target selection
Since proteins (see section 1.2) are involved in basically all biological processes,
they are common targets in the drug discovery process. Targets are selected based
on the analysis of organism pathways and conditions that should be treated.

Once a target is selected, it is validated [16, 17]. The purpose of validation is
to establish that the target can provide a therapeutic benefit for given organism
and condition. It also includes checks of other organism pathways and functions
for possible interactions and side effects. This step is essential, as selection of
the wrong or improper target would incur a severe risk of failure of the whole
process. Even when this step is carried out correctly, it sometimes happens
that the true nature of the drug’s mechanism is discovered only after the drug’s
approval [18, 19].

An alternative to searching for a new target is to select an already known target.
A probability of getting a drug into the first clinical stage (see subsection 1.4.2)
for a new target is around 3%, while for an already established target it is around
17% [20]. In fact, many drugs share the same target. It has been estimated that
all classes of approved drugs (1367 unique drugs) use only 324 targets [11].

1.3.2 Lead discovery
Once the target is selected, the next step is to find the so-called leads. A lead is a
small molecule that interacts with the given target in a sufficient amount and has
the following basic properties:

• It can be synthesised in large quantities and for a reasonable cost.

• It poses properties that allow it to reach the target, or they can be modified
to have them.

Lead molecules are selected as a result of repeated screening (see section 1.6) of a
molecular collection (molecular library) (see section 1.7). Molecules that showcase
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the desired interaction are called hits. Hits can be seen as leads’ predecessors, in
a way that they are selected with a focus only on the interaction with the target
ignoring other properties. Leads are selected from a collection of hits by refining
screening criteria which include off-target effects and lead-like properties.

1.3.3 Lead modification
Once a lead molecule is identified in the lead discovery phase, it is used as an input
to the lead modification phase, sometimes called the lead optimization phase. The
aim of lead modification is to optimize lead properties in order to increase the
chance of the lead to become a drug.

The lead modification is an iterative process, where in each iteration, the
so-called analogues, modified versions of the leads, are synthesised and screened.
The number of analogues is in hundreds but highly depends on the particular
setup. Analogue design can be guided by one or multiple strategies including:

• Identification of the active part (pharmacophore) (see section 4.2).

• Functional group optimization.

• Structural activity relations studies [21].

• Quantitative structure–activity relationship [22].

The results of lead modification are candidate drugs that can continue to the next
phase - drug development.

1.4 Drug development
In the drug development phase, the focus is on getting the potential drugs found
in the drug discovery phase ready for the market and providing sufficient evidence
of the drug’s safety and function. Drug development consists of three steps
(see Figure 1.1): pre-clinical development, clinical development and request for
regulatory approval. As almost every step involves testing on living organism, a
regulatory approval is required for each of them. In the following subsections we
briefly comment on each step.

1.4.1 Pre-clinical development
In the pre-clinical development phase, the focus is mostly on preparation of the
drug for human testing in clinical development. The main objective of the testing
is to collect data on drug toxicity and safety. In addition, a behaviour study,
aimed to reveal possible depression or mental disorders, can also be carried out.

This involves several steps:

• Animal or ex-vivo testing.

• Design and testing of an industry level production pipeline.

• Application for an approval for testing on humans.

12



Testing on living animals is always associated with ethical issues. An alternative
is ex-vivo testing, where the experiments are performed on tissues in an artificial
environment outside the organism. The disadvantage of ex-vivo testing is that it
is less informative compared to animal testing.

1.4.2 Clinical Development
The objective is to test the drug in four phases using human subjects. Each phase
has different goals and conditions. In general, the early phases are focused on
safety and are conducted on small number of people, while the later stages are
focused on testing the ability to treat a disease and may include a thousands of
patients.

Phase 0 was established by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 2006
in order to improve the speed of drug approval [23]. The experiment is conducted
on 10-15 healthy people. The aim is to get preliminary data on human ADME,
i.e. Absorption distribution metabolism excretion [24]. It can also aim to rank
multiple drug candidates as this phase is still cheap compared to the following
phases.

Phase 1 aims to evaluate drug safety and tolerability (dosage, side effects,
human toxicity ...). Between 20 and 100 healthy people are given the drug for a
period of several months up to year and a half. Results of this phase are correlated
with the results from the animal toxicity testing.

Phase 2, controlled clinical evaluation, is conducted on hundreds of patients
(100 - 500). This is the first phase where a drug is administrated to patients
- humans suffering the disease. In order to avoid exposing a volunteer to a
potentially harmful substance, the number of people participating is kept low to
provide sufficient statistical power to determine efficacy. The aim is to evaluate
drug effectiveness and safety. This phase takes 1-3 years and most drugs fail in
this phase.

Phase 3 is the final phase, carried out on thousands of patients, focused on
long-term use, effectiveness and safety. It may include a comparison to similar
drugs on the market. This phase spans over a period of 2 to 6 years. While
previous phases have local character, this phase is often international in order to
test larger range of patients and conditions.

1.4.3 Regulatory approval
After the clinical trials are successfully finished, all the evidence is collected and
a sent to a regulatory office. Every state has its own state regulatory office,
leading to non-trivial bureaucratic demands. By granting the approval, the work
of regulatory office does not end. The drug manufacturer can be audited to make
sure that the manufacturing process complies with the approval.

In general, for a drug be able to get market approval, it must be safe and treat
a disease or its symptoms. In order for a drug to get a patent, a sufficient level
of intellectual novelty must be demonstrated. Patent protection prevents other
companies from copying the drug for 20 years. The patent is often requested well
before the drug is available to the market. This lead to a situation when a new
drug on the market has already half of the market protection period expired. The
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drug may thus have only 10 years to pay for itself and to provide the company
with sufficient funding for another drug discovery research.

1.5 Price of drug development
There is agreement on an overall increase in drug discovery price [25]. The price
of drug development can be measured in money and time required to get a drug
to the market. The monetary cost of drug development ranges between $0.157
and $2.8 billions [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. Although estimating a correct value is a
complex task, some general conclusions on the development price and a number
of candidate molecules can be made, putting together information from various
sources.

Lead Discovery

Lead Modification

Pre-clinical Development

Phase 0 & 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Drug development

Drug discovery

Drug target selection

Regulatory approval

4-5 years
493 M

5 - 30K 

0.5 years
113M

10 - 250

1.5 years
203M
5 - 10

1.5 years
225M
2 - 5

2.5 years
200M
1 - 2

95% approved in first
cycle in 2018 by FDA

Figure 1.3: Drug development price estimates by phase.

As shown in Figure 1.3,only a small number of molecules made it to (Pre-
)Clinical phase, which consumes more than half of resources and time. This
creates pressure on early stages of drug discovery process to be effective, as every
failure that can be avoided in those early stages can bring substantial economic
benefits.

Despite the vast and still growing investments into drug discovery, the number
of approved drugs has not been increasing in last 20-30 years (see Table 1.1).

However, the trend seems to be changing in the last years. It is important,
however, to take into account the average drug development time. This means
that nowadays, approved drugs may have been designed more than 10 years ago.

An example of long drug delivery can be Galafold3, which contains migalastat
as an effective substance. Migalastat was isolated in 1988 [33] and a PubChem

3https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/drugsatfda_docs/nda/2018/208623Orig1s000TOC.
cfm
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Year 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Registered 23 19 28 47 34 25 33 25

Biologics licence 2 2 1 6 5 5 2 2

Year 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
Registered 19 11 15 31 18 18 16 21

Biologics licence 5 6 6 6 2 4 2 3

Year 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Registered 20 15 24 33 25 30 33 15

Biologics licence 6 6 6 6 2 11 12 7

Year 2017 2018
Registered 34 47

Biologics licence 12 16

Table 1.1: Number of new molecular entities and approved per year [7] [32],
https://www.centerwatch.com/drug-information/fda-approved-drugs/.

record was created in 2005. In 2016, migalastat was approved by European
Medicines Agency 4 making it the first global approval [34]. FDA approved the
drug in 2018. The story of Galafold can thus demonstrate how long it can take to
turn isolated substance into a drug.

1.6 Screening
Chemical screening is a method of laboratory experiment designed to test prop-
erties of given molecules. The properties may represent for example ADME or
a molecule target interactions. A basic screening workflow consists of two steps:
molecule preparation and testing. Drug discovery utilizes two versions of screening:
wet-laboratory screening and Virtual Screening (see chapter 3).

High-Throughput screening (HTS) is a widely used wet-laboratory screening
approach. HTS has evolved in the first half of the 1990s as a collection of
technologies that enable fast testing of molecules for therapeutic potential [35]. It
was designed as a response to the declining number of drug registrations [36] with
the aim to allow for testing of large number of molecules. Another sub-approach
is the ultra-high throughput screening (ultra-HTS). During 1990s, ultra-HTS was
used to refer to methods capable of testing tens of thousands per day [35], later it
was used for approaches capable to test over a hundred thousand compounds per
day [37]. Nowadays, the term ”ultra-HTS” is not used as much.

The HTS tests are conducted on plates, small disposable containers with a
grid of wells. There are two types of plates: stock plates and assay plates. A stock
plate is used to store molecules; all stock plates create an available chemical library
(see section 1.7). An assay plate is prepared from the stock plate and it is used for
testing. The testing is done by putting the target into the wells in assay plate and

4https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/medicines/human/EPAR/galafold
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reading the response. Higher throughput was enabled by a smaller size of a well
and improvements in the readout technology. The number of wells increased from
96 (volume 100-200 µl) in 1994 to 1536 (volume 2.5-1 µl) in 2000 [38]. Additional
throughput can be gained by using sophisticated assay design and evaluation
approaches. Approaches based on combinatorial chemistry [39] and combinatorial
libraries promise throughput in tens of thousands of molecules per second [40].

High throughput, however, does not come without drawbacks:

• Even with a price as low as $1 for a single tested compound, the HTS can
quickly become expensive due to testing large number of molecules [41].

• The management of a huge number of results and running the stock is not
only demanding in terms of finance but also software/hardware equipment
and logistics.

• With the high-speed screening, the precision may suffer leading to false
positives and false negatives.

Many of these drawbacks are addressed by different strategies for HTS [42], such
as multiple screenings, counter screening and validation [38]. Other strategies
focus on better assay selection using computer science approaches like visualisation
or virtual screening (see chapter 3).

1.7 Chemical library
The term ”chemical library” can be used to denote a library of physical molecules
(physical library) or just a list of molecules (virtual library).

A physical library is used as a stock of molecules for wet-laboratory screening.
Throughout the drug discovery process, there are different requirements on the
physical library’s design.

In the lead discovery phase, the physical library needs to be large and diverse
to increase the chance of lead discovery. If no lead is found, new molecules need
to be designed and synthesised, i.e. the physical library is updated. Once a lead
is discovered, the physical library needs to be focused on molecules similar to
the lead to allow for efficient lead optimization. If such molecules are missing,
the physical library needs to be updated again. A decision as to which molecules
should be in the physical library is influenced not only by the current phase of drug
discovery process, but also by strategies or screening methods (combinatorial or
fragment-based screening) employed. A good example of a strategy is a phenotypic
or target based approach to drug discovery (see section 1.3), i.e. target-agnostic
or target-focused based screening. In target-agnostic screening, no knowledge
about target is used for assembling the screened assayes. The opposite approach
is target-focused screening, where molecules are picked using knowledge about
the target.

During the emergence of HTS, most groups used physical libraries consisting
of 50.000 - 350.000 compounds [36]. At that time, the content of physical libraries
mostly reflected the expertise of teams creating them. But the size of the physical
library has since been increasing significantly. The increase has driven by improving
screening throughput and by new approaches to molecular synthesis. However,
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larger libraries are harder to manage and maintain; a good example is quality
assurance. A low quality physical library may decrease the performance of HTS,
leading to false positive and false negatives. In order to keep the quality on
a required level, multiple issues need to be addressed, for instance preventing
contamination or maintaining the required level of concentration. The complexity
of those issues is proportional to the size of the physical library. For this reason,
it is desirable to prevent the uncontrollable physical library increase in size.
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2. Chemical space
While the size is an issue for a physical library, the same does not hold for a
virtual library. A virtual library is a list of molecules. Based on the task at
hand, a part of the virtual library is materialized as a physical library and used
in wet-laboratory screening.

The concept of a virtual library can be extended into a so-called chemical space.
The chemical space is spanned by all thinkable molecules, which makes it infinite,
as molecules can just get bigger and bigger. For the purposes of drug discovery,
the chemical space is restricted to small molecules potentially relevant for drug
discovery. The total number of small molecules (up to 30 atoms of types: carbon,
nitrogen, oxygen or sulfur) has been estimated to exceed 1060 [43]. The space
of small molecules is still too huge and additional restriction are often applied.
Predefined rules can be used as a filter for rough restriction to drug-like molecules.

Based on simple molecular properties, these rules enable filtering huge amounts
of molecules in reasonable time. One of the most popular set of rules is the Lipinsky
rule of five (RO5) [44]:

• Molecular mass less than 500 Dalton.

• No more than 5 hydrogen-bond donors.

• No more than 10 hydrogen-bond acceptors.

• Octanol-water partition coefficient log P not greater than 5.

Properties of 90% of orally active drugs that have achieved phase II clinical
status [45] were associated with RO5. At the same time, there is a lot of criticism
of RO5 including:

• RO5 is designed for drug-like, not lead-like molecule. Drug-like and lead-like
molecules often have different properties [46].

• RO5 was designed based on the drugs that successfully reached the market.
As thus it may discard interesting molecules just because they have not
been identified as a drug yet, which defeats the point of discovery of novel
compounds.

• RO5 is missing some molecular properties as there was not enough informa-
tion about them at the time of RO5 design [44, 47].

All these and many other properties (not necessarily issues) need to be kept in
mind for successful application of RO5.

Finer transformation/restriction can be done by using results of screening or
by utilizing the domain experts’ knowledge. However, not every transformation
only removes molecules. For example, in the lead discovery phase, new molecules
need to be selected for initial screening or if no satisfying hits were found. In
such a case, molecules can be added into a library from the chemical space. For
practical application, the chemical space is simulated by chemical databases or
molecule generators.
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Chemical databases store information about molecules; these may include: 2D
structure, 3D structure, bio-chemical properties, or measured activity. Table 2.1
covers major publicly available chemical databases. The largest publicly available
database is PubChem with over 97 millions unique compounds1 as of March 2019.
While impressive in size, PubChem, as well as other databases, share a drawback.
Molecules in these databases have already been synthesized and probably used in
some screening. While it is possible to screen the molecules for a different target,
still, these molecules are not novel. This can be an issue for lead discovery, where
the aim is to find novel molecules.

Name Owner / Link
PubChem [48, 49] National Center for Biotechnology Information

https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
Zinc [50, 51] Irwin and Shoichet Laboratories

http://zinc15.docking.org/
ChemSpider Royal Society of Chemistry

http://www.chemspider.com/
ChEMBL [52] European Bioinformatics Institute

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chembl/
ChEBI [53] European Bioinformatics Institute

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chebi
DrugBank [54, 55, 56, 57] University of Alberta

https://www.drugbank.ca/
TOXNET [58] National Library of Medicine at NIH

https://toxnet.nlm.nih.gov/

Table 2.1: Overview of selected chemical databases.

An alternative to chemical databases is dynamic molecular generation (molecule
generators). Molecule generators generate molecules in in-silico, which means that
initially only a formula is known. Because of that, all other properties including
synthesisability and chemical stability need to be computed. There are two main
approaches to molecular generation: exhaustive molecule generation and focused
molecule generation (see section 2.1).

Exhaustive molecule generation aims to enumerate all molecules from a sub-
space of the chemical space. The subspace is defined by a set of rules that are
target-agnostic, i.e. the same molecules are generated no matter what they are gen-
erated for. An example of this approach is the GDB database 2 (GDB). Molecules
in GDB need to be smaller than given threshold, consist of only specific atoms,
and follow rules of simple chemical stability and synthetic feasibility. Used atoms,
maximum size and applied filters depend on the GDB version (Table 2.2) The
latest GDB version 17 [59] contains 166.000 millions molecules, which is far more
than all chemical databases combined. However, as the GDB is target-agnostic, it
is very likely that most of the molecules in GDB are not relevant for given lead
discovery/optimization task.

An alternative is to used focused molecule generation and generate only relevant
molecules for the task at hand. We implemented this approach in the software

1https://pubchemdocs.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/about
2http://gdb.unibe.ch/downloads/
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Version Year Number of molecules
11 [60, 61] 2005 26 millions

13 [62] 2009 970 millions
17 [59] 2012 166.000 millions

Table 2.2: Overview of published GDB databases.

tool called Molpher.

2.1 Molpher
Molpher is based on a method of ‘molecular morphing’ [63]. This method is
inspired by the morphing effect used in animation films, in which one image
morphs into another through seamless transition. Similarly, a start molecule is
converted into a target molecule by the application of morphing operators that
correspond to simple structural changes, such as the addition or removal of an atom
or a bond. If the start and target molecules belong to the same mechanistic class of
compounds (i.e. they are active at the same receptor), the molecules encountered
along the morphing path and within its surroundings represent a focused virtual
library. Such a library provides valuable starting data for subsequent in-silico
experiments that aim to identify more potentially active leads. The predicted
leads can be further optimized and their biological activity subsequently assessed
in in-vivo experiments.

Molpher is a freely-available client–server application that includes the fol-
lowing features: a user-friendly graphical interface; a wide range of molecular
representations and similarity measures; interactive modification of the algorithm’s
parameters; visualization and inspection of explored space; and export of generated
structures. In addition, Molpher is designed to be used as a software framework
that can easily incorporate new molecular representations, similarity measures
and visualization techniques.

Content of this section has been published as a part of a manuscript. Modifi-
cation have been made to update references and to align images with the size of a
page.

Molpher is written in C++, is open source and can be freely downloaded
(GNU Public License v3). For standard tasks, it uses Boost C++ Libraries [64].
Chemical functionality is provided by the open source chemoinformatics toolkit
RDKit [65], which offers a reasonable level of thread-safety, a native C++ appli-
cation programming interface, and a vast number of fingerprints and similarity
coefficients. Molpher leverages the computational power of modern CPUs by
dividing chemical space exploration between individual CPU cores. This paral-
lelization is implemented by employing the Intel® Thread Building Block Library
(TBB) [66].

2.1.1 Algorithm
In this section, we briefly describe Molpher’s molecular morphing algorithm. The
main task of molecular morphing is to find a path in chemical space between a
start molecule MS and a target molecule MT . The principles of our algorithm for
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Figure 2.1: Principles of the molecular morphing approach. Molecular
morphing generates a path in chemical space consisting of structures (referred
to as morphs) lying between a start molecule MS and a target molecule MT . In
each iteration i + 1 a set of morphs is generated by randomly applying morphing
operators (see Figure 2.2) at molecules from the iteration i. The morphs from the
iteration i are accepted as candidates for the iteration i + 1 with the probability
derived from their distance to the target molecule.

doing this are illustrated in Figure 2.1. This algorithm is based on an iterative
process where, in each iteration i + 1, a set of molecules (referred to as morphs)
M(i+1) is generated from the previous set Mi. The morphs are formed by the
application of randomly selected morphing operators (see Figure 2.2) acting at
randomly selected molecular positions. Each morph formed must comply with
basic valency rules. The resulting morphs can be filtered by their molecular weight
or by their synthetic accessibility, SAScore [67]. Once filtered, they are sorted by
their distance from MT . This produces a list, from which the required number of
morphs, M(i+1), is selected. Some of the molecules from Mi may not generate any
offspring during the i + 1 iteration. If this happens over several iterations, these
molecules are discarded from the exploration process. The process ends when the
target molecule is located; namely, when one of the morphs is identical with the
MT . The sequence of morphs from MS to MT defines the path in chemical space.
The runtime required for path identification can be limited to a specific number
of iterations, in which case the solution is partial.
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Figure 2.2: Morphing operators. Morphing operators represent simple struc-
tural changes (mutations) that lead to the transformation of the ‘reactant’ molecule
(left) to the ‘product’ molecule (right).

2.1.2 Software architecture

Molpher is a client-server application where data intensive tasks, such as chemical
space exploration, are delegated to the server. The client graphical user interface,
developed using the Qt library [68], provides the only means of changing the
server settings. From the client, the user can create and manage jobs, change
their settings and display their results. The client-server architecture also enables
the exploration process to be divided among multiple clients, any of which can be
disconnected from a running job and, if necessary, later reconnected. Both client
and server can reside on the same machine or be used as separate components
designed to communicate over a network. The server is a command line application
that listens for client connections on a specific port. Whenever new results are
available, the server broadcasts them to all connected clients. There is no ‘master
client’ instance with exclusive rights to control the server; all clients are equal. Any
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client can create jobs (exploration tasks) on the server and adjust the properties
of the currently running jobs. Jobs can be password protected to prevent other
clients from modifying them. In addition, the server can be run in batch mode, in
which it behaves as a non-interactive program with jobs passed as command line
arguments. After performing the specified jobs and storing their results, the server
terminates. With its overall functionality, Molpher users can easily incorporate
molecular morphing into their drug discovery pipelines.

2.1.3 Graphical user interface and its capabilities

Figure 2.3: Graphical user interface of the Molpher client. Display of the
Job queue and Bookmarks panes can be turned off from the detachable toolbar.
Viewer area consists of the Visualization and Iteration panes.

In the following paragraphs, we briefly describe the graphical user interface
(GUI) of the Molpher client. For a more detailed description, the reader is
referred to the Molpher User manual [69]. Molpher’s main window consists of
a menu, detachable toolbar, Bookmarks pane, Jobs queue pane and viewer area
(see Figure 2.3). The viewer area is subdivided into Visualization and Iteration
panes. The user starts an exploration task by clicking the Create job button,
which invokes the Create job dialog box (see Figure 2.4). In this dialog box, the
user can specify a start/target molecule pair and one or more of the following
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parameters: fingerprinting method, similarity coefficient method, visualization
method, set of morphing operators (seeFigure 2.2) and decoy set (see later). Both
start and target molecules must be imported from an external SDF file. They
may be imported from different files or from a single file; in the latter case, the
user must select the start/target molecule pair from the drop-down menu.

Figure 2.4: Create job dialog box.

The molecular morphing algorithm is controlled by parameters accessed by
clicking the Choose algorithm parameters button (see Additional file 1). The two
most important parameters influencing the exploration process are Fingerprint
representation and Similarity coefficient. Morgan fingerprints, which belong to
the family of circular fingerprints [70], and the Tanimoto coefficient are set as
defaults because, in our experience, they offer reasonable performance in the vast
majority of cases. However, many other fingerprints and similarity coefficients are
implemented. Also, it is possible to limit a morph’s molecular weight (default
is 500 Da) so that the algorithm does not produce overly complex molecules.
From the same dialog, a prediction of the morph’s synthetic feasibility [67] can
be switched off. When the parameters have been setup, the client’s configuration
can be saved in an SNP (snapshot) file and restored as required by using the Save
and Load buttons, respectively, in the Create job dialog box.

Typically, Molpher explores relatively direct paths between the start/target
molecule pair, but the user may request the process to explore remoter areas of
chemical space. This is done by defining additional ‘decoy molecules’ via the
Create job dialog box. The presence of these decoys modifies the calculation of the
morph’s distance to the target molecule. In this case, the program averages two
distances: the distance of the morph to the target molecule, and the distance of the
morph to the decoy molecule. In these calculations, only the distance to the closest
decoy is considered. The user can also specify molecules referred to as bookmarks
in the Create job dialog box. Bookmarks can be shared between individual jobs
during a client session. Bookmarked molecules can be made available for reuse in
later sessions by being stored in a user defined group and exported into an SDF
file. Bookmarks are most useful when a job is having difficulty in identifying the
path. In such a case, it can be helpful to setup a differently configured job using
the same start and target molecules. The user can then bookmark promising
candidates in the original job and load them as decoys into the new job, thereby
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facilitating faster algorithm convergence.
A morphing process can be inspected in the Visualization pane (see Figure 2.3).

The visualization of chemical space depends on both the molecular representation
and on the visualization technique used to reduce a multidimensional space
to two or three dimensions [71, 72]. Currently, two visualization techniques
are implemented in Molpher: Principal Component Analysis (PCA), a linear
dimension reduction method, and Kamada-Kawai, a graph-layout-based method.
The visualization method is selected in the Create job dialog box and may be
changed later, even for a running job. Each new iteration, the visualization is
recalculated using all present morphs. Because the visualization method has such
an impact on the user’s experience, Molpher’s modular architecture enables users
to implement additional visualization techniques. PCA transforms correlated
variables into uncorrelated ones [73]. The uncorrelated variables, termed principal
components, are constructed as linear combinations of the original variables. The
dimension of the original data can be reduced by retaining only a small number
of principal components that describe the predefined amount of variability. In
Molpher, PCA is used to reduce the original chemical space to two dimensions.

Morphing space can also be considered as a graph, in which each pair of
nodes represents two molecules separated by a single morphing operator, which is
assigned to the connecting edge. Several graph-based layout algorithms exist for
the visualization of graphs in an aesthetically pleasing way [74]. In Molpher, we
implemented the force-directed-based Kamada-Kawai (KK) method [75]. Using
this method, nodes are positioned in 2D space so that the number of edge crossings
is minimized, and both nodes and edges are distributed uniformly. In KK, every
pair of nodes is assigned a value dij that corresponds to the shortest path between
these nodes. However, in Molpher dij corresponds to the structural similarity
between morphs. In addition, each node pair is also characterized by its Euclidean
distance in 2D space. Each layout is characterized by its energy E, which is
derived from the difference between the dij and Euclidean distances of all node
pairs. The KK algorithm iteratively generates a layout with the lowest value of E.

When the job is created, it is immediately run, receiving a unique ID number.
The job can be checked in the Job queue (see Figure 2.3), in which it will appear
in one of four possible statuses: Running, Live, Sleeping and Finished. Live
status means that the job is waiting in a queue and is scheduled to run as soon
as free resources appear. Both Running and Live jobs can be put into Sleeping
mode by selecting Set parameters from the Action column of a job’s entry in the
Job queue. In addition, the Action column (see Figure 2.3) enables the user to
make on-the-fly modifications to the algorithm’s parameters, as well as to select
morphing operators, fingerprints, similarity coefficients and visualization methods.
Three different tabs can be used to visualize a job:

• The Live tab is invoked by clicking the Live button in the Job queue for
the relevant job. Visualization in this tab is refreshed after each iteration.
For each job, only one Live tab can be opened at a time. The Live tab is
indicated in the tab caption by the job’s ID (e.g. ‘1’).

• The Detached tab is invoked by clicking the Visualization-Detach button in
the Job queue for the relevant job. This displays a graphical snapshot of the
job at the time at which the tab is opened. There is no limit to how many
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of these tabs can be detached from a particular job. The Detached tab is
indicated in the tab caption by backslash followed by the job’s ID (e.g. ‘
1’).

• The Adhoc tab is invoked by double-clicking a job iteration in the Iteration
pane in the Job queue (see Figure 2.3). This tab can display multiple
snapshots of iterations from different jobs at any one time. The Adhoc tab is
indicated in the tab caption by the job’s ID and iteration number separated
by a colon (e.g. ‘1 : 51’ means the 51st iteration of job 1).

Figure 2.5: Depiction of a structure in Molpher. An orange line is the
highlighted path from the start molecule to the particular morph.

Molecules in the explored space are represented using the following colored
symbols: a start molecule as a magenta circle; a target molecule as a red circle; an
inner tree node as a cyan circle; a tree leaf as a green circle; a decoy as an orange
circle; and a new morph in the actual iteration as a green triangle (see Figure 2.3).
A list of these symbols and what they signify is available by pressing the F1 key. If
the user hovers the mouse over any of these symbols, the corresponding molecular
structure is depicted (see Figure 2.5) by the external utility indigo-depict, which
is part of the Indigo Toolkit [66].
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Holding the left mouse button and dragging enables the user to select only
the required area of chemical space. Morphs can be added or removed from the
selection by clicking the left mouse button while holding the Ctrl key. More
specific selections, such as selecting all new candidates or all inner tree leaves,
can be made via the Select button from the Iteration pane. Among other things,
selected morphs can be exported into an SDF file.

Clicking the middle mouse button on any node highlights the path from the
start molecule to the selected morph (see Figure 2.5). The user can then inspect
all morphs lying on this path. The user can move the whole view by holding the
right mouse button and zoom it by turning the mouse wheel.

Clicking the right mouse button on any node invokes a context menu, from
which the active morph can be bookmarked. In addition, molecules lying on
the path between the active morph and the start molecule can be selected, and
the whole path easily exported into an SDF file. The active morph can also be
copied onto a clipboard as a SMILES string or as a summary formula. When
Marvin suite from ChemAxon [76] is installed, the active morph can be opened
externally in Marvin Sketch, Marvin Space or Marvin View. The last two items
in the context menu enable the user to perform either an exact match search or a
similarity search in the Pubchem [77], ZINC [51] or ChEMBL [78] databases.

Figure 2.6: Generate neighborhood settings.

Another rich set of features is available on the Action menu, which is accessed
by clicking the Action button on the Iteration pane. To expand chemical space
coverage in the vicinity of a potentially interesting molecule, its near neighbourhood
can be explored. A neighbourhood is defined by its origin molecule, by its maximum
size (i.e., the maximum number of neighbour molecules), by its maximum radius
given as a similarity coefficient distance, and by its maximum depth in terms of
the number of morphing operations (see Figure 2.6). A neighbourhood can be
visualized by right-clicking the origin molecule in the Visualization pane and by
selecting Toggle neighborhood origin from the menu. In the visualization, identified
neighbours will be placed at positions given by the so-called visualization context
(VC). The VC contains molecules selected by dragging the left mouse button
(or by Ctrl+left mouse button) in the Visualization pane. If no molecules are
selected, the VC remains empty and neighbours are placed in the 2D visualization
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at random positions. When VC is not empty, the visualization is calculated from
the VC and the identified neighbourhood molecules. To position neighbours with
respect to the whole exploration tree, all molecules must be dragged into the VC.

Figure 2.7: Filter molecules dialog.

The set of selected molecules can be further limited by identifying those with
specific or similar structures. This feature is available by clicking the Action button
on the Iteration pane and selecting Filter molecules (see Figure 2.7). The user
can query using either SMILES [79] or SMARTS [80] strings. Selected molecules
can be bookmarked for further use by invoking Create molecule bookmarks from
the Action menu.

The final item in the Action menu, Pubchem, enables the Pubchem database to
be searched for an exact match or for neighbourhood generation. Neighbourhood
molecules are depicted as yellow circles. If an exact match is found in Pubchem
for any of the selected molecules, that molecule changes its shape to a rhombus.

2.1.4 Results and discussion
Molpher is designed to propose new candidates for biological testing by the
controlled exploration of chemical space. A focused chemical library is represented
by a morphing path and its surroundings. To assess the ability of Molpher to find
such a path, we selected three sets of start/target molecule pairs from the PubChem
database [77]. These sets differed only in terms of their similarities, which
were evaluated using the PubChem fingerprint structural key [81] and Tanimoto
similarity coefficient. Each set consisted of 20 start/target pairs. Molecules in the
D1 set shared 70-80% similarity; molecules in the D2 set 50-60% similarity; and
molecules in the D3 set 30-40% similarity. To test Molpher’s speed, we used a
machine with 4 Intel® Xeon® E5450 3GHz processors running Windows Server
2008 R2. We restricted the experiments to a single CPU thread and limited the
exploration process to 1000 iterations. To perform additional computations and
further fine tune Molpher’s parameters, we also used the Czech National Grid
Infrastructure, MetaCentrum. To accommodate the non-deterministic character
of molecular morphing, we ran each start/target exploration five times using the
default Morgan fingerprint and Tanimoto distance settings. The molecular weight
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Dataset Synthesizability off Synthesizability on
D1 6.5 6.6
D2 10.4 10.5
D3 23.8 25.4

Table 2.3: Median number of iterations needed to generate the path

of morphs was limited to 500 Daltons. Each exploration was run five times with
the synthetic feasibility filter turned on and five times with it turned off.

Figure 2.8: Ability of Molpher to find a path in chemical space. Each set (D1,
D2, D3 ) contains 20 start/target molecule pairs. Molecular morphing for each
start/target pair was run 5 times. The number of iterations was limited to 1000
for each run. A result for each start/target molecule pair is shown as a bar with
height reflecting an average number of iterations in successfully finished jobs (i.e.,
jobs in which the path was identified before reaching the upper limit of 1000
iterations). Each bar is annotated by the start/target pair’s numerical ID followed
by the number of successfully finished runs given in parentheses. If the bar’s
height equals to 1000 neither of five exploration tasks was finished within the limit
of 1000 iterations. Exploration was run with synthetic feasibility filter turned off
(graphs on the left) and on (graphs on the right).

Figure 2.8 shows Molpher’s ability to find a path for the D1, D2 and D3
datasets. Each bar represents the average number of iterations needed to find the
path between the given start/target molecule pair. This average was computed
over runs in which the path was found in less than 1000 iterations. If during any
individual run the path was not found, the value for that run was set to 1000. As
expected, the number of iterations increased as the similarity decreased between
the start/target structures (see Table 2.3). In some cases, when the synthetic
accessibility filter was on, the average number of iterations decreased (e.g., pair
20 in the D1 dataset, see Figure 2.8) and the number of successfully completed
runs increased (e.g., pair 7 in D3 dataset, see Figure 2.8). However, in a few cases
(pair 1 in the D1 dataset or pair 19 in the D2 dataset, see Figure 2.8), having the
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Figure 2.9: An example of the path between pentamidine (CID 4735)
and 2-imino-3-(1H-indol-3-yl) propanoic acid (CID 5599) from dataset
D3. The path was generated using Morgan fingerprint, Tanimoto coefficient, and
synthetic accessibility filter turned on. The arrows’ labels show the used morphing
operators (see Figure 2.2). The depiction of the path was done by OpenBabel [82].

filter on led to a slight deterioration in the exploration process. Thus, we conclude
that restricting the chemical space explored to only those molecules amenable
to chemical synthesis does not significantly influence the ability of Molpher to
find the path (see Table 2.3). We found that the runtime of the algorithm is
influenced by the following factors: the similarity of the start/target molecule
pair; the settings of parameters (primarily similarity coefficient and molecular
fingerprint); and the hardware on which the calculation is run. Using the default
parameters (Tanimoto coefficient and circular ECFP-like Morgan fingerprint), the
path was generated in 9.5 minutes on average (averaged over all start/target pairs
from all datasets) using a single processor core. However, when Molpher was run
on multiple cores, every path was identified within 5 minutes. Such speeds makes
Molpher highly suitable for data intensive tasks. Figure 2.9 displays an example of
the path for molecular pair 17 [pentamidine (CID 4735) and 2-imino-3-(1H-indol-
3-yl)propanoic acid (CID 5599)] from D3. Close inspection of these paths reveals
that the operators used did not increase the size or complexity of the morphs.
Specifically, many bond contraction (BC) and remove atom (RA) operations were
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Figure 2.10: Molecule and it’s scaffold.

used, together with operations that preserved the size of the molecule and only
modified the atom or bond types [mutate atom (MA) and bond reroute (BR)].
Such a distribution of operators can be explained by the start molecule being
more complex than the target one. The breadth of the chemical space explored is
a function of the morphing operators available. Currently, unless decoy molecules
are used, these operators generate local chemical subspace. Coarser operators (e.g.,
add/remove ring) would generate chemical space containing more chemotypes,
and we are considering expanding the set of morphing operators in future versions
of the software. Indeed, Molpher is undergoing continuous development, with
several other new features planned for future releases. These include an enhanced
graphical user interface, an improved Bayesian synthetic feasibility filter, new
visualization methods, the inclusion of various drug-like, lead-like and unwanted
substructure filters [83], and the possibility of generating morphs containing
only userdefined substructures. To facilitate predictive compound design in a
better way than it is currently possible via directed structural modifications, we
also plan to incorporate biological activities and ADME/Tox properties into the
morphing process. Furthermore, the algorithm will be modified to implement the
multiobjective optimization approach [84], which will enable the morphing process
to be driven by several properties (high activity, low toxicity, etc.) simultaneously.

2.2 Scaffold Molpher
The main drawback of Molpher is that it can generate a huge number of molecules
by exploring sub-optimal paths. This can lead to situations where the path was
not found at all; a solution is to apply molecular scaffolds (see subsection 2.2.1).
We implemented this approach as a Scaffold based Molpher (see section 2.2).

2.2.1 Molecular scaffolds
Molecular scaffold (scaffold) is a representation of a molecule’s core structure [85,
86, 87]. In general, scaffolds abstract molecules to (reduced-)cyclic skeletons [88].
As a result, a single scaffold can represent a collection of molecules. Bemis
and Murcko [85] introduced one of the earliest formal scaffold definition named
Bemis–Murcko hierarchical scaffold (SBM scaffold). SBM scaffold represents
a molecule only in terms of its rings and linker fragments (see Figure 2.10).
The scaffold is obtained by removing all substituents (R-groups) thus effectively
distinguishing the core structure and substituents. However, R-groups define
many of the molecule’s properties.

Because a scaffold represents molecular structures, the molecular similarity
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principle can also be applied to them. If a molecule shares its scaffold with a
molecule that poses the desired properties, then the molecule is likely to pose
these properties as well. This makes scaffolds a useful tool for partitioning and
exploration of the chemical space [89].

Multiple scaffolds can be combined to create a hierarchical partitioning for a
given virtual library (see Figure 2.12). The partitioning can be used to compare
chemical libraries, access their diversity [90], or to guide exploration in the chemical
space ( section 2.2).

2.3 Scaffold-based chemical space exploration
Content of this section has been published as a part of a manuscript. Modification

have been made to update references and to align images with the size of a page.
The chemical space exploration can be computationally costly. The process of

generating new candidates and their selection is guided by molecular similarity
(see section 6.2). If the molecules are not similar enough, the exploration process
needs to overcome big similarity gap. This may lead to sub-optimal exploration
resulting in high computational cost. A solution to this issue is to restrict the size
of a space or somehow select candidates on any of the prospective paths between
start and target. By selecting candidates on a path, one can run the exploration
only between pairs of molecules being neighbours on the path. Thus instead of
running one exploration process between two molecules being far apart in the
space, one runs multiple processes between pairs of molecules in the space. The
motivation is that the sum of these runtimes should be lower than the time needed
to find a path between the original start and target. This expectation stems from
the fact that the time complexity is not linear with respect to the distance of
the start and target molecules which is why the sum of individual times will be
lower than the time needed to find a path between the molecules of interest. Our
algorithm actually uses both of the approaches to decrease the time complexity.
The algorithm is based on representing the molecules of interest as scaffolds and
runs the exploration on the scaffold level. This transformation greatly decreases
the size of the space since each scaffold represents a group of molecules sharing the
same scaffold. By finding a path in the scaffold space, one forms set of molecules
which can be used as the pairs of molecules between which the exploration can
take place.

Algorithm outline

Our algorithm is based on the transformation of the complex chemical space into
a simpler space of the molecular scaffolds. However, there exist multiple scaffold
definitions which differ in the level of detail, and thus some scaffold definitions
represent more structures than others. We call these different definitions scaffold
types. The scaffold type directly corresponds to the size of the space and using
a more general scaffold type leads to greater simplification of the space. The
idea of our method is to use several types of scaffold types with increasing level
of complexity, which allows us to iteratively explore the spaces on the level of
given scaffold types. Consider scaffold-generating methods S1, ..., Sn where S1
represents the most general scaffold type (low level of detail). And let MS and
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Figure 2.11: The idea behind the scaffold-based exploration. First, the blue path
is found. Then for each neighbouring blue atoms, green paths are identified. And
finally, each neighbouring green molecules are connected using the orange path
which corresponds to the original morphing procedure.

MT be the starting and target molecules, respectively. Then our idea is to run an
exploration in the following way:

• Run exploration on the level of detail defined by S1 between molecules
S1(MS) and S1(MT ) resulting in a path containing scaffolds M1,. . . Mm.

• For each pair of neighboring scaffolds Mi and Mi+1 from the previous step
run exploration (on the level of detail defined by S2) between molecules
S2(Mi) and S2(Mi+1).

• Repeat for S3, ..., Sn.

• Run Molpher on the scaffolds resulting from Sn.

• Concatenate the resulting paths leading to the final path in the original
chemical space.

Si(M) is the scaffold (representation of atom) M in the Si scaffold space. The
algorithm runs the exploration process on the lowest level of detail represented
by S1, which results in a set of scaffolds defining a path. Then it finds a path
between each neighbouring scaffolds on the level represented by S2. This will
result in a more detailed path. This process is repeated, and the last run involves
running the original Molpher between pairs of scaffolds of type Sn (Figure 2.11).

Algorithm details

The previous section outlined the way how one can employ scaffolds in the
exploration process. However, there are multiple issues which need to be solved
before the algorithm can be implemented. These include:

• Scaffold types. What types of scaffolds to use

• Morphing operators. Not all of the original morphing operators are suitable
for scaffolds. For example, adding an atom at some position is not meaningful
for most of the scaffold types since scaffold usually treats molecules as sets
of rings.
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Figure 2.12: Utilized scaffold types. (a) Original molecule M. (b) Scaffold of M in
SBM space. (c) Scaffold of M in the SP space

• Mapping between scaffold levels. One needs to define how to map molecules
on a path found at level i to level i+1, since one scaffold corresponds to
multiple molecules/scaffolds on a higher level.

1)Choice of scaffold types Although there exist multiple scaffold definitions,
we aim to use such scaffold types which form an inclusion chain where the space
covered by all possible structures of scaffolds/molecules of type A includes the
space covered by all scaffolds/molecules of type B down the chain. Concretely,
we use two scaffold types SBM introduced by Bemis and Murcko [85] and SP
introduced by Pollock et al. [91]. SBM scaffold type reduces all atoms of a molecule
to carbons and all bonds to single bonds, keeping only ring systems, and reduces
the linkers to single bonds (Figure 2.12a). SP type moreover removes ring atoms
which share bonds within the ring only (Figure 2.121b). Clearly, space spanned
by all SP scaffolds (SP space) is included in the space of all SBM scaffolds (SBM
space), which leads to a chain formed by the original space → SBM space → SP
space.

3)Choice of morphing operators. The original Molpher contains operations
add/remove/interject/mutate atom, add/remove bond, bond reroute/contraction
(Figure 2.13). Most of these operations are not applicable to scaffolds, and some
are missing. For example, adding an atom can start a chain which results in a
non-valid scaffold. On the other hand, adding a whole ring is an operation which
is needed at the scaffold level. Therefore, we introduce a new set of operators
which are valid for given scaffold types (Figure 2.13). Thus searching a path in the
SP space, the SP space operators are used. When searching a path in SBM space,
the SBM space operators are used. And finally, to find a path in the original space,
the original set of operators are used. One can see that most of the operators
cause a scaffold to grow. The reason is that in scaffold-based exploration when we
are searching for a path between two molecules, we always start from the smaller
one. However, there still can emerge special cases when reduction operators are
needed; thus, we also included operators for atom or bond removal (Figure 2.13e)
and ring reduction (Figure 2.13g).

3)Mapping between scaffold levels. From the set of operators, one can see
what are the main goals of the individual levels. The purpose of the SBM
level is to find the sequence of rings which gradually change the start molecule
to the target one while the purpose of the SP level is to morph the rings by
changing their sizes. The goal of morphing in the original space is to build paths
between molecules which differ at most in the existence of one ring and side chains.

Since the exploration takes place in three different spaces, one needs a way
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Figure 2.13: Morphing operators. (a) Adding of a ring using one common atom.
(b) Adding of a ring using two common atom. (c) Adding of a ring using a linker.
(d) Edge splitting. (e) Remove atom or bond (includes sanitation resulting in a
valid scaffold). (f) Ring expansion. (g) Ring reduction. Operators (a) to (e) are
related to both the SP and the SBM space while operators (f) and (g) relate to
the SP space only

to map between them. We illustrate the whole approach on an example outlined
in Figure 2.14. Each row represents one level of the exploration process. The A
level corresponds to the traditional concept of chemical space, level B corresponds
to the SBM-space, and level C corresponds to the SP-space. The first column
represents the start molecule (and its mapping into given scaffold spaces) while
the last column represents the target. First, a path is found in the C space using
the SP operators. This path consists of a sequence of scaffolds 1, 2, 3 and 4. The
next step is to map these molecules to the B level. The mappings of 1 to 8 and 4
to 5 are obvious since those are the start and target scaffolds. However, it is not
obvious how to map molecules 2 and 3 since each of them covers a wide range of
scaffolds in B. But not all possible mappings are relevant. We are interested in
such mappings which then translate well to the target scaffold. To achieve this,
we keep a unique atom numbering across all scaffolds and molecules, which allows
every morphing operation to keep track of which atoms were added or removed.
Hence since we know which atoms in 3 correspond to which atoms in 4 and which
atoms in 4 correspond to which atoms in 5, we immediately get the mapping from
3 to 6. Similarly based on the knowledge of the molecule with the id 6 we can map
2 to 7 which results in a complete mapping of the path 1 → 2 → 3 → 4 on the C
level to a path 8 → 7 → 6 → 5 on the B level. In the next step, 3 exploration
processes on level B are triggered (8 → 7, 7 → 6, 6 → 5) using the operators
available for exploration in the SP-space. The 3 found paths are concatenated
and mapped into the C level using the same mapping procedure as described
above. The neighbouring scaffolds on the concatenated path form the start-target
pairs for the exploration processes to be performed in the original space using
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Figure 2.14: Illustration of the scaffold-based exploration.

the original Molpher algorithm. Finally, the paths identified on the A level are
concatenated, forming the resulting path of the whole exploration process.

Experiments

For the experimental evaluation, we used a dataset of 15 start-target pairs (30-40%
similarity). This dataset is a modified version of the D3 dataset introduced in
[92] and [63] from which we removed pairs of molecules where neither of them
contained a ring since molecules without rings translate into empty scaffolds. We
executed 5 runs for every pair resulting in 75 exploration processes. While the
original approach was able to find a path in 79% of cases, the new scaffold-based
approach found a path in 96% cases. The average runtime decreased from the
original 17.4 minutes per exploration process to 7.7 minutes. Two start-target pair
turned out to be problematic even for the new approach where the exploration
failed at the SBM level, indicating that there is still room for further improvement.
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3. Virtual screening
Wet-laboratory screening is a common task in the drug discovery process. However,
there are some drawbacks to the wet-laboratory screening, namely its price and
the need to have a physical library of molecules, sophisticated hardware, and
software [38]. These issues become more pressing as the number of molecules
to screen grows. The solution to the aforementioned issues of wet-laboratory
screening is virtual screening (VS) [93, 94], which enables researchers to predict
which molecules are more likely to be active, i.e. to have required properties. VS
has first appeared in the 1990s [95] and since then, it has become a useful addition
to the wet-laboratory screening [96, 42].

From a computer science perspective, VS process is an execution of a query
over a database of molecules, which contains active and inactive molecules. In the
optimal scenario, the query returns all active molecules, but in reality, the query
can also return inactive molecules (false positives) or fail to return some of the
active molecules (false negatives). Alternatively, the VS process can return an
ordered list of molecules; in this case, the optimal scenario is to return all actives
before any inactive. The goal of VS research is to design methods that minimize
the number of false positives and false negatives or achieve the optimal ordering.
The query definition and evaluation depend on the the of VS. There are two main
categories of VS:

• Ligand-Based Virtual Screening
¯

(LBVS), which utilizes information about
the known active molecules (see chapter 4).

• Structure-Based Virtual Screening
¯

(SBVS),which utilizes information about
the target structure (see section 3.2).

The capabilities and drawbacks of VS were illustrated, for example, by Jiankun
Lyu et al. [97]. VS was employed to screen 99 million compounds against the
AmpC β-lactamase (AmpC) enzyme and 138 million molecules against the D4
dopamine receptor using docking (see section 3.2). The results revealed several
interesting facts about VS:

• Even with a well-studied target, best efforts, and cutting edge methods,
many predictions can be wrong.

• Domain experts are valuable, and we are far away from getting them out of
the drug discovery.

• The results of screening should not be compared using only performance
metrics based on a number of actives found.

3.1 Computational molecule representation
In order to store molecules and carry out operations relevant for VS, we need
to have an efficient computational molecular representation. A computational
molecular representation aims to encode chosen molecular descriptors that captures
molecular properties. Examples of representations are the number of atoms, the
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Figure 3.1: SMILES representation of a molecule.

simplified atom-bond model or quantum-chemical descriptors [98]. There are three
main groups of molecular representations:

• 2D graph

• 3D structure

• Molecular descriptors

2D graph representations utilize 2D molecular graph, where the atoms are
represented as vertices and bonds as edges. Every node and bond can have
additional properties such as the type of an atom or a bond type.

The 3D structure representation [99] is essential [100] for structure-based vir-
tual screening (see section 3.2). It utilizes 3D molecule structure (conformation),
i.e. positions of atoms in 3D space. Every molecule has several different confor-
mations and conformations can change over time or as a results of interaction
with other molecules. For this reasons it is not easy to determine which 3D
representation should be used. This problem is often addressed by generating
multiple conformations for each molecule. There are various ways to generate 3D
conformers and a wide range of tools and approaches [101, 82, 102, 103].

Molecular descriptors are mainly used in LBVS (see chapter 4). They are
computed from 2D or 3D representations and we detail them later in section 4.1.

3.1.1 File formats

A file format define how a molecular representation is serialized on a hard
drive [104]. In this section, we briefly comment on two file formats that rep-
resent two different approaches and are widely used.

SMILES (A Simplified Chemical Language) 1 (see Figure 3.1) is a line notation
that describes 2D molecular structure. SMILES uses a single line string to
represent a molecule; this makes it easy to incorporate SMILES into any storage
format. Another advantage of SMILES is that it is a very compact representation.
The disadvantages of using SMILES are that it does not capture atoms’ positions,
there can be more than one SMILES for one molecule, and it can not handle
relative stereochemistry very well.

Structure-data file (SDF) (see Figure 3.2) address the inability of SMILES to
capture any positional information. SDF is designed to represent 3D molecular
structure. A single SDF can store multiple molecules and optional properties
for each molecule. Criticism of SDF format includes arguments like SDF is too
verbose, SDF can represent only three types of bonds, there are two ways to
encode chirality.

1https://www.daylight.com/dayhtml/doc/theory/theory.smiles.html
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150791
OpenBabel03261619203D

S t r u c t u r e w r i t t e n by MMmdl.
25 25 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0999 V2000

−2.7090 1 . 6 0 0 6 0 . 8 3 5 6 F 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
−2.5773 1 . 5 0 4 6 −1.3257 F 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
−3.7472 0 . 0 3 9 5 −0.2519 F 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4 . 1 5 9 8 1 . 5 9 8 9 −0.5917 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 . 3 4 4 2 0 . 0 6 7 4 −0.9076 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 . 9 8 8 9 1 . 1 0 8 2 0 . 0 2 6 9 C 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 3 9 −0.4397 −0.4039 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

−0.1496 0 . 3 6 1 5 −0.5367 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
−1.4009 −0.0991 −0.0721 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 . 9 0 4 9 −1.7108 0 . 1 9 8 9 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 . 3 6 7 7 0 . 5 4 3 3 1 . 4 0 4 2 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

−1.4868 −1.3698 0 . 5 3 7 6 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
−0.3381 −2.1734 0 . 6 7 0 4 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
−2.6371 0 . 7 7 7 4 −0.2096 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 . 1 8 8 8 0 . 5 0 5 1 −1.8948 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 . 0 2 1 2 −0.7754 −1.0553 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 . 3 0 8 4 1 . 9 5 0 5 0 . 1 5 7 5 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

−0.0724 1 . 3 3 6 8 −0.9948 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 . 7 8 2 2 −2.3320 0 . 3 0 7 1 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 . 4 8 7 7 0 . 1 9 4 6 1 . 9 4 4 9 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 . 0 5 6 3 −0.2974 1 . 3 1 2 7 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 . 8 4 8 2 1 . 3 0 2 2 2 . 0 2 2 4 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

−2.4337 −1.7337 0 . 9 0 8 2 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
−0.4104 −3.1451 1 . 1 3 6 4 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4 . 5 3 0 9 2 . 2 7 3 4 −0.0434 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 14 1 0 0 0 0
2 14 1 0 0 0 0
3 14 1 0 0 0 0
4 6 1 0 0 0 0
4 25 1 0 0 0 0
5 6 1 0 0 0 0
5 7 1 0 0 0 0
5 15 1 0 0 0 0
5 16 1 0 0 0 0
6 11 1 0 0 0 0
6 17 1 1 0 0 0
7 8 2 0 0 0 0
7 10 1 0 0 0 0
8 9 1 0 0 0 0
8 18 1 0 0 0 0
9 12 2 0 0 0 0
9 14 1 0 0 0 0

10 13 2 0 0 0 0
10 19 1 0 0 0 0
11 20 1 0 0 0 0
11 21 1 0 0 0 0
11 22 1 0 0 0 0
12 13 1 0 0 0 0
12 23 1 0 0 0 0
13 24 1 0 0 0 0

M END
> <LID>
L001044

> <PC CID>
150791

> <Names>
1−(3− t r i f l u o r o m e t h y l p h e n y l )−2−propanol

> <CAS Numbers>
621−45−4

Figure 3.2: SDF representation of the molecule from Figure 3.1.
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3.2 Structure-Based virtual screening
Structure-based virtual screening (SBVS) approaches are built around the idea of
a simulating interactions between a target and a molecule. The main difference
between SBVS methods is how they model the interactions. For example molecular
dynamics [105] performs simulation on level of atoms. A disadvantage is that
simulation on large number of atoms is computationally expensive. Alternative
approach is taken by docking [106], which limits the simulation only to the molecule
interacting parts of the target.

Docking aims to evaluate the ability of a small molecule to bind to a target. The
evaluation is based on the key-and-lock principle or on the induced-fit theory [107].
According to the key-and-lock principle, the small molecule and the binding site
need to be complementary from the perspective of structure and physicochemical
properties. The target remains in the user provided conformation for the whole
time of computation. The aim is to find a position of a small molecule that fits
into the target. While this allows for fast computation, it does not fully reflect a
reality where the conformations change in time. The induced-fit theory addresses
this issue. It rejects the concept of a rigid binding site and instead considers the
final conformation to be the result of an interaction between the molecule and the
target. The dynamic nature of docking can be used to classify docking into three
basic types [108].

• rigid - the structure of small molecules and the binding site are static

• semi-flexible - small molecules’ structure can change

• flexible - both small molecules and the target can change their structure

More flexible approaches to docking may provide better results; however, the
downside would be the price of increased computational demands.

The basic workflow of docking can be split into several steps:

• Obtain the target’s conformation.

• Obtain the molecule’s conformation.

• Find a binding site on the target.

• Sample possible 3D positions of the molecule-target complex.

• Score positions.

The preparation of a target and a small molecule structure is one of the
first tasks that needs to be carried out [109]. Thanks to advances in structural
biology/bioinformatics and structural genomics, over a hundred thousand struc-
tures are readily available in the PDB [110, 111]. However, many structures
have low quality, which can be an issue for SBVS methods, but according to the
PDB general quality score, this trend is changing [112]. The 3D structure of a
small molecule can be generated (see section 3.1) or downloaded from a chemical
database (see chapter 2).

For the purpose of docking, the binding site is represented using 3D coordinates
and size of a box inside which the interaction should take a place. The location
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and size of the binding site for a given target can be found in a database or can
be deduced from molecule-target complex. Alternatively, it can be predicted from
the target’s structure (see section 3.3).

During the sampling phase, different positions of the molecule in the bind-
ing site are tested. There are different sampling strategies including geometry
based [107, 113], incremental construction [107], genetics algorithm [114] or simu-
lated annealing (using Monte Carlo) [115].

The goal of the scoring function is to score the molecule-target mutual position,
so that positions which corresponds to real word achieve a higher score. Examples
of scoring methods are: force field-based [116, 117], empirical scoring [118],
knowledge based [119], free-energy scoring [120]. Scoring methods provide different
performance depending on the molecule and the target [121],

3.3 Binding site detection
Knowledge about the binding site is essential for prediction of a molecule-target
interaction. When the binding site is not known, it can be predicted from the
target structure. Existing methods for ligand binding site prediction are based
on a variety of algorithmic approaches that involve protein geometry, energetical
calculations, sequence conservation or search in a template library of known
protein-ligand complexes. Existing methods can be classified as either fast and
relatively inaccurate (e.g., purely geometric methods) or accurate but too slow
for large-scale applications (e.g., methods that rely on large template libraries).
To address this task, we developed the p2rank (see subsection 3.3.1) webserver, a
publicly available service for binding site prediction 2 (see subsection 3.3.2).

3.3.1 P2Rank algorithm
Content of this section has been published as a part of a manuscript. Modification

have been made to update references and to align images with the size of a page.
P2Rank [122] is a machine learning based algorithm and command line tool for

fast and accurate ligand binding site prediction. P2Rank is based on classification
of local geometrical neighbourhoods represented by the points lying on protein’s
solvent accessible surface. Each point is represented by a vector of properties that
describe local geometry and physicochemical properties that are derived mainly
from neighbouring protein atoms. Random Forest classifier is trained on a dataset
of known protein-ligand complexes and then used to predict the ligandability
score of each point. Finally, the points with the ligandability score that is higher
than a certain threshold are clustered into predicted sites, which are then scored
and ranked. The speed is comparable to the fastest geometric algorithms like
Fpocket [123] (around 1 second for prediction one protein on average single core
CPU).

Improvements in the presented version include more sophisticated clustering
and scoring, new geometrical descriptors, better dealing with class imbalances and
new faster implementation of Random Forest. However, as in many other complex

2http://prankweb.cz/
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algorithms, practically every step (feature aggregation, training, prediction, clus-
tering, scoring, ... ) has several arbitrary parameters or thresholds, and mentioned
improvements only add to that. The default value of each of those parameters
needs to be determined in order for the algorithm to achieve optimal performance.
This can be done by iterative manual tuning and grid optimization but only to a
certain point. Parameters can exhibit complex nonlinear interdependencies and
need to be optimized together. Finding a global optimum for more than a dozen
of interdependent parameters becomes practically impossible with this approach.

An example of a ‘clique’ of few parameters that are interdependent with respect
to predictive performance consists of:

1. density of points on accessible surface (i.e. instances which we classify)

2. cutoff distance around a ligand that define ligandable vs. unligandable
points in the training set

3. final target class weight ratio (for weighting instances during training)

4. threshold of predicted ligandabilty score that defines ligandable points in
the prediction phase

5. minimal size of a cluster

6. clustering distance

Trying to optimize those parameters individually or two at a time by grid opti-
mization would not be very useful, as they are all related to class imbalance and
distribution of predicted ligandability scores and need to be optimized simultane-
ously.

Bayesian optimization

Bayesian optimization is a general sequential strategy for optimization of expensive
black-box functions. It works by building a model of the objective function, based
on it deciding which parameter assignment should be tried next and iteratively
updating the model. The next sampled location in parameter space is determined
by an acquisition function, which represents a trade-off between exploration (where
the objective function is very uncertain) and exploitation (where the objective
function is expected to be high) [124]. Perhaps the most commonly used model
for modelling objective function in Bayesian optimization is the Gaussian process
(GP), as it is implemented in the Spearmint package [125] we have used. In
recent years Bayesian optimization has become prominent, especially as a tool
to optimize hyperparameters of machine learning models. We have applied it
to optimize not just model hyperparameters, but all critical parameters of the
algorithm that can influence predictive performance and quality of predictions.
Those include all aforementioned interdependent parameters as well as parameters
related to feature extraction such as neighbourhood radius (i.e. size of the surface
patch represented by a single point). This approach to optimization can be too
powerful, which can lead to certain pitfalls, namely easy overfitting to a particular
development dataset or a narrowly defined performance metric. We discuss how
to avoid or mediate those issues.
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Results

Optimization runs yielded some surprising parameter assignments that could have
been hardly selected by manual tuning, but which nevertheless led to performance
improvements. Results of the final model and parameter assignment (chosen based
on development set performance) are shown in Table 1. We have compared our
method with the previous version as well as with few state-of-the-art methods,
namely geometric algorithm Fpocket [123], consensus-based MetaPocket 2.0 [126]
and deep learning based DeepSite [127]. Displayed are identification success rates
(in per cent) according to several criteria and an overlap based prediction quality
metric. New version (P2Rank 2.1) shows improvements in all metrics over the
original one (P2Rank 2.0) as well as over other methods.

Identification criteria:

• DCA: distance between the centre of the pocket to the closest ligand atom
with 4 A threshold.

• DCC: distance between the centre of the pocket to the centre of the ligand
with 5 A threshold.

• DSO: Discretized Surface Overlap with a threshold of 20%.

The binding site is correctly identified if the intersection of points covered by the
ligand and predicted pocket is not smaller than 20% of their union. In all cases
considered is only Top-n predicted pockets where n is the number of ligands in
considered query structure.

method DCA DCC DSO avg. overlap ratio
DeepSite 45.6 31.5 n/a n/a
Fpocket 52.4 38.8 41.7 0.33
MetaPocket2 56.6 43.4 n/a n/a
P2Rank 2.0 68.6 52.0 67.9 0.49
P2Rank 2.1 71.4 56.6 71.0 0.53

3.3.2 PrankWeb: a web server for ligand binding site pre-
diction and visualization

Content of this section has been published as a part of a manuscript. Modification
have been made to update references and to align tables and images with the size
of a page.

A range of protein ligand binding site prediction approaches have been devel-
oped over recent years, including a number that are provided as a web service
(Table 3.1). Fpocket [128], SiteHound [129], ConCavity [130], POCASA [131],
MetaPocket 2.0 [126], FTSite [132] and bSiteFinder [133] all support online vi-
sualization using Jmol [134], a Java-based molecular structure viewer. Due to
known security risks, however, Java applets are no longer supported in modern
web browsers and these websites can now be considered outdated. A simple
solution to the Jmol issue is to use JSmol [135], a JavaScript replacement for
Jmol. This is the avenue taken by 3DLigandSite [136], COFACTOR [137, 138],
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Table 3.1: Availability of web-based tools for structure-based ligand binding site
prediction introduced since 2009.

Online SourceName Year Visualization Code
SiteHound [129] 2009 Jmol Yes
ConCavity [130] 2009 Jmol Yes
Fpocket [128] 2010 Jmol, OpenAstex Yes
3DLigandSite [136] 2010 JSMol —
POCASA [131] 2010 Jmol —
DoGSite [147] 2010 NGL —
MetaPocket 2.0 [126] 2011 Jmol —
FTSite [132] 2012 Jmol, static —
COFACTOR [137, 138] 2012, 2017 JSmol —
COACH [139] 2013 JSmol —
eFindSite [151]* 2014 — Yes
GalaxySite [148] 2014 PV, static —
bSiteFinder [133] 2016 Jmol —
ISMBLab-LIG [140] 2016 JSmol&sequence —
LIBRA-WA [141] 2017 JSmol —
DeepSite [127] 2017 NGL —
PrankWeb [152] 2012 LiteMol&Proteal Yes

†only data files provided
*in the process of setting up a new interface

COACH [139] ISMBLAB-LIG [140] and LIBRA [141]. Though JSmol supports
complex visualization options, it suffers from performance issues due to inefficien-
cies introduced when migrating Jmol code from Java to JavaScript. Fpocket uses
OpenAstex [142], another Java based visualizer; however, this project suffers from
the same problems as Jmol and now appears to have been discontinued as we were
unable to find an active resource. Relatively few of the web servers support visual-
ization via modern WebGL-based viewers, such as LiteMol [143], NGL [144, 145]
and PV [146]. As an example, NGL supports visualizations in DoGSite [147] and
DeepSite [127]; however, while it is possible to view 3D structures in NGL, the
DeepSite and DoGSite websites lack the option to customize protein, ligand and
binding site visualizations. Similarly, GalaxySite [148] only offers minimal 3D
cartoon visualization of the protein and its ligands via the PV viewer. In response
to this situation, we recently developed P2Rank [149], a state-of-the-art method
for protein ligand binding site prediction. Here, we describe PrankWeb, an online
web server providing an interactive interface for the P2Rank method. PrankWeb
serves as an intuitive tool for ligand binding site prediction and its immediate
visual analysis by displaying the prediction as a combination of the protein’s 3D
structure, its sequence and a list of binding pockets. It allows users to display
protein ligand binding sites and conservation as structural and sequence views
and to customize the visualization style. As PrankWeb’s visualization is based
on LiteMol and Protael [150], it runs on all modern browsers with no additional
plugins.

P2Rank [149], the backend of PrankWeb, is a template-free, machine learning-
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Figure 3.3: Flow diagram illustrating conservation loading workflow and conserva-
tion pipeline.

based method for ligand binding site prediction employing random forests [153]
to predict ligandability of points on the solvent accessible surface of a protein.
These points represent potential locations of binding ligand contact atoms and are
described by a feature vector calculated from the local geometric neighbourhood.
The feature vector consists of physico-chemical and geometric properties calcu-
lated from the surrounding atoms and residues (e.g. hydrophobicity, aromaticity
or surface protrusion). PrankWeb also introduces a new model that includes
information derived from residue sequence evolutionary conservation scores (see
Supplementary Information for computation of conservation scores). Points with
high predicted ligandability are clustered and ranked according to a ranking
function based on the cumulative score of the cluster.

P2Rank is able to use different pre-trained models with varying feature vectors.
PrankWeb exposes two such models, the default P2Rank model (without conserva-
tion) and a new model that uses conservation information (P2Rank+Conservation).
Both models were trained on a relatively small but diverse dataset of protein
ligand complexes [154, 149].

Web server

PrankWeb allows users to predict and visualize the protein ligand binding sites
and contrast these with both highly conserved areas and actual ligand binding
sites.

To carry out the prediction, users can either upload a PDB file or provide
a PDB ID, in which case PrankWeb will download and store the corresponding
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PDB file from the PDB database [155]. In addition to selecting what protein
to analyze, users can also specify whether evolutionary conservation should be
included in the prediction process, which in turn determines which of the two
pre-trained models will be used.

Conservation scores are calculated using the Jensen-Divergence method [156]
from a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) file, which can come from three
sources: 1) users can specify their own alignment file, 2) if a protein’s PDB
code is provided, PrankWeb uses MSA from the HSSP [157] database, or 3)
where no MSA is provided and no MSA is found in HSSP, the MSA is computed
using PrankWeb’s own conservation pipeline, which utilizes UniProt [158], PSI-
Blast [159], MUSCLE [160] and CD-HIT [161]. This process is depicted in
Figure 3.3 and described in detail in the Supplementary Material.

After specification of the input, the submitted data is sent via a REST API to
the server, which then starts the prediction pipeline. The user is provided with a
URL address from which progress of the prediction process can be tracked and
results inspected once the process finishes.

On the results page, PrankWeb utilizes LiteMol for visualization of 3D struc-
tural information and Protael for sequence visualization. Figure 3.4 displays
the predicted binding sites of dasatinib (a drug used for treatment of chronic
myelogenous leukemia) bound to the kinase domain of human LCK (PDB ID
3AD5). The sequence and structure plugins are synchronized so that the user can
easily locate a sequence position in the structure and vice versa. The sequence
view comprises predicted pockets, computed conservation and binding sites (if
present in the PDB file). The side panel displays information about the identified
pockets and a toolbar allowing the user to i) download all inputs and calculated
results, ii) share the results page link, or iii) switch between visualization modes.
PrankWeb comes with three predefined 3D model renderings (protein surface,
cartoon and atoms) and the predicted binding sites and conservation scores are
color coded. If conservation analysis is chosen, the user can contrast the positions
of putative active sites with conservation scores of the respective positions. In
cases where the preset modes do not suffice, one can completely customize the 3D
visualization using LiteMol’s advanced user interface or the PyMOL visualization
script for offline inspection.

PrankWeb consists of a Java backend, REST API and a Typescript frontend,
the backend being based on the WildFly [162] web server and the P2Rank appli-
cation, while the frontend uses the Protael, LiteMol and Bootstrap.js libraries to
provide an interactive user interface on top of the REST API. All source code is
available under Apache License 2.0 at GitHub (https://github.com/jendelel/
PrankWebApp). The GitHub website also includes documentation for developers
on how to use our REST API and how to deploy their own version of the server.
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Figure 3.4: Prediction of a ”difficult” pocket. The authors of the FTSite method
describe three structures for which their method failed. This figure shows a
PrankWeb prediction for one of these, the structure of mouse immunoglobulin
(1a6w). The prediction is indicated by the blue colour and the actual ligand is in
yellow.
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4. Ligand-Based Virtual
Screening
LBVS employs information about molecules with the desired property/activity
(actives) to predict property/activity for other molecules (database). LBVS is
built around the so-called similarity principle [163, 164]. The main idea behind
the principle is that structurally similar molecules are more likely to have similar
bio/chemical properties then structurally different molecules.

The LBVS process consist of several steps (see Figure 4.1):

• Compute a molecular representation of given molecules.

• Create a model, which can be used to compute a score for a given molecule.
The assigned score should represent a similarity of a molecule to known
active molecules.

• Sort molecules in a database with respect to their score.

The model can be based on statistics, a machine learning approach, or a
similarity function (see section 4.3). Once each molecule in a database has a score
assigned, the molecules are sorted, resulting in a sorted list. This list can be used
to prioritize molecules for a wet-laboratory screening.

LBVS can be categorized based on utilized molecular properties into several
categories [165]: alignment-based, shape-based, descriptor-based, graph-based or
pharmacophore-based.

Alignment-based approaches compute the score based on a superposition
of an active molecule and a tested molecule. The molecules can be aligned with
respect to a molecular graph, electrostatic potential, etc.

Shape-based approaches compute the score based on a superposition of
molecular shape or a molecular shape colored by atomic properties.

Descriptor-based approaches are based on representing a molecule with
molecular descriptors (see 4.1) that are used to compute the score. Simple
descriptors may have a form of a numerical vector or a number, making the
problem a classical task for machine learning. Molecular fingerprints are one of the
most widely used descriptors. We detail them in the next section (see chapter 6).

actives

molecules
to 
test

model

sorted
list

compute
representation

compute
representation

Figure 4.1: Overview of LBVS process.
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Graph-based approaches utilize a 2D molecular graph. Examples of this
method are applications of any graph similarity, especially maximum common
subgraph [166].

Pharmacophore-based approaches utilize significant parts of the molecular
structure to compute the score. We detail them in the next section (see section 4.2).

4.1 Molecular descriptors
A molecular descriptor defines which molecular features are encoded and how.
Molecular descriptors can be classification based on their dimension [167]:

• 1D - numerical properties

• 2D - structure and connectivity based properties

• 3D - spatial-based representation of a molecule

Examples of 1D descriptors are molecular weight, number of hydrogen donors,
number of hydrogen acceptors, LogP or activity properties like EC50/IC50 [168].
The above mentioned descriptors represent molecule-wide properties. This can
be a drawback, as only a part of a molecule interacts with the binding site, so
the global molecular properties may not be able to capture information about
it. On the other hand, a molecule needs to be able to fit into a binding site and
get to the binding site in the first place. This creates some requirements on the
molecule as a whole and these requirements can be captured by 1D descriptors.
That is why 1D descriptors are ideal for filtering of molecules in rules like RO5
(see chapter 2).

2D descriptors are built using molecular structure/connectivity information.
The most wildly used 2D descriptors are molecular fingerprints (see chapter 6).
Based on the task at hand, 2D descriptors can offer better performance than 3D
methods [169, 170].

3D descriptors use the 3D position of a molecule’s atoms. Examples of 3D
descriptors include 3D shapes, quantum-chemical descriptors, and electrostatic
field descriptors. The main issue with 3D descriptors is that a molecule can have
multiple conformations, each with a different value of a 3D descriptor [171]. An
alternative to using only a single conformation is to use multiple conformations.

4.1.1 Availability and tools
In an ideal scenario, researchers can use a new descriptor for VS as soon as the
descriptor is published, i.e. it is described in a manuscript. However, it might
not be easy to implement a method just based on its description. For this reason
researchers utilize specialized software (tools) to computed molecular descriptors.
Absence or low quality of tools discourages from using a descriptor. The main
problems with many tools are dependencies, bugs and a lack of maintenance.
Notably, tools that were created as a result of a scientific effort tend to be quickly
abandoned. This creates a gap between the real and the ideal state. Descriptors
are not used based on their reported performance, but instead, their availability
in the domain expert’s tool of choice is often the deciding factor. In this section,
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we describe available tools that can be used to compute molecular descriptors.
Our goal here is not to present an extensive review, but rather to highlight tools
and issues and briefly comment on them.

PaDEL [172] is a Java based software for descriptor calculation. Under the
hood, PaDEL employs The Chemistry Development Kit (CDK) [173]. CDK is a
Java library and on its own provides 268 descriptors and 6 fingerprints. PaDEL
can calculate around 1875 descriptors, most of the descriptors are 1D or 2D (1444),
the rest is 4D (431) including several molecular fingerprints 6. Those numbers
are higher than at the time of publication in 2010, when only 797 descriptors
were available. The last release dates back to 2014. From our experience, PaDEL
can have a problem with multithreading processing if invalid molecules are found.
This issue can be fixed as the tool is open-source; however, such fixing requires
software developer skills.

Mordred [174] claims to be able to compute over 1800 descriptors and it
claims to be faster then PaDEL. As of spring 2019, Mordred seems to still be
under active development. It is implemented in Python and it can be executed as
standalone software or integrated into python scripts. This makes it a competitive
alternative to PaDEL.

Dragon [175] claims to be the most used application for calculation of mo-
lecular descriptors. It is developed as a closed source commercial software and
computes 5270 descriptors. While the number of descriptors is interesting, the
price may be a reason to select another solution.

BlueDesc [176] is Java-based tool with a last release on 03-10-08 (as of spring
2019). It claims to be able to compute 174 descriptors. It is designed to be used
in QSAR pipelines in cooperation with SVM. To the best of our knowledge, there
is no scientific publication available about this software.

ChemoPy [177] is a Python based descriptor calculator, it utilize RDKit
library and OpenBabel under the hood. It claims to compute 1135 descriptor
values, which may not correspond to descriptors, as a single descriptor can produce
multiple values. It is available as a Python package, however, the last release
dates back to Feb 1, 2013 (as of spring 2019).

Rcpi [178, 179] is a descriptor package implemented in R. It claims to be able
to give 307 descriptors. The source code is available at GitHub 1. Based on the
git commit history, the development seems to be active (as of spring 2019).

MODEL [180] was published in 2006 as a free-to-use software for descriptor
calculation. It claims to be able to compute 3778 molecular descriptors. The
model should be available online at 2. As of spring 2019 the site is, however,
unavailable. MODEL is developed as a web-based solution.

4.2 Pharmacophores
Alternative approach to molecular-descriptors is to employ pharmacophores in
order to score the molecules from the database. Pharmacophores are designed
to capture the part of a molecule responsible for molecule-target interaction [93].
Origin of the pharmacophore concept dates back to 1909, when Erlich defined it

1https://github.com/nanxstats/Rcpi
2http://jing.cz3.nus.edu.sg/cgi-bin/model/model.cgi
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as ”a molecular framework that carries (phoros) the essential features responsible
for a drug’s (pharmacon) biological activity” [181]. According to IUPAC, a
pharmacophore is defined as ”the ensemble of steric and electronic features that
is necessary to ensure the optimal supramolecular interactions with a specific
biological target structure and to trigger (or to block) its biological response..” [182].
A pharmacophore model describes pharmacophores required for the interaction by
means of atoms positions and their properties [183]. A pharmacophore model can
be constructed from a molecule-target complex using x-ray crystallography [184],
from known ligands or from the structure of the binding site [185]. Pharmacophore
models often utilize a molecule’s 3D structure; however, using 3D structure comes
with various challenges (see section 3.1). These challenges can be avoided using
2D pharmacophores (see section 6.4).

4.3 Similarity search
Similarity search (SimS) is based on the direct application of the similarity
principle. The main idea of SimS is to find similar molecules to a known actives
(query) in a given database.

The core of SimS is a similarity function that returns the similarity between two
molecules, i.e. that computes the molecular similarity. Sometimes, computation
of molecular representation and similarity function is considered to be a single
step - obtaining a molecular similarity. Contrary to that, we see these as two
separated steps, although the chosen representation determines available similarity
functions.

If a single query molecule is available, the SimS returns the most similar
molecules from the database. The situation is different when multiple query
molecules are available. The standard approach is to use all query molecules
and compute a list of similarities to known actives for each test molecule. Next,
the similarities of each test molecule are aggregated into a single number, the
score. The commonly used aggregation function is maximum; alternatives like
sum or minimum do not achieve the same performance [186]. The aggregation of
similarities from the multiple query molecules is called group fusion [187, 188].

A similar concept can be applied to aggregation scores computed by multiple
similarity functions. This approach is called similarity fusion [187, 188]. For
example, a molecules can be represented by a shape, 2D fingerprint, and a number
of atoms. For a molecule from a database and molecule from a query, we can
apply a similarity function to each of these representations and obtain a vector of
similarities. The vector can be used just another descriptor and another similarity
function of choice can be applied in order to obtain the final score.
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5. Toolset for Ligand-Based
Virtual Screening
Although the LBVS process consists of only a few steps, it may require a software
developer to tailor them together so they can be easily executed. However, domain
experts and researchers in the field of chemistry or medicinal-chemistry are not
software developers. A solution is to employ tools that are able to tailor the steps
together and execute them. There are commercial tools available, but their price
may render them inaccessible to smaller research groups.

We can define a few basic requirements on LBVS tools:

• The tool can perform LBVS.

• The user is able to input a collection of known actives, and optionally
in-actives, (query) and a collection of molecules to test (database).

• The user can download/export a sorted list of molecules.

• The tool has a flat learning curve and is easy to use.

• Does not require expert domain knowledge.

Many tools implement only a part of the LBVS process. For example, some
tools (see section 5.1) are only able, for a given query molecule, retrieve similar
molecule from a database. This can be used to execute LBVS if only a single known
active molecule is available, but most of the time that is not the case. Although
it is possible to manually assemble the results for multiple query molecules, such
a process is not user-friendly.

In the following section, we briefly survey tools designed to support the LBVS
process. We also include SBVS tools if they show potential to be used for LBVS.
The aim is to show the landscape and possibilities of LBVS tooling and illustrate
that there is a lack of freely available tools for LBVS. Once demonstrated, we
present our tool ViSeT (see section 5.2) that aims to fill the gap.

5.1 Available tools
In this section, we briefly comment on freely available (non-commercial) tools
that can be used during the LBVS process. We split the tools into several groups:
similarity search, machine learning, general, and not available.

If only a few active molecules are known, the similarity search is often the
method of choice. In the first group we present tools that can be used to perform
similarity search.

• Pharmit [189] is an online service 1 focused on similarity search using
pharmacophores, molecular shape, and energy minimization. The query is
specified using a molecule-target complex, where user can select features
(pharmacophores, molecular shape, molecular properties) that are used as a
query into a built-in or user-provided library of molecules.

1http://pharmit.csb.pitt.edu
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• Ultra-fast Shape Recognition with Atom Types (UFSRAT) [190]) is an
online 2 implementation of UFSRAT shape-based similarity search algorithm.
UFSRAT searches for molecules similar to a molecule query in a user-provided
or built-in database.

• Ultrafast Shape Recognition with CREDO Atom Types [191] (USRCAT)
is an open-source 3 Python library for similarity search.

• USRbased [192] is an online service 4 that can be used to find purchasable
molecules based on the 3D similarity to user provided molecule.

• wwLigCSRre [193] 5 employs 3D similarity to query a collection of 12
small focused libraries. The lates wwLigCSRre update dates back to 2009.

If multiple active molecules are known, machine learning can be employed to
predict activity. The activity can be predicted using classification, i.e. labeling
molecules as active and in-actives, or regression, i.e. prioritization. In this group
we present machine learning-based tool.

• (MLVisS) [194] utilizes several machine learning methods to predict drug-
likeness of a given molecule using a built-in model. The molecule has to
be provided in a tool-specific file format with a predefined set of properties
(logP, polar surface area, donor count, aliphatic ring count, aromatic ring
count and Balaban index).

• MolClass [195] employs one of several machine learning algorithms to
predict whether user-provided molecules are active. The activity is evaluated
using built-in or user-created model. The online service 6 does not seems
to be under development, but the tool is 7.

An alternative to tools that are focused on specific task are general purpose
tools. In this group we provide few examples.

• PyRX 8 integrates many projects such as AutoDock Vina, AutoDock 4,
Python, Open Babel, and Opal Toolkit to allow for convenient docking
execution. A user-interface is designed with non-expert users in mind.
PyRX has paid academic and commercial licenses, a free license is also
available for an older version.

• SilicosIt 9 is a collection of python scripts. While scripts are highly modular
and offer possibilities for customization, they are harder to use than well
designed user-interface.

2http://opus.bch.ed.ac.uk/ufsrat/
3https://bitbucket.org/aschreyer/usrcat
4http://usr.marseille.inserm.fr
5http://bioserv.rpbs.univ-paris-diderot.fr/services/wwLigCSRre/
6http://chemgrid.org/molclass/
7https://github.com/jwildenhain/molclass
8http://pyrx.sourceforge.net/
9http://silicos-it.be.s3-website-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/software/software.

html
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• KNIME [196] allows the user to define a workflow using plugins (nodes).
The cheminformatics-extensions 10 allows for KNIME to be used for SBVS
and LBVS. However, the number of plugins also results in a steep learning
curve. Some users may also see a disadvantage in the fact that KNIME does
not support web-interface, which can be considered a de-facto standard for
contemporary applications.

Availability and maintenance are the main issues of any free tool. This issue
is even more pressing when it comes to tools designed to be used in a specific
research domain. Many of the tools are created, published, and abandoned as
authors run out of funding or need to work on different projects. This is especially
problematic in online-only services with closed-source. Below we list examples of
LBVS-related tools that are no longer available, maintained or able to be used for
screening a library of several thousand compounds as of spring 2019.

• ChemMapper [197] is an online application with two sub-modules, target
navigator and hit explorer. The target navigator can be used to predict a
suitable target for a small molecule. The hit explorer allows used to perform
3D-based and fingerprint-based similarity search.

• iDrug [198] is designed to support the whole process of the design of
a molecule, including pharmacophore-based and similarity-based virtual
screening and target identification.

• LBVS: online platform [199] is an online platform for machine learning
based LBVS. The user can upload a custom SDF file to build a naive
Bayesian classifier and use it to screen a built-in or user-provided library.

• Superimposé [200] is a web-server that performs similarity search for small
molecules and proteins.

• The mRApid Index-based Screening Engine (mRAISE) [201] is designed
for similarity search of small molecules. mRAISE has been developed at
Hamburg University. mRAISE is available for download after registration,
but we were unable to install (OpenSuse Leap 42.2.).

• ViCi should be a tool for ligand-based drug design according to 11. However,
the repository 12 describes ViCi as a visualisation tool of Markov Chain
Monte Carlo. According to the documentation, ViCi is in pre-release state,
the last commit is from 2017.

• ElectroShape [202] is an online service for prediction of molecular side
effects and interacting targets. Although the site 13 is available, the service
is not working since 2017.

• CATSlight2 [203] is available as a web-server for molecular similarity
searching. However, online service is limited to searching libraries only up
to 100 molecules.

10https://www.knime.com/cheminformatics-extensions
11https://omictools.com/vici-tool
12https://bitbucket.org/rhali/visualmcmc
13https://ub.cbm.uam.es/chemogenomics/index.html
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5.2 Platform for ligand-based virtual screening
integration

As can be seen from the previous section, there is no LBVS tool that supports
the whole LBVS process, is easy to use, has a low learning curve, and offers
configurable LBVS process. This was the reason we have developed ViSeT. One
of the challenges when developing ViSeT tool has been to design its interface in
such a way that the tool is easy to use but at the same time takes into account
the modularity and complexity of the LBVS processes. In an ideal scenario, all
the complexity should be hidden from the user (see section 5.2.3). However, at
the same time, advanced users should be able to modify the existing methods or
even be allowed to build and include new ones (see section 5.2.1). And thus, while
ViSeT has been developed mainly with user comfort in mind, we also wanted to
provide sufficient support for developers of new approaches as well. In the first
release of ViSeT, we have decided to include some of the state-of-the-art methods
for LBVS utilizing fingerprint representation [204]. These representations are well
established in the domain and should provide a solid list of methods for the first
release.

Content of rest of this section has been published as a part of a manuscript.
Modification have been made to update references and to align images with the
size of a page.

5.2.1 Screening process definition
The ability to integrate new approaches is important for every tool in any scientific
domain as it can expand the tool’s lifespan. We decided to tackle this issue by
introducing configurable LBVS process (process). From the user perspective,
each process corresponds to a LBVS method that can be executed. At the same
time, a developer can customize existing processes or create new ones. The
definition of a ViSeT’s process is stored in a single file using JSON format. We
decided to use JSON because of its simplicity and easy integration in web-based
applications. In ViSeT, each screening process is defined using its definition
file. Here, we mention the core objects of that definition with a short example
to provide a general overview. The root element contains three main objects:
metadata, user interface and workflow. The metadata object contains unique
method identification used by the ViSeT internals, it also contains label and
description. These two properties are used to identify the method and provide
the user a brief summary. The user interface object describes method’s inputs
and outputs. In ViSeT, we consider each input and output to be a file (see
section 5.2.2). Thus from the user perspective, the method is represented by label,
description, input files and output files. The workflow object define the process of
the LBVS method. Each process is represented as a sequence of plugins. Each
plugin can have configuration and specification of input, output and temporary
files. The input files are read from the user input, output files are visible to the
user after the method is executed (see section 5.2.3), temporary files are not visible
to the user and should be used to share information between plugins. Each plugin
represents a computation step such as: create molecular representation, compute
similarity, create model, sort molecules by score, etc.. An implementation of
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a plugin is a Python script. We decided to use Python because of its growing
popularity in the scientific community and a large number of useful libraries.

5.2.2 Architecture
ViSeT consists of three top level components: web-client, web-server and method
executor (see Figure 5.1).

User

Admin

web client web server

executor

file
system

Figure 5.1: ViSeT top level architecture.

Web-client represents the user interface and is implemented as a client side
Javasript application using React and Redux. Details about provided functionality
can be found in the section subsection 5.2.3.

The web-server is implemented using NodeJs and is responsible for serving
the web-client and handling the communication. To enable easy integration with
other tools a rest-like API is exposed. Methods and executions repository are also
managed by the web-server component. The repository is implemented using file
system and it is thus not necessary to install any database software. Definition of
each method is stored in a single file and content of the execution is located in a
single folder. This makes it easy to not only manage but also to manually move,
delete or copy executions or methods. Another responsibility of the web-server is
starting the executor. Whenever a new execution is created and it is up to the
web-server to decide when and if the execution should be started. For example, the
web-server can limit the number of concurrently running executions, by delaying
the start of a new execution.

The method executor is implemented in Python and its responsible for method
execution. It can be started from the web-server but also from a command line. It
is thus possible to use executor as a standalone component. As the synchronization
of execution state is implemented using file system, it is easy to run multiple
executions at once or add support for remote computing.

5.2.3 Web-Client
The Web-client component is the main user interface. As such it is focused not on
providing support for method design but rather on easy execution of methods and
result visualisation. It offers listing of available methods and executions and also
showing their detail view. Using the web-client user can create a new execution.
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If the user chooses to create new execution, the first step is to select which
methods should be executed. In the next step, the user is required to provide
all the necessary inputs. Each method can require different inputs. For example,
simple similarity method can require a list of known actives and a list of candidate
molecules. However, other method may require also a list of known in-actives as
an additional input. Inputs with the same meaning are grouped together so in
the shown example user is required to provide just 3 inputs instead of 5.

After the execution is finished the user can see the execution detail Figure 5.2.
In the detail view of the finished execution, the user can download results of

Figure 5.2: Execution detail view.

each method for further processing (visualisation, import to another program,
etc...). This view also contains results in a table view with filters that enable
the user to browse and interpret the results. User can also use a histogram to
obtain an overview of scores distribution, which may further help to shape the
final prediction. As multiple methods can be used at once and navigation in all
the results may not be easy, for this reason it is possible to show a summary for a
single molecule.

5.2.4 Executor
Although direct interaction with the executor component is not required, advanced
users may interact with the executor to perform execution of automated tasks or
batch processing of larger data. The executor can be started using Python script
file, which takes as arguments the location of the execution directory, location of
plugins and, as an optional argument, a path to additional input directory. The
executor can execute only one method at a time; in order to execute multiple
methods it must be started multiple times.
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6. Molecular fingerprints
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of fragment extraction. From molecule on the left side,
over fragments in the middle, to fragments’ code on the right side.

2D molecular descriptors are favorite molecular representation used for LBVS
similarity search (see section 4.3). One of the most widely used 2D molecular
descriptors family is the family of 2D structural molecular fingerprints (2D fin-
gerprint). They describe a molecular graph using molecular fragments, i.e. a
sub-graphs of the molecular graph, that are used as the input to the similarity
function (see Figure 6.1). Fingerprints can be split into several categories based
on the type of fragment they utilize to describe the molecule, and the way the
fragment is represented in the fingerprint.

Based on the the way a fragment is represented, the molecules can be split
into following categories (see Figure 6.2):

• Dictionary-based

• Count-based

• Hashed-based

• Fragment similarity based

The dictionary-based approach is based on a predefined dictionary of fragments.
Only fragments from the dictionary are extracted from a molecule and used to
represent the molecule as a binary vector. In the binary vector, a bit is set to 1 if
the fragment corresponding to the bit is presented in the molecule. This allows
for a quick comparison of molecules, as comparing bit arrays is fast, and it also
allows for interpretation of the meaning of every bit.

The count-based approach uses a list of fragments’ codes, with a number of
occurrences for each code. This approach is referred to as a count fingerprint.

The hashed-based approach also utilizes fragment codes, but the values of
codes are hashed, using modulo operation, into a bit array of predefined size.
This allows for quick comparison of molecules, but does not capture the number
of fragment occurrences and may lead to collisions. A collision happens if two
different codes are hashed to the same number.

The fragment similarity-based approach does not represent a fragment as
a code, but instead as an object with properties (see section 6.3), the precise
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of fragments representation.

representation depends on the particular fingerprint. This allows to compute
similarity of two molecules as aggregated similarity of their respective fragments.

Fingerprints can be also divided into categories based on the type of extracted
fragments [204]:

• Substructure keys-based fingerprints

• Topological or path-based fingerprints

• Circular fingerprints

• Pharmacophore fingerprints

• Hybrid fingerprints

Substructure keys-based fingerprints have predefined substructure list, sub-
structures in the list are called structural keys. This category is commonly used
with dictionary-based fragment representation from the previous categorisation.
Examples of substructure keys-based fingerprints include MACCS [205, 206],
PubChem [207], BCI [208] and TGD [209] fingerprints.

MACCS fingerprints have two variants with 166 or 960 structural keys defined.
The design of structural keys should cover features important for drug discovery.

TGD and TGT use 735 or 13.824 bits respectively, to capture two and three
pharmacophores’ features calculated on a 2D molecular graph. They can be seen
as an extension to atom pairs (see subsection 6.1.1), where distance and start-end
atoms properties are used.

PubChem fingerprints use 881 structural keys, which are designed to cover
a wide range of features. As the name suggests, this fingerprint is used by the
PubChem database for similarity and neighboring search.

BCI fingerprints can have a different number of bits, but the standard is
1052 bits. They are only implemented in BCI toolkits developed by Barnard
Chemical Information Ltd. However, as of spring 2019, we were unable to access
the company website at http://www.bci.gb.com/index.htm. This demonstrates
the risk of implementation in a closed software as the fingerprints may become
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unavailable. An idea about performance can be obtained from a benchmark
published in 2007 [210].

Topological fingerprints, path-based fingerprints or circular fingerprints use
different fragments. For this reason, they are sometimes seen as different groups.
However, we consider them to be a single group because the fragments are not
predefined, but instead they are extracted using an algorithm. We detail them
later section 6.1.

Pharmacophore fingerprints encode pharmacophore features into the bit-
string [211]. Besides pharmacophores’ features, a relative position (distance)
of a pharmacophore can also be captured. The distance can be either computed
using 3D coordinates resulting in a 3D-pharmacophore fingerprint or using a 2D
graph-distance from a molecular graph resulting in a 2D-pharmacophore finger-
print. The list of pharmacophore features is often predefined for a given type of
fingerprint.

Not all fingerprints fit into the groups described above. For example, Structural
Protein–Ligand Interaction Fingerprints [212] are fingerprints built to capture
ligand-protein affinity by employing docking and capture ligand-protein interac-
tions into a fingerprint, in the form of a bit string. They are more of a SBVS
method as they need a target with a known structure.

A different approach is taken by the MinHash fingerprint (MHFP) [213]. MHFP
is built on top of ECFP6.1.3 with the up to six bound radius (MHFP6). MHFP6
extracts all circular fragments and their SMILES. The MHFP6 applies MinHash
locally sensitive hashing to the SMILES to obtain their representation. Together
with the proposed similarity, MHFP is claimed to outperform ECFP [214].

6.1 2D Fragment-based Fingerprints
2D-fingerprints utilize only fragments extracted from 2D molecular graphs. The
fragment’s code is often computed by encoding the fragment’s physical and/or
chemical properties into a bit string of 32 or 64 bites. The way a fragment is
encoded, i.e. the position in bit string, is assigned to a fragment is defined by a
particular fingerprint algorithm.

While the idea behind 2D-fingerprints is simple, they can perform better than
1D and 3D descriptors [215]. In general, circular fingerprints are considered to be
the best performing fingerprints [215] although no fingerprint would outperform
all of the others on all datasets [216]. An advantage of 2D-fingerprints is that
they lack any parameterisation, meaning they are easy to use and setup (i.e., no
confirmation is required).

In the following sections, we detail 4 state-of-the-art fingerprints that we build
upon in methods of our own design. We split them into 3 groups based on the
way they extract fragments from the molecules.

6.1.1 Atom Pairs Fingerprints
Atom Pairs Fingerprints (AP) [217] were designed in 1985 and used as a descriptor
for structure-activity studies. The general idea is straightforward: create a 2D
molecular graph, iterate all pairs of atoms and for each pair, compute a code.
Hydrogen atoms are not included in the iteration. When two molecules are to
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be compared, instead, the lists of their respective codes are compared. A natural
transition into fingerprints is to hash the codes into a fixed-sized bit string.

The important part of the algorithm is the computation of a fragment’s code.
For a given pair, the code is created from a bit string that is represented as a
32-bit integer. The bit string has the following structure: (first atom description)
- (separation) - (second atom description). The separation is a bond distance
between the atoms, computed using the shortest path between the molecules.
The atom description contains the following information: restricted atom type,
number of non-hydrogen atoms attached to the atom, and number of bonding π
electrons. The atom type is restricted to C, O, N, S, F, C1, Qr, I, P, Si, B, Se
or Y that stands for all other atom types. The whole representation needs to fit
into 32 bits. This might be one of the reasons, why AP restricts the atom types
and carefully picking the represented properties. Nowadays, it would be no issue
to use twice as much space, allowing us to store more information leaving space
for experimenting with the representation. As the atoms are picked in pairs, it is
not clear which molecule should be the first and which the second. If chosen at
random, this can lead to a different codes for the a pair. This issue is solved by
smart employment of min, max functions that ensure the ordering of atoms based
on their descriptors’ values.

6.1.2 Topological Torsion Fingerprints
Topological Torsion Fingerprints (TT) [218] use a 2D molecular graph to extract
fragments in the form of paths. Each path consists of four consecutively bounded
non-hydrogen atoms. This pattern corresponds to a torsion angle. The torsion
angle, also known as a dihedral angle, is defined on three consecutive bonds,
i.e., four atoms. The measured angle is between the two outer bonds. Same as
with AP, each fragment is represented by a code. For TT, the code is created
as (NPI-TYPE-NBR)-(NPI-TYPE-NBR)-(NPI-TYPE-NBR)-(NPI-TYPE-NBR)
and is size of 32 bits. Where NPI is the number of π electrons, TYPE is the
atom species, and NBR is the number of non-hydrogen branches attached. In
order to make the representation compact, the NBR does not include the branches
from the fragments itself. TT distinguishes 13 common atom types; all others are
considered to be the same. Same as with AP, TT also uses canonization to make
the fragments’ codes unique for fragments given in reverse order.

A significant difference to AP is the locality of TT. A small change in a
molecule does impact multiple pairs as each atom is paired with every other atom.
This is not the case for TT, where only paths overlapping with the change need
to be updated. TT fingerprints are sometimes considered, together with AP
fingerprints, as path-based fingerprints [219]. Authors of TT emphasize that AP
and TT aim to capture a distinct aspect of molecular topology, suggesting that
the descriptors should be used together to obtain better results.

6.1.3 Circular Fingerprints
Circular fingerprints (CF) are a family of fingerprints, where a fragment is defined
as a neighborhood of an atom. Before we mention particular fingerprints, we
first detail on their main concept: fragment extraction and fragment’s code
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computation.
A single molecule can be represented by multiple isomorphic 2D molecular

graphs. For descriptor computation and atom identification we need to be able
to address atoms inside a molecule uniquely. One way to do it is to define an
ordering of atoms, i.e., assign each of them a label that is consistent for a given
2D molecular graphs regardless of isomorphism. This means that given two sets
of atoms and bonds in a different order, but representing the same fragment, the
output atom ordering needs to be the same. The Morgan algorithm [220] is a tool
that can be employed for this. The algorithm starts with a 2D molecular graph
representation, and uses connections values (number of non-hydrogen bonds), ring
information, atom type, and connection to rings to create atom ordering. Initially,
the ordering of atoms is assigned in a linear fashion starting from a randomly
selected atom. In an iterative process, the Morgan algorithm updates atoms’
labels by utilizing information from the atom’s neighborhood.

This idea of aggregating information from atoms’ neighborhood is used as
a fragment definition for CF. For a single atom multiple neighborhoods, i.e.
fragments, of different size can be extracted. The size is defined using the bond
distance from the central atom. A fragment of given size for a given atom is
defined by all atoms up to a given bond distance, forming a circular neighborhood,
giving CF its name. The bond distance defines a fragment radius, which is a
parameter of the CF.

The CF fragments can be of various shapes and sizes. For this reason, a
simple algorithm as used by AP and TT cannot be used to calculate the fragment
code, instead CF employs modification of Morgan algorithm. A fragment code is
computed in by an iterative algorithm with a limited number of iterations [70].
For CF, the atoms’ labels are computed from their fragments. In each step, the
algorithm computes new label for each atom in a fragment using the information
from the atom neighborhood. We can view this process as propagation of atom
properties.

Based on the selected atom features used to represent an atom, we can identify
two main circular fingerprints: extended-connectivity fingerprints [70] (ECFP)
and functional-connectivity fingerprints [70] (FCFP). The main difference between
ECFP and FCFP is, that ECFP utilizes atom type, while FCFP utilizes an atom
function group. The atom function groups are similar to catalyst pharmacophore
identifiers [221] and they capture atoms function in the molecule-target interaction.

6.2 Fingerprint similarity
Fingerprints are mainly stored using one of the two representations: bit-string
or count vector. The count vector represents not only the presence of a fragmen-
t/feature, but also the number of its occurrences. The count vector can be easily
converted into a bit-string, by using hashed codes values to identify bits that
should be set to one. This leads to information loss from two reasons 1) two codes
can be hashed to the same value 2) information about the number of fragments
of given code is not preserved. In this section, we will focus on computation of
bit-string fingerprint representation; the count vector similarity can be computed
in a similar way.

Fingerprint similarity function takes two bit-strings and yields a similarity
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Name Formula Range
Tanimoto/Jaccard coefficient c

a+b−c
0 to 1

Euclidean distance
√

a + b − 2c 0 to N
City-block/Manhattan/Hamming distance a + b − 2c 0 to N
Dice coefficient 2c

a+b
0 to 1

Cosine similarity c√
ab

0 to 1
Russell–RAO coefficient c

m
0 to 1

Forbes coefficient cm
ab

0 to 1
Soergel distance a+b−2c

a+b−c
0 to 1

Kulczynski coefficient c(a+b)
2ab

0 to 1
McConnaughey coefficient c(a+b)−ab

ab
-1 to 1

Rogot Goldberg coefficient c
a
) 0 to 1

Table 6.1: Where given fingerprints of two molecules A and B, a and b are number
of bits set to 1 in fingerprints A and B respectively, c is the number of bits set to
1 in A and B and m is the total number of bits in the fingerprints

value; the value is commonly limited to number between 0 and 1, where 1 represents
identical molecules. Fingerprint similarity functions (see Table 6.1) are used in
SimS [222, 223, 224, 225]. Different similarity functions yield different results for
a single bit-string and thus giving different results when used for LBVS, because
they lead to a different ordering of the library. None of the combination of a
fingerprint and a similarity function provide better performance then all other.
This opens room for optimization and recommendation of similarity functions
based on a particular screening task. However, most of the time, little to no
attention is given to the selection of a similarity function. This leads to a situation
when Tanimoto similarity is often the method of choice. Tanimoto similarity
is, in general, considered to be a good choice [226], although it is not always
optimal [223]. A reason of the limited attention to a selection of a similarity
function might be that similarity functions are used with a fingerprint, and the
choice of the fingerprint has higher impact than the choice of a similarity function.
For this reason, we do not dive deep into the details of similarity functions.

In the rest of this chapter we present four LBVS methods that we designed.
The content of each of the following sections has been published as a part of a
manuscript. Modifications have been made to the text in order to update references
and to align images with the size of a page.

6.3 Target-Oriented Generic Fingerprint-Based
Molecular Representation

In this work we introduce vector fingerprints (VectorFp), a new approach to the
representation of chemical compounds and their comparison. As mentioned above,
our goal is to provide a modular molecular representation for LBVS allowing to
be parametrized based on the task at hand. The basis of VectorFp molecular
representation form structural fragments. But unlike other descriptors, VectorFp
allows the fragments to be labeled by user-defined physico-chemical properties.
Moreover, the representation was designed with the emphasis on the ability to use
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Figure 6.3: Structure of VectorFp. 1 - outer array, 2 - cell with inner array, 3 -
bits representing single descriptor

it with existing similarity measures for bitstrings. Thus, VectorFp is designed as
a generic representation that needs proper parametrization before it can be used.

6.3.1 VectorFp structure
In order to maintain compatibility with existing fingerprint methods we decided
to choose the bitstring as the representation for VectorFp. The advantage is that
we can utilize existing well-established similarity measures, LBVS processes, and
benchmarking platforms in order to get comparison of our method to the other
fingerprints. VectorFp Figure 6.3 is basically an array (outer array), where each
cell represents one (or more in case of a collision) fragment(s). Each cell of the
main outer array contains another array (inner array). The purpose of the inner
array is to store the selected descriptors of a respective fragment(s). As mentioned,
these descriptors are physico-chemical properties of fragments that are converted
into bitstring representation.

Generally, physico-chemical descriptors can take various ranges of values being
typically integer or float data types. The process of conversion of descriptors into a
bitstring is secured by so called conversion methods. In our current implementation
we use the same conversion method for all descriptors. It gets minimum and
maximum value for a given descriptor and then uses binning which results in an
integer value to be used as the descriptor value to be stored. The integer value is
then encoded into a bit array using unary encoding. The binning is the formation
of a set of disjoint intervals (bins) that represent the possible values. The bin
index is finally encoded into a binary representation. In VectorFp we decided to
use unary coding. The choice of unary coding instead of, e.g. classical binary
coding, stems from the typical choice of similarity functions used when comparing
bitstring molecular representations. The most commonly used similarity functions
basically assess similarity to a pair of bit strings based on the number of common
and differing bit positions. These measures assume that the bits are independent
which holds when every bit corresponds to the existence or nonexistence of a
molecular substructure. However, when the binary image of a substructure spans
multiple bit positions (inner array) the positions are dependent. Using the binary
coding with such similarity measure is then not valid. Let us consider a situation
when the binary representation takes 4 bits. Then if the distance/similarity is
based on the number of common bits bin 4 (0100) is from bin 1 (0001) in the
same distance as, e.g., bin 2 (0010). Which should not hold since the bin indexes
approximate quantitative characteristics. However, when using unary coding bin
1 gets the code 1000, bin 2 gets the code 1100 and bin 4 gets the code 1111. Then,
using the same similarity measure, bin 2 is more similar to bin 1 than bin 4 as
one would expected.
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VectorFp generation

The VectorFp representation computation for a given molecule consists of five
main steps:

1. Extract fragments from the molecule and compute indexes (positions in the
bitstring representation) for those fragments.

2. For each fragment compute its physico-chemical descriptors.

3. Convert all fragments descriptors into bitstrings.

4. Create the fragment bitstring representation from its respective descriptor
representations.

5. Combine the individual fragments representations (bitstrings) together and
assemble the representation of the molecule.The representations of fragments
are stored into cells determined by the index computed in step 1.

As the VectorFp size is limited, the index computed in step 1 must be modified
by application of the modulo operation (hashing). As a consequence a collision
may occur. In order to solve collisions VectorFp utilizes the bitwise logical or
to merge representations of multiple fragments together. The advantage of this
method is simplicity and the fact that the results (fragment bitstring) are the
same for different permutations of the same fragments. The drawback of selected
approach is, that created fragment representation does not have to represent
existing fragment. This can be problem during similarity comparison of two
VectorFps. If both molecules (their VectorFps representations) have the same
fragments in single cell, then everything is in order, but if one molecule has
difference number of fragments in given cell then the other molecule, for example
one and two, the comparison still compare fragment representation to fragment
representation. In this case we compare existing fragment to some imaginary
aggregated fragment.

6.3.2 Parametrization
From the description of VectorFp one can notice that there are places where
the approach is not fully specified: fragment extraction, descriptor selection and
conversion. The named areas and some more create space for parameterization
of VectorFp. VectorFp can be seen as a generic representation or frame. The
parameterization determines the efficiency of the final VectorFp-based molecular
representation.

VectorFp size

One of the parameters is the size of VectorFp. The size is determined by two
variables: size of the inner array and the number of cells in the outer array. The
final size of VectorFp representation is therefore size of inner array * size of
outer array. So for example if we use 1024 cells for the outer array, then a 4 bit
increase of the inner array size will result in 4096 bit increase of the resulting
representation size.
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Fragment extraction

In the current implementation we utilize RDKit’s [65] algorithm to extract the
fragments from a molecule get their positions in the bitstring. The algorithm uses
RDKit’s Morgan Fingerprint which is based on the Morgan algorithm. Morgan
Fingerprints use the following features to calculate a fragment’s position in the
bitstring: donor, acceptor, aromatic, halogen, basic, acidic. The RDKit provides
the possibility to modify this feature list and thus change the fragment indexes.
This can be also viewed as a possible parameterization of VectorFp. Another
possibility is to use paths (like TT fingerprints) instead of neighbourhoods.

Fragment representation

Each fragment is represented by an inner array (bitstring). The size of this array
determines how many information can be stored about each fragment. By setting
the size of the inner array to one we get the classical fingerprints. The selection
of used descriptors, conversion method and number of bits in inner array is also
part of the parameterization. The descriptor selection and conversions are in
our opinion the most important parts of the parameterization and have a great
influence on the performance of the method. The selected descriptors include,
for example, the number of heavy atoms, logP, the presence of a fragment or, in
an extreme case, other fingerprint can be used as a fragment’s descriptor and
inserted into VectorFp. There is also the possibility to stress certain descriptor
by multiplying its value. For example, let us have two different descriptors, we
use them both in our parameterization but we replicate one of them. In this case,
the replicated descriptor has more weight and can be seen as the main one. The
second one (nonreplicated) descriptor can serve as a fine tuning mechanism.

6.3.3 Experiments
For experimental evaluation we used the recently published framework for bench-
marking LBVS approaches by Riniker et al. [216]. The framework is written in
Python and uses RDKit [65] as the underlying chemical framework. It comes
with a predefined set of fingerprints, similarity methods (Dice, Tanimoto, Cosine,
Russel, Kulczynski, McConnaughey, Manhattan, RogotGoldberg) and quality
measurement methods (Area Under Curve (AUC) of Receiver Operating Char-
acteristic curve (ROC), Enrichment Factor (EF), Robust Initial Enhancement
(RIE) [227], Boltzmann-Enhanced Discrimination of ROC (BEDROC) [228]). The
framework simulates LBVS on pooled targets from three data sets represent-
ing 88 targets in total. The three data sets include Database of Useful Decoys
(DUD) [229], ChEMBL [230] and Maximum Unbiased Validation (MUV) [231].
For each target a set of known actives and inactives (decoys) is available. As the
framework aims to high reproducibility of experiments it also contains a predefined
random selection of actives and decoys. Thanks to that, the simulation of LBVS
is deterministic and can be easily reproduced by any researcher. However, one
of the drawbacks of the framework is that it is designed to use the same method
with the same parameterization for all the data sets. There is no learning phase
per dataset. Such phase could be useful for benchmarking of methods including
a learning phase. The absence of learning phase influences performance of our
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method in a negative way as our method needs a proper parameterization that
differs based on the task (dataset) at hand. Still, we decided to not modify the
benchmarking platform and to use a single parameterization over all data sets
as the determination of the right parameterization is not the goal of this article.
The problem of correct parameterization and feature selection is a separate topic.
Riniker et al. [216] recommend to use at least two different benchmarking methods,
for example AUC and BEDROC as the AUC alone is considered to be insufficiency
sensitive. On the other hand, the advantage of the AUC in comparison to some
other methods is that it is non-parametric. Thus, it can be easily used to give
a basic idea about the performance of tested method especially in a large scale
evaluation. From this reason, we decided to show only AUC values in the following
experimental evaluation.

Comparison to existing methods

In this section, we presents the comparison of VectorFp with other fingerprints
from selected benchmarking framework. We used VectorFP with the best found
parameterization (aggregated over all targets). However, we emphasize that the
VectorFp performance strongly depends on the selected parameterization (see
section IV-B) and since the parameterization optimization is a hard (and separate)
problem, there is still room for improvement. Moreover, in this comparison we use
a single parameterization for all targets which is not the optimal and intended use
of VectorFp, but we find it useful in order to get a rough comparison with the other
existing methods. To denote the other fingerprints we use abbreviations from the
original article [216] containing also the details about the remaining fingerprints.
The best parameterization we obtained in our experiments in terms of average auc
(average of auc over all data sets) was nHBDon Lipinski,nN. This parameterization
utilizes two descriptors – nHBDon Lipinski and nN, where each descriptor occupies
16 bits in the final representation. We denote this parameterization further in
the text as vectorFp. As already stated, the VectorFp is designed as a generic
representation that should be rather used with parameterization based on the
given task. In order to demonstrate the potential of VectorFp, we defined virtual
VectorFp (vVectorFp). To get the results for vVectorFp, we select the best tested
parameterization for every dataset. Thus, vVectorFp can be understood as
VectorFp with an oraculum that gives us the best encountered parameterization
for given target.

As for the source of descriptors for labelling the extracted fragments, we used
the PaDEL [172] tool PaDEL is capable of generating about 770 2D descriptors
that can be easily utilized in VectorFp. To convert the descriptor values into
the bitstring in the inner arrays of VectorFp we use the binning and unary
coding. As the results show Table 6.2, vectorFp (with the nHBDon-Lipinski,nN
parametrization) is, in terms of AUC, the best fingerprint for 8 out of the 88 data
sets and it ends up on position 9.966 on average. The best obtained average position
is 8.092 reached by the TT fingerprint.Thus, although the single parameterization
is used for multiple data sets, it is clearly comparable with the best existing
approaches. On some data sets, our method is superior to all the other methods.
The performance differs throughout all the data sets Figure 6.4.

As can be seen most of the tested fingerprints perform reasonably well, in
comparison to the others, on at least one dataset. Out of the three data sets, the
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name average number of average
AUC best results position

tt 0.8034 12 8.09
hashap 0.7701 11 14.20
rdk6 0.7821 10 12.55
vectorFp 0.7890 8 9.97
laval 0.7798 7 12.91
avalon 0.7755 7 14.03
rdk7 0.7407 6 17.62
ap 0.7914 5 10.25
hashtt 0.7973 4 9.31
rdk5 0.7827 3 12.25
lfcfp6 0.7631 3 14.71
fcfp2 0.7457 3 18.17
ecfc6 0.7795 3 11.79
fcfp4 0.7643 2 14.71
fcfc6 0.7625 2 15.10
lfcfp4 0.7620 2 15.23
lecfp4 0.7606 2 15.03
lecfp6 0.7581 2 16.03
fcfp6 0.7657 1 14.59
ecfp2 0.7522 1 17.68
fcfc2 0.7435 1 19.55
maccs 0.7333 1 20.08
ecfc4 0.7798 0 11.61
ecfc2 0.7739 0 13.68
fcfc4 0.7603 0 15.77
ecfp4 0.7582 0 16.03
ecfp6 0.7573 0 16.68
ecfc0 0.7340 0 20.43
ecfp0 0.6463 0 27.91
vVectorFp 0.8174 31 4.37

Table 6.2: Aggregated performance statistics of vectorFp and vVectorFp with
respect to other fingerprints.
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466 0,58 0,52 0,60 0,64 0,56 0,54 0,54 0,54 0,48 0,52 0,49 0,50 0,53 0,55 0,54 0,52 0,52 0,50 0,60 0,60 0,62 0,49 0,48 0,51 0,51 0,54 0,59 0,64 0,61 0,60

548 0,82 0,80 0,79 0,70 0,74 0,78 0,79 0,79 0,53 0,72 0,75 0,75 0,73 0,76 0,76 0,66 0,72 0,75 0,73 0,77 0,72 0,76 0,76 0,73 0,74 0,59 0,70 0,62 0,52 0,78

600 0,66 0,63 0,66 0,69 0,64 0,65 0,64 0,63 0,54 0,59 0,59 0,57 0,62 0,61 0,60 0,58 0,59 0,59 0,67 0,65 0,69 0,59 0,59 0,58 0,58 0,58 0,62 0,62 0,59 0,67

644 0,73 0,70 0,71 0,63 0,62 0,67 0,69 0,69 0,48 0,63 0,65 0,65 0,65 0,67 0,68 0,64 0,67 0,67 0,60 0,69 0,65 0,66 0,66 0,66 0,67 0,57 0,59 0,51 0,47 0,71

652 0,54 0,50 0,62 0,57 0,57 0,56 0,55 0,54 0,39 0,46 0,47 0,47 0,50 0,50 0,49 0,41 0,45 0,46 0,57 0,61 0,52 0,46 0,45 0,45 0,44 0,47 0,58 0,64 0,65 0,62

689 0,64 0,59 0,69 0,64 0,57 0,61 0,62 0,62 0,47 0,54 0,56 0,55 0,55 0,56 0,56 0,51 0,52 0,54 0,63 0,70 0,64 0,56 0,57 0,53 0,53 0,55 0,66 0,69 0,65 0,71

692 0,56 0,53 0,59 0,65 0,54 0,55 0,54 0,53 0,46 0,55 0,53 0,51 0,52 0,52 0,51 0,53 0,53 0,53 0,55 0,56 0,65 0,53 0,52 0,54 0,54 0,49 0,52 0,52 0,52 0,56

712 0,67 0,62 0,70 0,55 0,65 0,63 0,62 0,61 0,44 0,55 0,55 0,53 0,51 0,50 0,49 0,51 0,53 0,53 0,61 0,71 0,57 0,56 0,54 0,53 0,52 0,53 0,56 0,60 0,60 0,74

713 0,56 0,50 0,57 0,55 0,56 0,56 0,55 0,54 0,48 0,50 0,50 0,48 0,54 0,54 0,53 0,50 0,50 0,49 0,56 0,52 0,55 0,51 0,51 0,50 0,51 0,45 0,51 0,51 0,52 0,55

733 0,59 0,51 0,59 0,65 0,51 0,53 0,51 0,50 0,50 0,55 0,52 0,51 0,60 0,58 0,56 0,66 0,65 0,64 0,58 0,58 0,64 0,52 0,51 0,64 0,62 0,52 0,61 0,62 0,59 0,57

737 0,66 0,60 0,77 0,70 0,76 0,73 0,70 0,68 0,65 0,65 0,63 0,61 0,70 0,68 0,66 0,63 0,62 0,62 0,74 0,70 0,68 0,62 0,60 0,61 0,60 0,68 0,64 0,66 0,66 0,71

810 0,65 0,63 0,65 0,60 0,57 0,60 0,61 0,61 0,41 0,54 0,55 0,55 0,57 0,61 0,61 0,54 0,61 0,61 0,58 0,69 0,62 0,56 0,56 0,60 0,60 0,57 0,68 0,66 0,62 0,71

832 0,82 0,77 0,77 0,83 0,71 0,74 0,74 0,73 0,68 0,76 0,76 0,75 0,72 0,75 0,75 0,80 0,80 0,80 0,71 0,78 0,82 0,76 0,75 0,79 0,78 0,78 0,82 0,81 0,74 0,76

846 0,85 0,82 0,82 0,72 0,80 0,82 0,82 0,83 0,70 0,83 0,82 0,82 0,75 0,77 0,78 0,74 0,78 0,78 0,81 0,79 0,72 0,84 0,83 0,77 0,78 0,67 0,71 0,69 0,65 0,82

852 0,80 0,74 0,82 0,79 0,76 0,77 0,76 0,76 0,71 0,77 0,76 0,74 0,74 0,74 0,73 0,77 0,75 0,74 0,78 0,77 0,76 0,76 0,76 0,75 0,75 0,77 0,79 0,79 0,75 0,76

858 0,62 0,54 0,64 0,59 0,54 0,55 0,57 0,58 0,43 0,49 0,52 0,52 0,53 0,55 0,56 0,46 0,49 0,49 0,56 0,57 0,58 0,50 0,52 0,50 0,52 0,51 0,56 0,62 0,64 0,58

859 0,60 0,57 0,55 0,49 0,55 0,58 0,58 0,59 0,45 0,51 0,55 0,55 0,58 0,58 0,59 0,58 0,58 0,59 0,54 0,56 0,52 0,54 0,56 0,58 0,58 0,56 0,52 0,49 0,46 0,57

ace 0,93 0,90 0,86 0,87 0,80 0,86 0,88 0,89 0,87 0,92 0,93 0,92 0,82 0,86 0,87 0,90 0,91 0,90 0,80 0,86 0,88 0,93 0,93 0,91 0,91 0,87 0,90 0,89 0,82 0,86

ache 0,87 0,85 0,80 0,83 0,74 0,80 0,81 0,82 0,77 0,85 0,85 0,85 0,77 0,80 0,81 0,80 0,83 0,84 0,80 0,82 0,85 0,85 0,85 0,84 0,84 0,75 0,83 0,80 0,70 0,82

ar 0,97 0,95 0,96 0,95 0,90 0,95 0,95 0,95 0,90 0,95 0,95 0,95 0,93 0,94 0,94 0,92 0,93 0,93 0,95 0,96 0,96 0,96 0,95 0,94 0,94 0,93 0,94 0,89 0,77 0,96

cdk2 0,84 0,78 0,66 0,85 0,57 0,66 0,68 0,67 0,55 0,72 0,74 0,74 0,57 0,61 0,62 0,69 0,69 0,70 0,63 0,77 0,85 0,73 0,73 0,69 0,71 0,69 0,79 0,79 0,76 0,78

cox2 0,94 0,92 0,93 0,82 0,84 0,90 0,91 0,91 0,85 0,92 0,93 0,93 0,81 0,85 0,87 0,83 0,87 0,88 0,89 0,91 0,88 0,92 0,92 0,87 0,88 0,88 0,88 0,79 0,63 0,92

dhfr 1,00 1,00 0,98 1,00 0,97 0,99 0,99 0,99 0,95 0,99 1,00 0,99 0,99 0,99 0,99 1,00 1,00 0,99 0,97 0,98 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 0,99 0,99 0,98 0,89 0,99

egfr 0,94 0,92 0,87 0,93 0,82 0,90 0,90 0,90 0,76 0,90 0,90 0,90 0,89 0,90 0,90 0,90 0,91 0,91 0,84 0,91 0,95 0,91 0,91 0,91 0,91 0,92 0,91 0,91 0,86 0,91

er_agonist 0,99 0,99 0,95 0,90 0,92 0,97 0,98 0,98 0,88 0,96 0,97 0,97 0,89 0,93 0,94 0,93 0,95 0,95 0,95 0,95 0,94 0,98 0,98 0,96 0,96 0,97 0,88 0,85 0,70 0,96

fgfr1 0,93 0,87 0,83 0,91 0,75 0,81 0,83 0,83 0,77 0,84 0,85 0,85 0,82 0,84 0,84 0,84 0,85 0,86 0,76 0,88 0,92 0,86 0,87 0,85 0,85 0,89 0,88 0,88 0,86 0,89

fxa 0,96 0,95 0,90 0,88 0,87 0,91 0,91 0,91 0,92 0,93 0,93 0,93 0,88 0,89 0,89 0,92 0,92 0,92 0,91 0,90 0,92 0,93 0,93 0,92 0,92 0,91 0,91 0,87 0,84 0,91

gpb 0,97 0,93 0,95 0,93 0,93 0,95 0,95 0,95 0,86 0,94 0,94 0,94 0,95 0,96 0,96 0,94 0,95 0,96 0,94 0,93 0,94 0,94 0,94 0,95 0,96 0,89 0,94 0,89 0,75 0,94

gr 0,98 0,97 0,95 0,98 0,90 0,93 0,93 0,93 0,98 0,97 0,98 0,97 0,92 0,94 0,94 0,96 0,96 0,94 0,94 0,91 0,99 0,97 0,97 0,96 0,95 0,97 0,96 0,87 0,69 0,92

hivrt 0,68 0,63 0,61 0,68 0,51 0,56 0,59 0,60 0,59 0,59 0,59 0,61 0,54 0,58 0,60 0,56 0,57 0,57 0,58 0,70 0,65 0,60 0,60 0,58 0,60 0,63 0,71 0,77 0,75 0,68

inha 0,88 0,86 0,81 0,80 0,71 0,79 0,80 0,80 0,76 0,85 0,84 0,82 0,76 0,80 0,81 0,85 0,85 0,84 0,77 0,85 0,84 0,84 0,84 0,85 0,85 0,79 0,82 0,76 0,63 0,85

na 0,99 0,98 0,95 0,93 0,92 0,97 0,98 0,98 0,92 0,98 0,98 0,98 0,92 0,94 0,94 0,96 0,96 0,96 0,91 0,92 0,94 0,98 0,99 0,96 0,97 0,95 0,93 0,93 0,90 0,93

p38 0,93 0,91 0,84 0,91 0,75 0,87 0,88 0,88 0,70 0,90 0,91 0,91 0,86 0,88 0,89 0,88 0,91 0,91 0,84 0,88 0,90 0,91 0,91 0,91 0,92 0,83 0,89 0,88 0,78 0,88

parp 0,98 0,96 0,93 0,93 0,89 0,94 0,95 0,95 0,90 0,96 0,97 0,97 0,94 0,95 0,95 0,97 0,97 0,97 0,92 0,96 0,95 0,97 0,97 0,98 0,98 0,94 0,95 0,92 0,90 0,96

pdgfrb 0,93 0,91 0,89 0,84 0,76 0,88 0,87 0,87 0,73 0,90 0,89 0,89 0,82 0,84 0,84 0,88 0,88 0,86 0,78 0,92 0,88 0,89 0,89 0,88 0,87 0,83 0,91 0,86 0,81 0,92

sahh 0,97 0,96 0,96 0,97 0,95 0,97 0,97 0,97 0,92 0,97 0,97 0,97 0,95 0,96 0,96 0,95 0,95 0,95 0,96 0,97 0,97 0,97 0,97 0,95 0,95 0,98 0,95 0,96 0,94 0,96

src 0,82 0,79 0,80 0,87 0,73 0,76 0,77 0,76 0,66 0,77 0,76 0,74 0,75 0,75 0,75 0,79 0,77 0,77 0,72 0,82 0,90 0,77 0,77 0,77 0,78 0,83 0,83 0,80 0,78 0,86

vegfr2 0,80 0,77 0,80 0,77 0,69 0,70 0,68 0,68 0,62 0,73 0,69 0,68 0,68 0,68 0,68 0,74 0,71 0,69 0,69 0,79 0,80 0,71 0,71 0,72 0,71 0,71 0,75 0,69 0,63 0,79

11359 0,84 0,81 0,75 0,74 0,67 0,75 0,77 0,77 0,54 0,72 0,77 0,77 0,65 0,72 0,74 0,64 0,73 0,75 0,73 0,81 0,72 0,75 0,75 0,73 0,75 0,61 0,80 0,84 0,82 0,80

28 0,91 0,90 0,87 0,85 0,86 0,89 0,89 0,89 0,64 0,85 0,84 0,83 0,85 0,86 0,86 0,85 0,86 0,85 0,80 0,91 0,85 0,86 0,85 0,86 0,86 0,81 0,79 0,83 0,84 0,92

11536 0,82 0,76 0,85 0,73 0,77 0,82 0,84 0,84 0,69 0,73 0,77 0,79 0,80 0,82 0,83 0,71 0,75 0,77 0,93 0,83 0,71 0,77 0,77 0,73 0,74 0,72 0,82 0,86 0,83 0,84

8 0,76 0,74 0,81 0,79 0,74 0,74 0,72 0,72 0,50 0,64 0,65 0,66 0,68 0,67 0,65 0,65 0,65 0,66 0,82 0,80 0,78 0,62 0,61 0,63 0,63 0,69 0,80 0,85 0,85 0,82

10434 0,73 0,70 0,78 0,76 0,71 0,72 0,70 0,69 0,44 0,60 0,59 0,59 0,65 0,64 0,63 0,61 0,62 0,63 0,78 0,77 0,74 0,59 0,58 0,60 0,60 0,66 0,76 0,81 0,82 0,78

12670 0,75 0,74 0,78 0,77 0,75 0,75 0,74 0,73 0,51 0,66 0,64 0,65 0,68 0,67 0,65 0,65 0,65 0,66 0,79 0,80 0,76 0,65 0,63 0,65 0,64 0,66 0,75 0,80 0,80 0,81

20014 0,84 0,83 0,85 0,85 0,82 0,84 0,83 0,83 0,60 0,77 0,76 0,78 0,78 0,78 0,77 0,75 0,76 0,76 0,85 0,86 0,84 0,76 0,75 0,75 0,74 0,71 0,86 0,87 0,85 0,87

234 0,81 0,79 0,86 0,85 0,82 0,83 0,81 0,80 0,58 0,74 0,73 0,73 0,77 0,76 0,75 0,75 0,75 0,76 0,87 0,86 0,85 0,71 0,70 0,74 0,72 0,79 0,85 0,86 0,84 0,86

12261 0,77 0,75 0,77 0,79 0,71 0,75 0,76 0,75 0,63 0,71 0,71 0,71 0,67 0,69 0,69 0,70 0,71 0,72 0,75 0,83 0,76 0,70 0,69 0,71 0,70 0,65 0,83 0,86 0,83 0,85

12209 0,83 0,79 0,51 0,66 0,48 0,59 0,63 0,64 0,51 0,71 0,72 0,71 0,49 0,55 0,57 0,63 0,68 0,69 0,35 0,62 0,71 0,74 0,75 0,69 0,71 0,72 0,59 0,51 0,41 0,65

25 0,77 0,75 0,77 0,88 0,70 0,73 0,73 0,72 0,60 0,68 0,68 0,68 0,72 0,73 0,72 0,68 0,69 0,68 0,79 0,77 0,88 0,69 0,68 0,68 0,67 0,70 0,78 0,79 0,79 0,76

36 0,82 0,81 0,82 0,82 0,74 0,80 0,80 0,80 0,59 0,74 0,72 0,72 0,71 0,73 0,73 0,67 0,71 0,70 0,73 0,83 0,83 0,73 0,72 0,70 0,69 0,64 0,79 0,80 0,77 0,82

43 0,65 0,65 0,55 0,57 0,51 0,58 0,60 0,59 0,46 0,56 0,58 0,59 0,57 0,60 0,60 0,63 0,65 0,65 0,59 0,64 0,56 0,58 0,58 0,64 0,64 0,55 0,66 0,66 0,62 0,63

219 0,65 0,63 0,62 0,53 0,51 0,57 0,60 0,61 0,46 0,55 0,57 0,57 0,63 0,66 0,67 0,62 0,65 0,65 0,51 0,55 0,59 0,59 0,59 0,66 0,67 0,61 0,58 0,50 0,46 0,60

130 0,69 0,68 0,59 0,51 0,53 0,58 0,60 0,59 0,47 0,58 0,59 0,57 0,61 0,63 0,63 0,68 0,70 0,68 0,54 0,60 0,54 0,60 0,58 0,70 0,69 0,56 0,57 0,53 0,51 0,63

105 0,83 0,82 0,77 0,82 0,75 0,76 0,77 0,77 0,65 0,77 0,77 0,75 0,73 0,74 0,75 0,81 0,81 0,80 0,67 0,82 0,84 0,77 0,76 0,80 0,80 0,77 0,79 0,73 0,66 0,83

11336 0,80 0,77 0,76 0,81 0,74 0,78 0,79 0,79 0,65 0,77 0,76 0,76 0,73 0,75 0,75 0,68 0,71 0,72 0,80 0,79 0,79 0,77 0,76 0,72 0,72 0,77 0,77 0,80 0,77 0,80

20174 0,96 0,94 0,85 0,75 0,78 0,88 0,89 0,89 0,64 0,89 0,89 0,88 0,87 0,90 0,90 0,94 0,94 0,93 0,80 0,84 0,79 0,92 0,92 0,94 0,94 0,77 0,81 0,81 0,76 0,84

126 0,70 0,70 0,71 0,56 0,60 0,67 0,69 0,69 0,44 0,59 0,62 0,61 0,57 0,62 0,63 0,58 0,63 0,62 0,56 0,70 0,59 0,64 0,65 0,61 0,63 0,60 0,61 0,57 0,55 0,74

11225 0,87 0,85 0,88 0,85 0,78 0,81 0,82 0,82 0,69 0,82 0,82 0,82 0,85 0,86 0,86 0,85 0,87 0,85 0,93 0,83 0,86 0,81 0,80 0,85 0,83 0,83 0,90 0,89 0,83 0,82

12252 0,72 0,70 0,76 0,68 0,64 0,69 0,71 0,71 0,52 0,62 0,65 0,66 0,69 0,70 0,70 0,63 0,67 0,66 0,80 0,75 0,69 0,65 0,65 0,66 0,65 0,65 0,74 0,78 0,77 0,76

11682 0,82 0,81 0,83 0,76 0,75 0,80 0,81 0,81 0,66 0,78 0,78 0,79 0,81 0,82 0,83 0,83 0,86 0,85 0,87 0,79 0,77 0,78 0,78 0,84 0,84 0,80 0,81 0,80 0,75 0,80

134 0,80 0,79 0,84 0,81 0,81 0,84 0,84 0,84 0,64 0,75 0,77 0,78 0,81 0,83 0,83 0,67 0,72 0,75 0,90 0,83 0,78 0,76 0,76 0,71 0,72 0,77 0,85 0,90 0,89 0,81

116 0,88 0,87 0,89 0,80 0,83 0,88 0,89 0,89 0,71 0,81 0,84 0,85 0,83 0,87 0,87 0,77 0,82 0,85 0,92 0,90 0,80 0,84 0,84 0,81 0,82 0,85 0,90 0,93 0,90 0,89

11265 0,97 0,97 0,96 0,92 0,89 0,93 0,95 0,95 0,78 0,89 0,93 0,93 0,91 0,94 0,94 0,90 0,93 0,94 0,97 0,95 0,93 0,91 0,91 0,93 0,94 0,89 0,89 0,93 0,90 0,95

10475 0,77 0,72 0,81 0,76 0,79 0,78 0,78 0,77 0,68 0,70 0,70 0,73 0,80 0,79 0,78 0,73 0,74 0,76 0,92 0,76 0,73 0,70 0,70 0,70 0,70 0,77 0,81 0,88 0,86 0,74

12679 0,96 0,95 0,95 0,91 0,93 0,94 0,95 0,95 0,85 0,92 0,93 0,93 0,93 0,94 0,95 0,89 0,92 0,92 0,96 0,96 0,92 0,93 0,93 0,91 0,92 0,89 0,91 0,93 0,93 0,96

10579 0,89 0,84 0,86 0,87 0,78 0,84 0,84 0,84 0,73 0,82 0,81 0,80 0,85 0,87 0,87 0,90 0,89 0,89 0,86 0,88 0,87 0,81 0,80 0,90 0,89 0,85 0,87 0,87 0,82 0,87

11575 0,82 0,75 0,77 0,75 0,70 0,75 0,76 0,76 0,70 0,76 0,76 0,76 0,77 0,77 0,77 0,75 0,77 0,76 0,84 0,77 0,76 0,76 0,75 0,76 0,76 0,73 0,79 0,78 0,72 0,77

18061 0,81 0,77 0,79 0,78 0,77 0,82 0,84 0,84 0,64 0,73 0,78 0,77 0,76 0,80 0,81 0,67 0,74 0,74 0,78 0,78 0,76 0,77 0,77 0,74 0,75 0,74 0,74 0,78 0,78 0,80

237 0,97 0,95 0,93 0,83 0,88 0,94 0,96 0,96 0,71 0,91 0,95 0,94 0,90 0,93 0,94 0,87 0,91 0,92 0,87 0,95 0,87 0,95 0,95 0,92 0,94 0,84 0,88 0,83 0,68 0,96

276 0,89 0,88 0,87 0,84 0,84 0,87 0,88 0,88 0,54 0,81 0,84 0,84 0,82 0,85 0,86 0,78 0,83 0,84 0,81 0,90 0,83 0,85 0,84 0,83 0,84 0,67 0,86 0,90 0,86 0,89

11534 0,81 0,78 0,64 0,65 0,56 0,64 0,67 0,68 0,60 0,73 0,74 0,75 0,63 0,67 0,68 0,67 0,71 0,72 0,76 0,68 0,67 0,73 0,73 0,71 0,71 0,60 0,77 0,76 0,70 0,69

10198 0,81 0,76 0,75 0,77 0,74 0,79 0,80 0,80 0,63 0,73 0,75 0,76 0,76 0,80 0,81 0,68 0,73 0,74 0,77 0,78 0,75 0,74 0,75 0,74 0,75 0,74 0,77 0,82 0,84 0,78

10498 0,76 0,73 0,63 0,63 0,55 0,62 0,65 0,66 0,55 0,67 0,69 0,70 0,60 0,63 0,65 0,60 0,65 0,67 0,74 0,68 0,65 0,68 0,69 0,64 0,65 0,58 0,73 0,74 0,69 0,68

12911 0,54 0,51 0,53 0,55 0,51 0,52 0,52 0,53 0,36 0,41 0,42 0,43 0,48 0,49 0,49 0,45 0,47 0,48 0,54 0,58 0,48 0,41 0,41 0,47 0,47 0,43 0,52 0,62 0,66 0,58

12968 0,85 0,83 0,91 0,83 0,87 0,87 0,88 0,87 0,78 0,83 0,83 0,83 0,90 0,89 0,89 0,84 0,86 0,85 0,93 0,86 0,83 0,83 0,82 0,83 0,83 0,84 0,87 0,90 0,91 0,84

100579 0,90 0,84 0,74 0,77 0,67 0,74 0,74 0,75 0,64 0,81 0,79 0,79 0,67 0,68 0,70 0,84 0,83 0,83 0,57 0,75 0,77 0,85 0,86 0,83 0,85 0,73 0,72 0,71 0,66 0,76

100126 0,88 0,87 0,92 0,83 0,87 0,89 0,89 0,89 0,61 0,81 0,83 0,83 0,85 0,86 0,86 0,78 0,82 0,83 0,87 0,91 0,84 0,83 0,82 0,83 0,83 0,72 0,89 0,87 0,81 0,92

10378 0,77 0,75 0,66 0,66 0,56 0,66 0,69 0,71 0,55 0,69 0,71 0,72 0,65 0,70 0,71 0,66 0,70 0,72 0,72 0,72 0,68 0,70 0,72 0,71 0,72 0,58 0,75 0,74 0,65 0,73

10417 0,85 0,80 0,88 0,79 0,82 0,83 0,83 0,83 0,73 0,75 0,78 0,80 0,82 0,83 0,84 0,73 0,76 0,78 0,91 0,83 0,77 0,77 0,77 0,75 0,76 0,80 0,88 0,91 0,89 0,84

10752 0,84 0,83 0,83 0,85 0,78 0,82 0,81 0,80 0,67 0,80 0,79 0,79 0,76 0,76 0,76 0,80 0,80 0,79 0,74 0,82 0,83 0,79 0,78 0,79 0,79 0,76 0,84 0,85 0,84 0,85

10773 0,89 0,85 0,85 0,87 0,83 0,84 0,85 0,85 0,62 0,82 0,83 0,85 0,80 0,82 0,82 0,84 0,85 0,84 0,85 0,89 0,85 0,84 0,84 0,84 0,84 0,81 0,84 0,87 0,84 0,88

11631 0,80 0,77 0,74 0,68 0,68 0,75 0,79 0,79 0,52 0,68 0,73 0,73 0,67 0,72 0,74 0,69 0,74 0,76 0,73 0,75 0,68 0,74 0,75 0,73 0,75 0,63 0,68 0,68 0,63 0,78

10927 0,95 0,94 0,97 0,93 0,96 0,97 0,96 0,96 0,82 0,93 0,92 0,93 0,98 0,98 0,97 0,96 0,96 0,95 0,98 0,96 0,94 0,92 0,91 0,96 0,95 0,94 0,95 0,95 0,91 0,95

11085 0,94 0,94 0,90 0,90 0,78 0,88 0,89 0,89 0,78 0,92 0,92 0,91 0,86 0,88 0,88 0,92 0,94 0,93 0,86 0,91 0,92 0,93 0,92 0,93 0,93 0,87 0,89 0,82 0,72 0,91

11442 0,97 0,96 0,92 0,90 0,86 0,94 0,95 0,95 0,82 0,95 0,95 0,94 0,90 0,93 0,93 0,96 0,96 0,96 0,91 0,96 0,92 0,96 0,95 0,96 0,96 0,89 0,94 0,94 0,88 0,97

11279 0,89 0,88 0,91 0,89 0,87 0,89 0,89 0,89 0,75 0,86 0,86 0,87 0,88 0,89 0,89 0,89 0,90 0,89 0,88 0,88 0,90 0,87 0,87 0,91 0,91 0,87 0,91 0,90 0,88 0,90

11488 0,95 0,89 0,86 0,81 0,81 0,84 0,84 0,84 0,79 0,85 0,84 0,83 0,84 0,85 0,85 0,90 0,90 0,89 0,80 0,87 0,83 0,85 0,85 0,90 0,89 0,84 0,81 0,79 0,76 0,86

12840 0,81 0,79 0,85 0,82 0,80 0,80 0,79 0,79 0,58 0,72 0,72 0,72 0,74 0,74 0,73 0,76 0,75 0,75 0,86 0,84 0,80 0,71 0,70 0,75 0,74 0,72 0,79 0,87 0,86 0,85
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of vVectorFp and vectorFp with other fingerprints. The
grey cell represents the best result on given target while white represents the
worst result
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MUV dataset shows up to be the hardest for vVectorFp as in 3 cases it performs
strongly under average. However, the MUV dataset is the most difficult for every
tested fingerprint. The goal of the MUV design is to generate sets with a spatially
well distributed active and decoy molecules in a simple descriptor space. Moreover,
another goal is to evenly distribute actives among the decoys which makes the
MUV dataset difficult for virtual screening. The best tested parameterization for
MUV shows up to be naAromAtom16,ETA BetaP s16,minHsNH2 with the average
auc on MUV being 0.6258 compared to vectorFp having the average auc of 0.6214.
As the VectorFp in fact utilizes one of the extended connectivity fingerprints
(ecfp) as the underlying fingerprint, we were interested how it compares to the
performance of other fingerprints from the same family. From this perspective
our method performs well and outperforms most fingerprints from this family.

Our method was in term of average auc over all the data sets outperformed
by tt, hashtt and ap fingerprints. All those fingerprints are based on different
fragments than used in current version of VectorFp. tt and hashtt use paths
of length four while ap use atom pairs. This suggest that the change of frag-
ment extraction process (underlying fingerprint) may improve the performance
of VectorFp. Notice, that vVectorFp is also included in the comparison. As
it is not based on a single parameterization, the values presented in Table 6.2.
were computed without the vVectorFp, and at the end the vVectorFp was added.
Thus vVectorFp results did not influence the positions of other approaches. The
vVectorFp outperforms all other methods in all the presented evaluation criteria
(average auc, number of best results). We believe that this demonstrates the
potential of VectorFp if parameterized properly. We emphasize again that there
may be a better parameterization as we tested only a very limited subset of all
possible parameterizations.

Parameterization

As a part of our experiments we systematically tested hundreds of different pa-
rameterizations focusing on various descriptors provided by PaDEL (see above).
Although there are more ways of how to parameterize VectorFp, here we focused
on descriptor selection only being the most result influencing part of the parame-
terization. To test how the amount of used descriptors per fragment influences
the discriminative power of the molecular representation, we started with just
one descriptor per fragment and then added more. In the preparation phase,
we extracted all fragments for all chemical compounds in every data sets of the
benchmarking platform. For each fragment we computed all descriptors available
in PaDEL. These descriptors were the subject of a basic descriptor analysis before
running the experiments themselves. The goal of the analysis was to remove
descriptors which clearly did not have enough discriminative power to be used for
screening. As the first step of the analysis we dropped all the descriptors that
were constant which resulted in the elimination of 258 descriptors. In the next
step we utilized variance to decide which descriptors have the potential being a
useful discriminator. A descriptor taking only two values has a low chance to
well discriminate thousands of compounds. As a prestep to variance analysis we
had performed normalization on every descriptor. First, we had removed outliers
from every descriptor (values outside the second and third quantile), then we
normalized the data into the [0, 1] interval using the min-max normalization. After
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Figure 6.5: auc performance for single descriptor parameterization among the
variability groups. The horizontal lines represent the average auc for given group.

the normalization we computed variance (varnorm) for each descriptor. Many
descriptors ended up with varnorm = 0. For example in case of nAcid descriptor,
about 96.7% of fragments have zero value. This does not leave much space for
other values, and basically divides all fragments into just few categories (3 in case
of nAcid). If we consider the second and third quantile only we get zero variance.
This step eliminated 326 descriptors. Since we used these descriptors later in the
experiments, we formed group from them called constVarQ (constant variance
on quantiles). The remaining 185 descriptors were split into 4 groups of almost
the same size based on the value of variance. The groups were called var 00 25,
var 25 50, var 50 75 and var 75 100.

Single descriptor

In the first step we evaluated the performance for selected descriptors from groups
var 00 25, var 25 50, var 50 75 and var 75 100 and constVarQ. The descriptors in
constVarQ group performed worst of all, as expected. This was caused by the fact
that in many data sets the descriptors were constant and so had no discriminative
power. However, despite the overall bad performance few exceptions emerged.
For example, using the descriptor nAcid (number of acidic groups) for target
20174 resulted in auc 0.909. The tt, hashtt and ap scored 0.841, 0.8430 and 0.8450
respectively. This demonstrates that good performance can be reached even with
a single simple descriptor. As for the target 20174, the best performance (0.9560)
was obtained by vectorFp.

The performance of all the descriptors shows Figure 6.5. where descriptors’
data points in the same group share same shape. The X-axis corresponds to
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the individual descriptors while the Y-axis shows the average AUC over all the
targets for each of the descriptors. The horizontal line then represents the average
of the descriptors performance for each of the group. We can clearly see that
the descriptors in the constVarQ show worse performance then descriptors in
the other groups. In all the var groups we can identify several well performing
descriptors. However, the group var 00 25 contains many descriptors showing
very poor performance. It follows that a descriptor with low variability is likely to
perform poorly. On the other hand, the descriptors with high variability (group
var 75 100 ) also lead to worse performance than the descriptors with moderate
variability (groups var 25 50 and var 50 75 ).

Multiple descriptors

In the next step, we first created pairs and then triplets of descriptors and used
them to label the fragments. Thus, in the previous step each fragment was labelled
by exactly one descriptor but in the second step pairs and triplets of descriptors
were utilized. Our hope was that the performance would increase when using
tuples in contrast to using single descriptors alone.

Since we did not have sufficient computational resources to test every possible
pair and triplet of descriptor we implemented a filter. The purpose of the filter
is to filter out such tuples which are unlikely to lead to best results. The filter
utilizes AUC (auc) of single descriptors and correlation (cor) between pairs of
descriptors.

Let n denote the number of descriptors that should be used in the parame-
terization (in our case n is 2 or 3). Let auci denote the average AUC for i-th
descriptor (out of n) and cori,j the correlation between AUC values of i-th and
j-th descriptor over data sets. Thus if two descriptors show similar AUCs over all
data sets they have high correlation. In order for the tuple of descriptors to pass
the filter, the following two conditions need to be satisfied:

n∑
i=0

auci > aucLevel

corLevelMin < maxi≤,j≤n,i ̸=jcori,j < corLevelMax

The filter is parameterized by the values aucLevel, corLevelMin and corLevelMax.
Using aucLevel simply prefers tuples consisting of descriptors which behave well
when used alone. The idea behind restricting the correlation is that bringing
together correlated descriptors would not result in new information and thus
probably would not increase the discriminative power of the resulting molecular
representation. We tried several parameterizations of the filter (see Table 6.3) to
get a reasonable number of pairs/triplets for our experiments.

The descriptors in 2B pairs are required to have cor between 0.47 and 0.6. The
lower bound for cor secures that the pairs in 2A and 2B are different. As the trade
of, the required auc needs to be slightly higher. As the 2B group was selected
with less stress on cor it was expected that the paired descriptors would have
more similar results over the data sets. The goal of different parameterizations
of the filter was to test which combination of correlation and quality parameters
leads to better results. The same holds for the groups of triplets.
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group name aucLevel corLevelMin corLevelMax group size
2A 1.48 0.00 0.47 102
2B 1.487 0.47 0.60 40
3A 2.08 0.00 0.50 41
3B 2.20 0.50 0.60 48

Table 6.3: Specification of tested filters

group name average auc
var 00 25 0.535
var 25 50 0.741
var 50 75 0.725
var 75 100 0.659

2A 0.783
2B 0.780
3A 0.782
3B 0.782

Table 6.4: Average reached auc for different numbers of descriptors per fragment

How different number of descriptors used to label the fragments influence the
auc show Table 6.3. The Table 6.3 average auc for parameterizations using single
descriptors (the var groups), pairs of descriptors (the 2A and 2B group) or triplets
of descriptors (the 3A and 3B group) to label the fragments. As the results show
the 2A-filtered pairs of descriptors perform on average significantly better those
based on the 2B filter.

The difference between 2A and 2B is much higher than in case of 3A and 3B. As
Table 6.4 shows, the performance of triplets of descriptors is somewhere between
the 2A and 2B based pairs. From the Figure 3 it seems that the performance of
triplets of descriptors is more variable than in case of pairs. We believe that it is
the consequence of the fact that there are more triplets of descriptors than there
are pairs. Therefore, it is more difficult to identify the correct triplets. Thus the
variance in the results of triplets of descriptor is simply due to the imperfection of
the descriptor selection procedure. In case of both pairs and triplets of descriptors,
the group with more restricted cor seems to provide better results, especially in
terms of worst case performance.

6.4 2D Pharmacophore Query Generation
A pharmacophore model can be built either from a set of known ligands (ligand-
based) or from a target (structure-based). Ligand-based pharmacophore model
is formed from the superposition of 3D poses of the ligands and identification of
positions (including a tolerance radius) of common physico-chemical features. If
the target or target-ligand complex is known, a pharmacophore can be built by
probing the active site and focusing on the target-ligand interaction points.

When a pharmacophore model is prepared we can use it as a template for
similarity searching in compound databases to find ligands which comply with the
model. The procedure is known as pharmacophore-based virtual screening [232,
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Figure 6.6: auc performance for two and three descriptors parameterizations
among groups. The horizontal lines represent average of auc for given group.

233].
The pharmacophore concept is traditionally (and intuitively) imagined in three

dimensions. However, the ligand’s three dimensional structure is not always known
and its prediction is tricky due to the ligand’s flexibility. In [234], Schneider et
al. introduced the concept of topological pharmacophore where only topological
distances (shortest paths between atoms in 2D graph) are used instead of the 3D
distances.

6.4.1 Method outline
In this paper we introduce a method for building a 2D pharmacophore model from
the topological pharmacophores and show how to utilize this model in the 2D
pharmacophore-based virtual screening. Our method consists of three main parts:
1) Extraction of 2D pharmacophores from a set of active and inactive molecules, 2)
building a pharmacophore model from the available pharmacophores, 3) definition
of a similarity measure used in virtual screening using the built pharmacophore
model.

Our method differs in that the pharmacophore model is purely topological,
thus it does not require any structural information about the existing ligands or
target. However, unlike most of virtual screening methods, our pharmacophore
model is built on a statistical analysis which needs both positive and negative
examples, i.e., both known active and inactive molecules for the target. In most
cases, the information about inactive compounds is available from the existing
biochemical screens. If not, we believe it can be replaced by random sampling of
large publicly available compound databases as we justify in the following section.
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6.4.2 Model building
The input to the model building process include two sets of molecules - known
actives and inactives with respect to given biological target. These sets are the
output of a previously carried out screening against the specific target. In the
optimal case, the source is a confirmatory screen which contains less false positives
in comparison to a primary screen. However, we can often find ourselves in the
situation when we only know the active molecules. In such a case, we can randomly
select inactive molecules from a large database of publicly available molecules
such as ZINC [235], Pubchem [236] or ChEMBl [237]. We can do so relatively
safely because the ratio between active and inactive molecules when considering
large database is extremely low. Thus, when randomly choosing molecules the
probability that we pick multiple active molecules by chance is very low.

The active and inactive molecules are then fed into the pharmacophore model
building process which consists of the following steps:

1. 2D pharmacophore fingerprint generation for each molecule.

2. Running a statistical analysis to identify bits corresponding to the presence
of individual pharmacophores which discriminate an active molecule from
an inactive one.

3. Using the information about discriminative pharmacophores to build a bit
string representing the resulting pharmacophore model.

In the following sections we discuss each of the steps in more detail.

2D pharmacophore fingerprint generation

A 2D pharmacophore is a specific distance distribution of pharmacophore features
in a molecular graph. The graph distance of two atoms in a molecular graph
corresponds to the topological distance of their respective chemical features. The
pharmacophore fingerprint is a bit string carrying the information about the
presence or absence of every combination of features and distances.

In our implementation we used the 2D pharmacophore fingerprints implemented
in RDKit [65]. The version of 2D fingerprints available in RDKit v. 2013.09.2
supports only 2-3 points pharmacophore where n point pharmacophore describes
the mutual distances of n pharmacophore features. Therefore, each bit of the
bit string representation captures the information about presence or absence of a
specific topological distribution of two or three chemical features.

Thus, the input to the pharmacophore generation phase are two sets of
molecules (actives and inactives) resulting in two sets of 2D pharmacophore
fingerprints.

Statistical analysis

After we identify the pharmacophores present in each molecule in the actives and
inactives datasets we need to single out those which separate the two groups. To
do so, we run a statistical test for every single pharmacophore.
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Let us encode the presence of a pharmacophore by a 1 and the absence by a 0.
We are therefore interested in such pharmacophores where the numbers of ones in
the sets of active and inactive molecules significantly differ.

Since we are interested in the difference in the proportions of two independent
samples, the utilization of the two-sample proportion z-test would be the obvious
choice. However, there are three assumptions to use the proportion test: 1)
independence within the groups, 2) independence between the groups and 3)
normality which basically means that there should be at least 5 expected successes
and 5 expected failures in the sample used from inference. The conditions 1 and
2 are fulfilled since the molecules are mutually independent (condition 1) and
there is no dependence between active and inactive molecules (condition 2). The
problem arises with the third condition because of our sample size. Generally, it
means that the proportion test should be used only for cases when there are more
than 10 observations which is often not the case with the active set. Therefore,
we used Fisher’s exact test [238] for testing the null hypothesis of independence
of rows and columns in a contingency table (available in R [239]) where the
condition on the sample size is relaxed. The null hypothesis is that there is no
significant difference in the two proportions. The alternative hypothesis is that
the two proportions significantly differ. The significance level is a parameter of
the approach, but in general the standard 95% confidence level seems to work
well (see 6.4.4).

Pharmacophore model construction

We use the knowledge about which pharmacophores are responsible (with the
given confidence level) for the difference in activity to build the pharmacophore
model. In our method we represent the model as a 2D pharmacophore fingerprint.
We simply build a bit string corresponding to a virtual molecule having all the
significant pharmacophores. That is, in the bit string we turn on the respective
bits. This bit string is the resulting pharmacophore model carrying the information
obtained from the known active and inactive compounds.

6.4.3 Virtual screening
The idea behind the 3D pharmacophore-based virtual screening is to identify
compounds being subject to specific spatio-chemical template defined by the 3D
pharmacophore model. But 2D pharmacophores only approximate the spatial
arrangement of properties. We can easily imagine two atoms being far apart in the
molecular graph, but close in the 3D space. Therefore, we use the 2D model not for
filtering, but for prioritization in the same way the standard ligand-based virtual
screening does. To do so, we exploit the fact that the model is equivalent to a 2D
pharmacophore fingerprint. Therefore, after defining a similarity measure, we can
prioritize the database compounds based on the similarity to the fingerprint/model.

The most straightforward similarity measure between a pharmacophore and
a compound would be to count pharmacophores in the model which are also
present in the database compound. That can be simply achieved by counting
number of common one-bits in the bit strings of the pharmacophore model and
the 2D pharmacophore fingerprint of a database molecule. However, the size of
such measure’s domain can not be bigger than the number of pharmacophores
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in the model. That is, if the pharmacophore model contains 30 pharmacophores,
which the statistical evaluation labeled as significant, then the similarity measure
can take only 30 different values. That is impractical when screening libraries
containing tens or hundreds of thousands of compounds. To tackle this problem
we decided to tweak the similarity measure by taking into account also the p-value
from the pharmacophore building process. So in the resulting measure each
common one-bit is weighted by the p-value of its respective pharmacophore.

The following equations formally introduce the similarity measure:

spp(mpp, mdb) =
mpp.size∑

i=1
(mpp[i] × mdb[i]) × w(i) (6.1)

w(j) = 1 − pval[j] × 0.5
conf

(6.2)

The mpp and mdb are the bit vectors of the pharmacophore model and a
database molecule for which the similarity is being computed, m[i] represents the
i-th bit of m, w(i) is the weight corresponding to the i-th pharmacophore, pval[i]
its p-value and conf is the confidence level used for the hypothesis testing. The
purpose of the weighting function is to map the p-value to the interval < 0.5; 1 >.
Such mapping uplifts the pharmacophores with lower p-values to emphasize the
pharmacophores for which we have more evidence that they separate actives
from inactives. In other words, the less evidence we have that a pharmacophore
separates actives from inactives the less weight we assign to it in the similarity
measure.

When using too strict confidence interval, the pharmacophore model will
contain only few or even no pharmacophores at all. Therefore we decided to
introduce a modification of the purely pharmacophore-based screening. It consists
in combining the spp score with the MAX-rule data fusion strategy [240, 241]
commonly employed in LBVS when information about multiple bioactive ligands
is present:

spp−lb(mpp, mdb) = spp × max
a∈A

(slb(mdb, a)) (6.3)

spp−lb is an arbitrary similarity method (we use MACCS fingerprints [242]
and Tanimoto coefficient [243] in our experiments), A is the set of known active
compounds and the maximum function implements the MAX-rule strategy.

6.4.4 Experimental evaluation
For experimental evaluation of our method we focused on choosing public and
well established data sets. The choice of established data sets makes it easier to
compare our method to others.

We decided to use the Maximum Unbiased Validation (MUV) data sets [231].
The MUV methodology was designed to select an unbiased subset of active and
inactive ligands from a biochemical assay for testing ligand based virtual screening
methods. Each MUV data set contains a spatially random distribution of actives
and decoys in a simple descriptor space. The term simple descriptors is defined
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in [231] as ”a vectorized form of the respective counts of all atoms, heavy atoms,
boron, bromine, carbon, chlorine, fluorine, iodine, nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorus
and sulfur atoms in each molecule as well as the number of H-bond acceptors,
H-bond donors, the logP, the number of chiral centers, and the number of the
ring system”. Each data set in MUV contains exactly 30 known active and 15000
inactive molecules (decoys).

Figure 6.7: The comparison of the 2D pharmacophore-based VS with other VS
methods. The 95% confidence interval was used in the model building process.
See section 6.4.3 for the description of our spp and spp−lb methods.

In [231], 17 MUV datasets were used to test the quality of several LBVS
approaches. Specifically, MOE molecular properties descriptors [244], MACCS
structural keys [242] and SESP, a class of versatile, alignment independent 2D
topological indices based on atom pairs [245], were compared. The performance
of the approaches was tested using the MAX-rule data fusion technique [240, 241].
For each dataset, 10 active ligands were used as known actives to prioritize a
database pooled from the the 15,000 decoy and remaining 20 active molecules.
Then, the LBVS was performed, the ROC curve was built based on the positions of
the 20 active molecules in the result set. Finally, the AUC (area under the curve)
was computed. This process was repeated 100 times with different, randomly
chosen, set of 10 actives, the AUCs were averaged and reported as the aggregated
quality measure of a method.

To compare our approach to the above mentioned methods, we used a very
similar strategy. We used the 10 active compounds as learning examples to build
the pharmacophore model and used it with the spp similarity measure to sort the
database and get the AUC value. This process was repeated 100 times. However,
unlike the methods above, to build the pharmacophore model we need not only
the known active compounds, but also known inactive compounds. Since we used
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one third (10 compounds) of the dataset for learning we used the same proportion
for the decoys. Hence we used 10 active and 5000 inactive compounds for learning
and the test set therefore consisted of 20 actives and 10,000 decoys.

Figure 6.8: Comparison of 2D pharmacophore-based VS with other VS meth-
ods. The 99% confidence interval was used in the model building process. See
section 6.4.3 for the description of our spp and spp−lb methods.

2D pharmacophore-based virtual screening

The pharmacophore model building process is the core component influencing
the performance of the virtual screening. Its crucial part is the identification of
pharamcophores which constitute the resulting model. The identification process
is based on the statistical test which can be influenced mainly by the the confidence
level used. Higher confidence level results in less pharmacophores identified, but
these have higher chance of being the real discriminators. We present results of
our method for 95% (Fig. 6.7) and 99% (Fig. 6.8) confidence intervals. In both
cases the method on most datasets outperforms all the other tested methods. It
seems that our method outperforms the other approaches irrespective of whether
we used the purely pharmacophore-based approach (spp) or the MAX-rule data
fusion strategy modification (spp−lb). Specifically, on the 95% confidence level our
method scores best on 11 out of the 17 datasets while for the 99% confidence
level we score best in 10 cases. From the simple counts it might seem that higher
confidence level does not bring any advantage. But closer inspection reveals that
when the AUC is high enough a higher confidence level leads to higher AUCs and
vice versa.
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Relation of AUC and size of the pharmacophore model

The extremes in AUC values for the higher confidence level are caused by the
number of pharamcophores in the model. If the confidence level is high, it
might happen that not many pharamcophores will be considered as discriminative
and thus the resulting pharmacophore model does not have enough power. To
support this claim we compiled Tab. 6.5 which shows the average number of
pharmacophores in the model and the respective AUC value. We can notice
that higher confidence levels correspond to lower smaller models (the PP count
columns). The gray lines highlight datasets where the model building process
yielded an extremely low number of pharamcophores. These lines apparently
correspond to datasets where the 99% confidence level performs considerably
worse than the 95% level. The relation between the number of pharmacophores
in a model and the AUC can be even more clearly observed in Fig. 6.9 where we
brought together results for the two confidence levels. We can see that the lower

95% 99%

AID PP count Mean AUC PP count Mean AUC

466 14.7 0.67 5.1 0.68

548 43.6 0.78 22.7 0.78

600 15.3 0.63 1.9 0.63

644 11.5 0.61 1.3 0.55

652 29.3 0.69 11.5 0.68

689 21.4 0.58 3.9 0.57

692 7.3 0.56 1.3 0.55

712 27.4 0.62 8.4 0.64

713 18.3 0.69 3.1 0.68

734 3.6 0.55 0.5 0.51

737 39.0 0.74 14.8 0.77

810 22.4 0.67 7.2 0.71

832 46.8 0.83 30.0 0.86

846 20.7 0.74 6.8 0.75

852 51.8 0.78 25.9 0.81

858 38.5 0.71 14.5 0.71

859 9.4 0.61 2.3 0.55

Table 6.5: The number of pharamcophores (PP count) in a pharmacophore model
and the respective AUC for each dataset for different confidence levels. The gray
rows show datasets with very low number of pharmacophores in the model.
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the AUC is, the more the 95% confidence level outperforms the 99% level and
vice versa.

Figure 6.9: Comparison of different confidence levels for pharmacophore-based
screening with MAX-rule data fusion strategy. See section 6.4.3 for the description
of the spp−lb method.

6.5 Exploration of Topological Torsion Finger-
prints

The Topological torsions fingerprints [218] (TT fingerprints) can be classified
as 2D structural (topological) fingerprints. Although TT may not seem to be
used as much as for example Extended Connectivity Fingerprints [70], they show
higher performance in comparison to other fingerprints [246]. The design of TT
fingerprints provides good performance and computational efficiency. However,
the growth in computational power raises a question if it is possible to improve
TT fingerprints performance for price of increased computational complexity. A
better representation would decrease the rate of false positives and false negatives
and translate into higher quality candidate sets to be passed into the next steps
of the drug discovery pipeline. As HTVS commonly operates over libraries with
millions of molecules, even small change in the quality of the output candidates
set may results in great difference in the performance of the screening.

6.5.1 Proposed modifications
The fragments utilized by TT fingerprints are linear paths of 4 non-hydrogen
atoms, further referred to as 4-path. The label for each fragment is computed by
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concatenation of the following properties: number of π electrons of each atom,
atomic type and number of non-hydrogen branches. Those properties are similar to
those used in atom pairs descriptor [217] and also by Atom pairs fingerprints (AP).
You may notice that the properties are mostly of local character. The values of
the labeled 4-paths are then stored into 32-bit array, 8 bits per atom. Thus, every
fragment is mapped into a 32-bit long segment in the resulting bit representation
of the molecule. This representation is space efficient and is designed to be as
compact and information lossless as possible. TT fingerprints were optimized
for performance and effective space utilization and while this was crucial in the
time of their design, today we can trade the effectiveness of the representation
for higher simplicity and easier modifiability. The modifiability then allows to
change the existing properties which can possibly lead to better performance of
the representation in the virtual screening.

As the effectiveness is not the main topic of this article, we first altered the
representation to make it easier to modify and to be able to more easily analyze
the carried out modifications. We illustrate the change on fragment C=CCO. For
this fragment, the atomic numbers are 6, 6, 6, 8, atom degrees 1, 2, 2, 1 and
the numbers of electrons used for pi-bonding 1, 1, 0, 0. Such fragment would be
encoded into a bit string 0011 0000 0001 0000 0001 0100 0001 0100. Bit encoding
is limiting in that one has to specify the min and max values to reserve sufficient
number of bits. To get rid of the dependency on the bit encoding, we modified
the representation so that we stored the values in the form of their original data
types such as integers or floats. Moreover, the original version of TT fingerprints
included hashing to map the molecules to constant-length representation. The
collisions resulting from hashing (more fragments mapped to the same position in
the resulting bit string) could by problematic when evaluating the modifications
and therefore our altered representations is lossless in that it does not use hashing.
Thus, for the above introduced example, we get the following labels: (6,1,1),
(6,2,1), (6,2,0) and (8,1,0). The fragment label is then formed by concatenation
of the atom labels - ((6,1,1, (6,2,1), (6,2,0), (8,1,0)). As we may get the same
fragment in different order ie. C=CCO or OCC=C, we need to canonize the
fragment so that labels for both possible inputs are the same. The canonization
is done similarly as in the TT fingerprints, i.e. by reversing the label so the
i-th element is alphabetically greater then the i + 1-st element. In this case, the
canonization left the fragment unchanged.

The above introduced simple modifications form the baseline representation
which we then used to test the modifications against. The modifications are
described in section 6.5.1, section 6.5.1 and section 6.5.1.

Fragment size

Atom pairs fingerprints [217] (AP fingerprints) utilized similar approach to the
fragments labeling as TT fingerprints. AP fingerprints also perform best [246] on
MUV dataset in terms of average AUC. The main difference between AP and TT
fingerprints consists in the topology of utilized fragments. While the TT employ
the 4-paths, AP uses pairs of atoms. This raises a question how a possible change
in the length of the path used by TT would change its performance. Thus, we
used the length of the path as a parameter and defined TT with 2-path, 3-path
and 5-path, respectively.
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Although bigger fragment size provides more explicit information about the
atom structure as they capture larger portion of the molecule, the disadvantage
of bigger fragments might consist in their sparsity. Also, bigger fragments are
more likely to be unique than smaller ones, thus they might results in smaller
number of common fragments between two molecules. Both considerations might
translate into deteriorated performance.

On the other hand, utilization of shorter fragments leads to higher number
of fragments per molecule. Also it is more likely that a certain portion of the
detected fragments would correspond to general fragments present in most of the
molecules. Such fragments do not bear any useful information and simply form
information noise which can then hamper with the performance of representation
based on such short fragments.

Descriptor fields

TT fingerprints describe a molecule as a set of fragments and thus provide a
representation of a molecule by implicitly preserving a certain level of structure
flexibility. However as the descriptors used by TT are rather of local character, the
fragments do not carry much information about their topological neighbourhood.
We tried to improve this by utilization of so-called field descriptors. The main
idea is that the value of an atom descriptor is based on the descriptor value of its
neighbours. Thus, the value of the field descriptor α̇ for an atom s is defined as:

α̇(s, fr) = 1
| χ(s, fr) |

∗
∑

f∈χ(s,fr)

1
| f |

∗
∑
a∈f

α(a) (6.4)

χ(s, fr) = {f ∈ fr | s ∈ f} (6.5)

Where α(a) stands for the original value of descriptor for atom a. Parameter fr is
a set of all fragments of given type that span the molecule. χ(s, fr) stands for all
fragments from fr that contains atom s. So for example if we utilized paths of
length 2 as a fr, the field descriptor for each atom is computed as an average on
its neighbours. The neighbourhood is defined by used fragments. By increasing
the fragment size we can increase the sensitivity range of the fields; utilization of
different fragments may lead to different results.

The resulting representation is identical to that of TT, but instead of using
local descriptors, we use the above defined field descriptors.

The utilization of fields brings in information about a fragment’s neighbourhood
and thus allows to further distinguish between fragments that were considered the
same before. A possible downside of this representation is the decreased possibility
of generalization - it is possible that the representation would not be able to detect
new actives that will not share enough similarity with the known actives.

Hybridization

Another natural possibility of modification of the TT descriptor is to include
different atomic properties for atoms labeling. In order to do so, we evaluated
descriptors available in the RDKit [65] chemoinformatic framework. RDKit offers
17 descriptors which could be utilized, among which, based on our observations,
the atom hybridization descriptor seemed to be the best choice for a more extensive
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evaluation. Moreover, as shown below, it can be used as a good illustration of
how field descriptors can be interpreted when used with discrete descriptors.

RDKit supports the following hybridization states: unspecified, sp, sp2, sp3,
sp3d, sp3d2, other. In order to compute the field descriptor we needed to convert
those values into numbers, here RDKit comes with a reasonable out-of-the-box
mapping: other = 7, sp = 2, sp2 = 3, sp3 = 4, sp3d = 5, sp3d2 = 6, unspecified
= 0. When used with the descriptor fields, the resulting values might not corre-
sponds to any defined hybridization state. Thus, from certain perspective, such
a descriptor has no meaning on per atom basis. Hence, the value is more like a
reflection or aggregation of information. For example, atom with two neighbors
and hybridization field descriptor equal to 3.333 may tell us that two atoms have
sp2 and one atom has sp3 hybridization state, such information may be more
useful than information about the single atom hybridization.

6.5.2 Evaluation
This section describes our benchmarking approach and shows evaluation of the
aforementioned modifications.

Benchmarking

To test how the proposed modifications translate into virtual screening perfor-
mance, we decided to utilize the MUV dataset [231, 246]. The MUV contains
selected assay data for 17 targets (assays), selected with the use of the MUV
methodology. Each assay consists of a selection of 30 known actives and 15.000
known inactives against a single target. In order to provide a fully replicable
experiment we took the process one step further and utilized test runs selection
from open source benchmarking platform by Riniker at al. [246]. We selected runs
with 5 known actives, 25 unknown actives and 12000 inactives. Although other
distributions of known and unknown actives would be possible, the 5-25-12000 is
used as the main testing baseline in the Riniker at al. benchmark so it is easy to
compare results presented in this paper with the performance of other fingerprints.

We utilized AUC to compare results of tested representations in this article.
The AUC as an indicator bound to the < 0, 1 > range with higher values reflecting
better performance. As the main focus of this article is to present a possible
directions of TT fingerprints modification rather than provide their extensive
performance comparison, we consider AUC to be a sufficient performance indicator
for this task.

When testing LBVS, we can face situations where more molecules share the
same similarity to the queries (active molecules). For example, with 40 molecules
we may end up with 39 inactive and 1 active molecules with same similarity. If
we sort such result based on the similarity, we may get different AUC based on
the position of the one active. We decided to take the approach of the worst-case
scenario where the 39 inactives precede the 1 active. Advantage of this approach
is the elimination of possibly artificial increased AUC. On the other hand, this
causes certain level of under-scoring in terms of AUC in comparison to real usage
where the position of the 1 active would be randomly distributed between the 39
inactives.
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Table 6.6:
The average AUC on the MUV dataset for Atom pairs fingerprints (AP), Topo-
logical torsion fingerprints(TT) and our version of TT (4-path pi,deg,type).

dataset AP TT 4-path
pi,deg,type

466 0.600 0.595 0.595
548 0.792 0.779 0.779
600 0.661 0.669 0.669
644 0.705 0.707 0.707
652 0.616 0.616 0.616
689 0.685 0.710 0.710
692 0.588 0.556 0.556
712 0.696 0.738 0.738
713 0.566 0.551 0.551
733 0.590 0.567 0.567
737 0.769 0.707 0.707
810 0.649 0.710 0.710
832 0.771 0.760 0.760
846 0.822 0.816 0.816
852 0.821 0.757 0.758
858 0.638 0.582 0.582
859 0.547 0.569 0.570

average 0.677 0.670 0.670

The provided AUC performance was rounded to 3 decimal digit. The averages
were computed on the non-rounded numbers which may render some difference
between the real averages and those which would yield averaging over the rounded
values in the tables.

Baseline comparison

In the first experiment, we tested the modified base representation of TT finger-
prints (see subsection 6.5.1) to assess its effect and get the baseline for further
evaluations.

Beside the comparison to the original TT fingerprint performance, we also
listed the performance of Atom pairs (AP) [217] as they have the best average
performance on the MUV dataset as shown in [216]. The new reference imple-
mentation of TT fingerprints is called 4-path pi,deg,type. While the 4-path stands
for the name of the used fragment type, the pi,deg,type refer to the descriptors
used to form atoms labels.

As we can see in Table 6.6, there exist slight differences between the original
TT implementation and the 4-path pi,deg,type which might be caused by the rep-
resentation changes as well as by the defensive approach to the AUC computation.
However in terms of average, the difference is negligible. The following evaluations
are therefore carried out with our reference TT fingerprint representation.
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Table 6.7:
The average AUC on the MUV dataset for TT-like representation with differing
fragment path size.

dataset
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466 0.621 0.614 0.595 0.604
548 0.781 0.779 0.779 0.769
600 0.648 0.679 0.669 0.646
644 0.689 0.719 0.707 0.700
652 0.603 0.618 0.616 0.626
689 0.653 0.696 0.710 0.689
692 0.565 0.573 0.556 0.541
712 0.681 0.739 0.738 0.742
713 0.582 0.563 0.551 0.536
733 0.590 0.588 0.567 0.549
737 0.768 0.758 0.707 0.653
810 0.632 0.692 0.710 0.707
832 0.739 0.770 0.760 0.746
846 0.782 0.818 0.816 0.789
852 0.762 0.783 0.758 0.732
858 0.566 0.603 0.582 0.591
859 0.580 0.565 0.570 0.562

average 0.661 0.680 0.670 0.658

Fragment size

The next test shows the performance change with varying path size. The repre-
sentations are called 2-path pi,deg,type, 3-path pi,deg,type, 4-path pi,deg,type and
5-path pi,deg,type and utilize 2-paths, 3-paths, 4-paths and 5-path respectively.
No other change has been applied to those representations, i.e. the descriptors
stay the same.

The results (Table 6.7) show that the utilization of 3-path fragments brings
some improvement in average case and there are only three cases where using
3-path renders worse results than using 4-path. The 5-path case performs the
worst in terms of average. As mentioned above, this may be caused by the sparse
coverage of the 5-path and thus by the large numbers of molecules that share the
same similarity level. Hence, when comparing two molecules there is not enough
common fragments which might decrease the granularity in terms of values in the
result set. We computed the number of different similarities in the result sets for
each run and aggregated over assays to verify this hypothesis.

However, the results (Table 6.8) contradicted our expectation. In fact, the
smallest similarity range is on 3-path. This difference may be caused by the
fact that the used similarity also incorporates the size of tested fragment space
(number of fragments in each molecule). This also demonstrates that our defensive
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Table 6.8:
Number of unique similarity values yielded by the tested methods (Table 6.7) over
the MUV dataset.

min max average
5-path 997 2440 1700
4-path 877 1823 1368
3-path 631 1169 892

approach to AUC computation underscores the results as with the decreasing
number of different similarity values the tested AUC is worst than would be the
expected AUC assuming random ordering on molecules with the same similarity
score.

Descriptor fields

In this setup, we tested the descriptors used in TT fingerprints as well as few
others in form of field descriptors. We did not include the atomic number, as the
meaning of field version of this descriptor is unclear. We included aromaticity,
charge and hybridization. All those descriptors were provided by RDKit library
as atom properties.

The previous test shows that 3-path fragments may provide promising alterna-
tive to the established 4-path used by TT. Thus, we decided to test the single field
descriptor with both fragment types. We utilized 2-path fragments to compute
the field-descriptors.

The performance (Table 6.9, Table 6.10) of descriptors used by TT fingerprints
(atom degree and number of pi electrons in bonds) is not bad in comparison to
other fingerprints performance [216]. However the performance of hybridization
field for for 3-path and 4-path even outperforms TT fingerprints on average.

The poor average performance of aromaticity field descriptor may be caused
by the unsuitable dataset selection for this type of descriptor. As we can see,
against the targets 548, 600 the aromaticity provides the best AUC performance
of the tested descriptors. Further exploration of the dataset may help to establish
conditions where the usage of this, otherwise under-performing, descriptor would
be suitable.

Hybridization

As the hybridization showed promising results in the previous tests (Table 6.9,
Table 6.10), we decided to test further its utilization. In this section we present
two test scenarios. The first scenario was focused on utilization of hybridization
and hybridization field descriptor in our baseline TT fingerprint implementation,
while the second test was designed to explore possible modifications of the field
descriptors computation.

In the first scenario, we just replaced the number of pi electrons in TT
fingerprints with the atom hybridization state. We used the hybridization as
an atom descriptor and as a field-descriptor. The idea was to compare the
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Table 6.9:
The AUC performance of different field-descriptors with 4-path fragments on the
MUV dataset.
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466 0.512 0.525 0.607 0.575 0.641
548 0.775 0.550 0.770 0.765 0.737
600 0.719 0.573 0.682 0.691 0.658
644 0.704 0.533 0.677 0.721 0.753
652 0.597 0.490 0.593 0.617 0.690
689 0.550 0.491 0.642 0.608 0.641
692 0.517 0.502 0.605 0.576 0.608
712 0.523 0.468 0.566 0.616 0.724
713 0.524 0.452 0.524 0.617 0.601
733 0.521 0.480 0.550 0.567 0.555
737 0.684 0.565 0.591 0.794 0.810
810 0.616 0.451 0.613 0.654 0.723
832 0.704 0.516 0.681 0.797 0.748
846 0.753 0.567 0.724 0.782 0.811
852 0.708 0.533 0.655 0.750 0.788
858 0.545 0.470 0.553 0.593 0.626
859 0.540 0.494 0.483 0.556 0.505

average 0.617 0.509 0.619 0.663 0.683

performance of the field and non-field descriptor. The name of the field-version of
the descriptor in the table is prefixed by f .

We again tested (Table 6.11) only the 3 and 4 path lengths. We can see that
utilization of hybridization instead of the number of pi electrons brought some
improvement to the TT fingerprints. Performance of the 3-path and 4-path in terms
of average AUC improved by 0.009 with hybridization-field descriptors. Based on
the results, using the field version of the descriptor is preferable irrespective on
the path length.

So far, in all tests we used 2-paths fragments to build up the field descriptors.
In the next test, we used hybridization-field descriptor only with two different
fragments, 2-paths and 3-paths, to compute the field-descriptors. These were then
used for labeling fragments of length 3 and 4.

The 3-path field descriptors showed better average performance (Table 6.12)
than the 2-path fields for the field hybridization descriptor. In comparison to
the baseline TT fingerprint, the hybridization proves to provide better results on
MUV dataset. In fact, all tested hybridization representations outperformed, in
terms of average AUC, the TT fingerprints and also the AP fingerprints, which
showed the best average performance on the MUV dataset [246].

Another way of comparison is by the number of best average assay performance.
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Table 6.10:
The AUC performance of different field-descriptors with 3-path fragments on the
MUV dataset.
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466 0.504 0.491 0.587 0.579 0.632
548 0.746 0.513 0.740 0.739 0.714
600 0.706 0.514 0.693 0.690 0.656
644 0.678 0.513 0.673 0.705 0.752
652 0.583 0.466 0.582 0.615 0.691
689 0.538 0.474 0.644 0.615 0.639
692 0.500 0.489 0.577 0.560 0.593
712 0.518 0.490 0.555 0.619 0.711
713 0.537 0.446 0.522 0.619 0.597
733 0.519 0.444 0.521 0.572 0.566
737 0.702 0.560 0.610 0.816 0.825
810 0.605 0.394 0.613 0.627 0.710
832 0.686 0.449 0.682 0.791 0.740
846 0.734 0.589 0.683 0.771 0.796
852 0.716 0.493 0.643 0.761 0.788
858 0.536 0.447 0.568 0.584 0.621
859 0.536 0.507 0.491 0.578 0.509

average 0.608 0.487 0.611 0.661 0.679

In comparison to the fingerprints tested by Riniker at al. [246], 3,4-path hybrid
has the best average AUC against 7 targets from 17. Other methods then have 2
(AP, TT, avalon) or 1 (fcfp2, fcfp6, laval, lecfp4, rdk7). The AP and rdk7 score
the same on one target. This fact indicates that the utilized hybridization field
descriptor may prove to be an interesting alternative for further research and
possible deployment in LBVS campaigns.

6.6 Using Bayesian modeling on molecular frag-
ments features for virtual screening

Our approach is motivated by the fact that although structure and function are
correlated they should not be confused and used interchangeably. For example
activity cliffs are exception from the similar property principle where molecules
with very similar structure can have extremely different activity against the same
target and the other way around [247]. Therefore, the idea of our approach is
to move from the structure space to the feature space. We aim to look at the
compounds not as a set of fragments but as a set of feature vectors. In this way,
fragments differing in either atom composition or structure can still share similar
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Table 6.11:
The performance of TT-like representation with different descriptors. The hy-
bridization or field hybridization descriptor is used instead of number of pi bonding
electrons.
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466 0.652 0.634 0.645 0.626
548 0.767 0.814 0.769 0.812
600 0.674 0.675 0.669 0.678
644 0.716 0.750 0.707 0.738
652 0.654 0.681 0.650 0.680
689 0.669 0.684 0.714 0.683
692 0.576 0.573 0.565 0.559
712 0.741 0.779 0.745 0.768
713 0.570 0.560 0.556 0.535
733 0.597 0.567 0.576 0.549
737 0.758 0.751 0.718 0.702
810 0.719 0.730 0.739 0.738
832 0.747 0.761 0.737 0.756
846 0.802 0.812 0.802 0.823
852 0.763 0.798 0.748 0.790
858 0.606 0.629 0.588 0.617
859 0.523 0.524 0.530 0.548

average 0.680 0.689 0.674 0.683

features. Consider two molecules binding in similar mode but where the fragments
in either molecule responsible for binding differ (either in structure or composition).
Then looking at those fragments not as structures but feature vectors, allows to
detect features which are common in those two fragments/feature vectors and use
them later on when searching for other bioactive molecules.

Now we will briefly overview the methodology which embodies the above
described motivation while the following sections will detail the individual steps.
Because our approach is based on supervised machine learning, it is divided into
train and test phases. In the first step of the training phase, we collect available
information about active and inactive compounds with respect to the target. For
each of these molecules, we extract their fragments the same way traditional
fingerprint-based methods do. For each of these fragments, we obtain its vector of
features using an external tool. Then we remove correlated and constant features
and do binning on the values of the remaining features so that close feature
values fall in the same bins. On these binned values we compute the conditional
probabilities to be used in the test phase. Then, in the test phase, every input
molecule is processed the same way as the train molecules; it is partitioned into
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Table 6.12:
Results of tested field-hybridization descriptor with different parametrization.
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466 0.632 0.641 0.666 0.672
548 0.714 0.737 0.825 0.832
600 0.656 0.658 0.683 0.674
644 0.752 0.753 0.825 0.826
652 0.691 0.690 0.712 0.704
689 0.639 0.641 0.642 0.639
692 0.593 0.608 0.613 0.617
712 0.711 0.724 0.720 0.705
713 0.597 0.601 0.631 0.623
733 0.566 0.555 0.567 0.567
737 0.825 0.810 0.779 0.764
810 0.710 0.723 0.732 0.737
832 0.740 0.748 0.791 0.788
846 0.796 0.811 0.835 0.834
852 0.788 0.788 0.784 0.785
858 0.621 0.626 0.627 0.626
859 0.509 0.505 0.551 0.537
average 0.679 0.683 0.705 0.702

its constituent fragments and for each of them, feature vectors are computed.
The features which were designated as non-correlated in the training phase are
kept and used to assign probability-based score to each feature vector. Score of
a molecule is aggregation of its constituent feature vector scores. Finally, the
database compounds are ranked based on these scores.

Fragments Extraction

Using features allows to find similarities where pure structure-based method would
not find any. However, we believe that these features need to be defined on the
level of fragments rather than whole molecule since molecular binding is driven
by few contact points. Therefore, the first step consists in fragments extraction.
Our methodology can work basically with any type of fragment topologies. In
this paper, we used two types of fragments: linear fragments, which are used in
topological torsion fingerprints [218], and circular fragments, used in extended
connectivity fingerprints [70]. For each molecule, we keep only unique fragments
since duplicities decrease discriminatory power of the classification (as empirically
confirmed).

Features Generation and Preprocessing

To obtain fragments features we use the PaDEL software [172, 248]. We treat each
fragment as a molecule and pass it to the PaDEL generator. For each fragment
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we get about 1.450 descriptors/features. However, many of these features are
either constant for given dataset, or correlated. Therefore, in the next step,
we remove constant or correlated features. When removing correlated features,
we first compute all pairwise correlations and then iteratively join features into
clusters so that every pair of features in a cluster shares correlation above given
threshold. In our experiments we set this threshold to 0.7, however changing it to,
e.g., 0.3 does not have significant influence on the results. This seems surprising
since we use NB as our classifier, which presumes that features are not correlated.
But as shown in [249], what really determines performance of NB is rather the
distribution of dependencies in each classes. After features preprocessing, we were
typically left with about 250 features on average.

As the final step in the feature preprocessing, we scale each of the feature into
the [0, 1] interval. Scaled features result in simpler implementation of binning in
the learning phase (see the next section).

Model Construction

In the heart of our method lies näıve Bayes classifier (NB). We have chosen
NB since it is relatively simple, and thus computationally efficient, yet accurate
classification tool. NB is a probabilistic classification method which utilizes Bayes
rule [250] for determining the probability of a feature vector f = (f1, ..., fn), fi

being the value of feature i, belonging to a class c:

P (C = c|f) = P (f |C = c)P (C = c)
P (f) (6.6)

Assuming the feature vector elements, i.e. the individual features, are inde-
pendent and the prior feature probabilities for each class are identical (thus can
be neglected), the näıve Bayes probability model can be written as

P (C = c|f) = P (C = c)
∏

i

P (fi|C = c) (6.7)

Bayes model therefore assigns higher weights to features which are pronounced
in one or more classes. The naive Bayes classifier combines this model with a
decision rule which often uses to be the maximum a posteriori rule where the class
with maximum probability is chosen. In the case of binary classification, which is
our case, the classification can be based on the following ratio:

P (C = +)
P (C = −)

∏
i

P (fi|C = +)
P (fi|C = −) (6.8)

In a classification task, a feature vector would be assigned to the + class if
and only if the ratio ≥ 1. We use this ratio to score the feature vectors.

Thus, in the model building phase, we take all the known active (+) and
inactive (−) compounds, extract their fragments (see section 6.6) and generate
their feature vectors (section 6.6). For each molecule we thus get a set of feature
vectors which we assign active or inactive label based on whether it comes from
an active or inactive molecule. The feature vectors are treated independently, i.e.
we do not distinguish which active molecule a feature vector comes from.

Next, we bin the feature values. Since we scale features into the [0, 1] interval,
we can keep the bin size constant across all features. The reason for binning is
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twofold. First, if we had a feature with a large range of values, the individual
values would rarely be significant simply because it would differ for most of the
observations. Binning mitigates this problem because neighboring values would
fall into the same bin. Second, without binning similar feature values would be
considered unrelated, but with binning similar features fall in the same bin (except
cases where they cross borders between bins). In our experiments, if not stated
otherwise, we used 100 bins per feature.

With the binned features we compute the probabilities P (F = fi|C = c) and
P (C = c), where fi are the values of the non-correlated features, and c ∈ {a, i}
(active, inactive). Final issue which needed to be tackled is the situation when the
test set contains a fragment with a feature value which has not been encountered
in the train set. Probability of such a feature value would be zero which would
result in the whole product to be null. Therefore we use the Laplace smoothing
where each of the frequency counts is increased by one, i.e., we use so-called
pseudocounts.

Scoring

With the model ready, we can compute probability of a feature vector being active
or inactive. But since these are fragment-derived feature vectors probabilities the
need to be aggregated to form the resulting score for a molecule. In current work,
we simply aggregate the fragment-based scores:

score(M) = mean{∀r ∈ M : P (C = a|f(r))
P (C = i|f(r)) =

P (C = a)
P (C = i)

∏
i

P (f(r)i|C = a)
P (f(r)i|C = i) } (6.9)

where M is a molecule to be scored, and f is a function which assigns a feature
vector to fragment r. Finally, the scores are used to rank the database so that
molecules with highest score (top of the list) have highest chance of being active.

6.6.1 Experiments
To test our methodology, we used two dataset. The first test set was a compiled set
of targets used in [251, 252, 252, 253, 254, 255] from which we selected targets with
different levels of difficulty. Difficulty of a target was defined as average AUC (see
below) on that target obtained by five commonly used fingerprint representation,
namely Atom Pairs (AP), ECFP2, FCFP2, MACCS and Topological Torsion
(TT) fingerprints. The datasets were downloaded from the links in the respective
publications and we chose targets which contained enough known active compounds
so that there was enough information for training. For each target we randomly
split the dataset into test and train set so that the test set contained 30 actives
and 100 inactives, while the ratio in test set was 20 / 4900. We did this 10 times
and averaged the results.

The second test set was based on the Maximum Unbiased Validation (MUV)
datasets [231]. In this case we decided not to split datasets randomly, but rather
to reuse splits published by Riniker [246], who defined 50 splits for a target (we
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ecfp1 ecfp1-2 ecfp2 tt2 tt2-3 tt3 tt3-4 tt4 tt5 tt5-6 tt5ecfp2

5HT2B 0.81 0.83 0.82 0.66 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.76 0.81 0.81 0.81

5HT2C 0.86 0.85 0.85 0.7 0.76 0.77 0.82 0.84 0.86 0.85 0.85

ADA2A 0.89 0.92 0.91 0.77 0.82 0.81 0.84 0.85 0.89 0.9 0.91

CDK2 0.86 0.87 0.86 0.72 0.78 0.75 0.81 0.81 0.85 0.86 0.84

HDAC01 0.89 0.94 0.92 0.69 0.82 0.81 0.87 0.87 0.84 0.86 0.88

PXR_Agonist 0.91 0.95 0.92 0.79 0.9 0.91 0.91 0.9 0.91 0.92 0.91

ACM1_Agonist 0.92 0.91 0.9 0.84 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.91 0.9

ADA2B_Antagonist 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.82 0.83 0.83 0.86 0.87 0.9 0.9 0.9

ADA2C_Antagonist 0.91 0.94 0.91 0.79 0.84 0.83 0.85 0.86 0.89 0.9 0.9

CHK1 0.94 0.96 0.96 0.81 0.88 0.9 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.95

5HT1F_Agonist 0.93 0.95 0.95 0.84 0.87 0.87 0.91 0.93 0.92 0.93 0.94

DRD1_Antagonist 0.94 0.96 0.93 0.87 0.84 0.88 0.86 0.88 0.86 0.88 0.91

DRD2_Agonist 0.94 0.97 0.96 0.75 0.81 0.83 0.87 0.9 0.93 0.94 0.95

LSHR_Antagonist 0.85 0.89 0.91 0.76 0.83 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.86 0.85 0.86

OPRM_Agonist 0.92 0.96 0.97 0.83 0.87 0.88 0.88 0.87 0.9 0.9 0.93

DHFR 1 1 1 0.99 0.99 1 1 1 1 0.99 1

MTR1A_Agonist 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.76 0.8 0.86 0.92 0.94 0.97 0.98 0.99

MTR1B_Agonist 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.78 0.86 0.88 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.99

P38 0.96 0.98 0.98 0.87 0.95 0.97 0.95 0.95 0.93 0.95 0.94

V2R_Antagonist 0.96 0.98 0.98 0.83 0.9 0.89 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.98

0.919 0.938 0.932 0.7935 0.8495 0.858 0.8835 0.8915 0.9045 0.9115 0.917

0.80-0.85

0.85-0.90

0.90-0.95

0.98-1

Figure 6.10: Performance, measured as AUC, based on different underlying
fragment types for which features are then computed. TTn-m stands for topological
torsion, i.e. path-based, fragments with path length between n and m. ECFPn-m
stands for extended connectivity, i.e. circular-based, fingerprints with radius
between n and m. Bottom line shows average AUC over all datasets.

used the first 10). Each of those splits consists of train set of 20 actives and test
set with 10 actives and 12000 inactives. For our purpose we need the train set
to contains inactives as well, so we extended the train sets with 100 randomly
selected unused inactives.

For the purpose of evaluation we used area under the receiver operating char-
acteristic curve (AUC) as implemented in the RDKit library. Receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve is a common to measure performance of binary classi-
fier. It plots true positive rate against false positive rate at different discrimination
thresholds.

First, we studied the impact of different types of underlying fragments on
AUC. The results summarizes Figure 6.10 showing individual results as well as the
average AUC of given fragment type over all datasets (bottom line). We tested
the approach using topological torsion, i.e. path-based, fragments with lengths
ranging from two to six (denoted tt) and extended-connectivity fingerprints, i.e.
circular-based, fragments with radius of one and two (denoted ecfp). We can see
that fragment size clearly matters. To achieve reasonable performance, fragments
of sufficient size are required. It might seem that smaller size is sufficient for
ecfp type, but we should stress out that ecfp is circular fragment and because tts
are path-based ecfp1 fragments are actually bigger in terms of number of atoms
than tt2 fragments. The same obviously holds for ecfp2 and tt4. In this light,
the fragment types give comparable results, although ecfp-type fragments seems
to work slightly better. Next, we tested whether performance can be improved
by fusion of different sizes of fragments or even different fragment types. Indeed,
the overall best performance was achieved using ecfp fragments of radius one and
two together. Surprisingly, enriching tt fragments with ecfp helped to improve
performance of tt, but it decreased the performance of ecfp.

As described in the methodology, we apply binning in order to avoid some
issues related to continuous values of features. The influence of different counts of
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bins on the performance shows Table 6.13. Although there are some differences
in the average AUC over all datasets, we see that the influence of bins count is
rather minor.

Table 6.13: Influence of bin size on average AUC over all datasets for ECFP2
10 50 100 200 500 1000

0.886 0.920 0.930 0.935 0.936 0.931

features fragments

5HT2B 0.83 0.82

5HT2C 0.85 0.83

ADA2A 0.92 0.84

CDK2 0.87 0.75

HDAC01 0.94 0.77

PXR_Agonist 0.95 0.89

ACM1_Agonist 0.91 0.84

ADA2B_Antagonist 0.92 0.86

ADA2C_Antagonist 0.94 0.84

CHK1 0.96 0.9

5HT1F_Agonist 0.95 0.9

DRD1_Antagonist 0.96 0.89

DRD2_Agonist 0.97 0.91

LSHR_Antagonist 0.89 0.88

OPRM_Agonist 0.96 0.92

DHFR 1 0.99

MTR1A_Agonist 0.99 0.96

MTR1B_Agonist 0.99 0.95

P38 0.98 0.99

V2R_Antagonist 0.98 0.95

0.938 0.884

0.80-0.85

0.85-0.90

0.90-0.95

0.98-1

Figure 6.11: Comparison of using Bayes learning on fragments features (left
column) and fragments occurrences (right column).

In the introduction, we motivated our approach by stating that having features-
labeled fragments should result in higher retrieval rates than tracking only the
fragments presence or absence. To inspect this, for the following test we imple-
mented a Bayesian approach where we built a Bayes model for which we took into
account not only on the presence or absence of a fragment but also how often it
appears in an active or inactive molecule 1. The probability score of a molecule
was then computed as the product of active class probabilities, i.e. probability
that given number of occurrences of given fragment corresponds to active molecule.
We tested this approach for best performing fragment types (ECFP1-2 ) and the
results summarizes Figure 6.11. We see that when using only fragment presence
information, we obtain substantially worse retrieval rates on all but one targets.

To see how our approach compares to the state-of-the-art methods, namely AP,
ECFP2, FCFP2, MACCS and TT we measured their performance on the same
datasets. The results in Figure 6.12 show that almost for each dataset our method
performs better. This is especially true for more difficult datasets. To explore
this trend even further, we evaluated how the fingerprinting methods compare

1Empirically we found out that counting fragments gives better results than tracking presence
or absence of fragments only.
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to our machine learning-based approach on the more difficult MUV datasets. In
this test, we used the best performing ecfp and tt-based fragment types. The
results summarizes Figure 6.13. We see that the difference between the Bayesian
approach and some of the classical fingerprinting methods, namely E(F)CFP and
MACCS is much more pronounced for such difficult datasets. On the other hand,
AP and TT fingerprints show good results even for these datasets. However, on
average, our method yields best results on average and gives best results in 6 cases
which is better than any of the other methods.

ecfp1-2 AP ECFP2 FCFP2 MACCS TT

5HT2B 0.83 0.78 0.8 0.8 0.82 0.82

5HT2C 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.86

ADA2A 0.92 0.84 0.83 0.84 0.86 0.83

CDK2 0.87 0.83 0.79 0.75 0.8 0.86

HDAC01 0.94 0.81 0.83 0.78 0.76 0.83

PXR_Agonist 0.95 0.83 0.85 0.83 0.87 0.86

ACM1_Agonist 0.91 0.87 0.89 0.9 0.9 0.85

ADA2B_Antagonist 0.92 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.89 0.86

ADA2C_Antagonist 0.94 0.87 0.88 0.86 0.89 0.87

CHK1 0.96 0.91 0.9 0.85 0.86 0.96

5HT1F_Agonist 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.93 0.95 0.94

DRD1_Antagonist 0.96 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.94

DRD2_Agonist 0.97 0.95 0.95 0.9 0.96 0.96

LSHR_Antagonist 0.89 0.93 0.93 0.91 0.92 0.96

OPRM_Agonist 0.96 0.95 0.96 0.93 0.93 0.97

DHFR 1 0.98 0.99 0.99 1 1

MTR1A_Agonist 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.96 0.98 0.99

MTR1B_Agonist 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.96 0.99 0.99

P38 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.99

V2R_Antagonist 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.98 0.99

0.938 0.905 0.908 0.8905 0.907 0.9165

0.80-0.85

0.85-0.90

0.90-0.95

0.98-1

Figure 6.12: Comparison of the Bayesian learning on fragments features (ecfp1-2 )
to standard fingerprints (AP, E(F)CFP2, MACCS, TT ).
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ecfp1-2 tt6 AP ECFP2 FCFP2 MACCS TT

466 0.7 0.67 0.66 0.59 0.59 0.57 0.66

548 0.87 0.77 0.87 0.83 0.8 0.63 0.8

600 0.65 0.66 0.75 0.76 0.72 0.65 0.77

644 0.83 0.81 0.84 0.8 0.77 0.7 0.84

652 0.7 0.68 0.71 0.68 0.58 0.49 0.7

689 0.76 0.74 0.68 0.67 0.64 0.56 0.81

692 0.59 0.63 0.6 0.54 0.53 0.53 0.6

712 0.83 0.77 0.74 0.7 0.6 0.62 0.77

713 0.72 0.61 0.69 0.69 0.67 0.5 0.67

733 0.76 0.72 0.71 0.64 0.71 0.53 0.68

737 0.73 0.73 0.77 0.74 0.75 0.7 0.7

810 0.78 0.78 0.73 0.67 0.64 0.65 0.79

832 0.92 0.95 0.86 0.84 0.82 0.85 0.88

846 0.92 0.93 0.9 0.89 0.83 0.81 0.9

852 0.87 0.9 0.86 0.8 0.8 0.81 0.81

858 0.7 0.7 0.67 0.64 0.62 0.6 0.68

859 0.62 0.52 0.55 0.58 0.67 0.61 0.56

0.762 0.739 0.741 0.709 0.691 0.636 0.742

Figure 6.13: Comparison of the Bayesian learning on fragments features (ecfp1-2 )
to standard fingerprints (AP, E(F)CFP2, MACCS, TT ) on the MUV datasets.
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7. Benchmarking
The existence of a large number of LBVS methods leads to a question: ”Which
methods should be used?” The question is answered based on the expert expe-
rience that can be expanded by study of LBVS relevant manuscripts. Relevant
manuscripts can be divided into three main types: proposal of a new method, a
report on methods applications, or a benchmarking study. While new methods
may provide better performance, reports on application and benchmarking studies
can help to show a method’s pros and cons in comparison with other methods. In
order for a manuscript to be useful it needs to be of a sufficient quality, which
many of the manuscripts lack as we show in this chapter.

Manuscripts that introduce a new method should describe, in detail, the
method’s algorithm and compare it with the state-of-the-art methods. This initial
evaluation (initial comparison) should present the method’s performance and
identify its pros and cons.

Application manuscripts are focused on a particular use-case, for example
searching for inhibitors of a specific target. They often use only a few methods
and do not provide any comparison. They can be used to gain overview on the
employed methods that are used, how they are used, and for what purpose they
are used.

Benchmark studies (benchmarks) remain the primary source when it comes
to information about methods’ performance. A benchmark should provide a
comparison of multiple methods under well-described and reproducible conditions.
The methods should represent the state-of-the-art, but also include cutting-edge
methods. Benchmarks often evaluate performance, but there are other properties
like availability, computational performance, robustness (i.e., error/edge case
handling), deployment complexity, which might be taken into account.

In the rest of this chapter, we first describe the LBVS benchmarking process
(benchmarking process) and provide background on the evaluation methods. After
that, we illustrate common mistakes which are prevalent in manuscripts of the
types mentioned above on existing manuscripts. Next, we identify the general
drawbacks of benchmarks. Finally, we present our own benchmarking platform
addressing the problematic issues identified in existing studies.

7.1 Basic principle of benchmarking
Figure 7.1 captures the overview of the LBVS benchmarking process. The input
to the benchmarking process consists of methods to test and datasets on which to
test. In the end, the process outputs results of evaluation of given methods in given
datasets using chosen performance metrics. The benchmarking process consists of
three steps: data preparation, database ranking (screening), and evaluation. In
the following paragraphs, we give a brief overview of the individual steps, and for
each step we briefly discuss common problems; examples of the problems are then
given in section 7.4.

In the preparation step, benchmarking datasets are prepared. A dataset
consists of a collection of molecules and a definition of a tests. The test definition
(split) describes the division of the available molecules to the train and test set,
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Figure 7.1: LBVS benchmarking flowchart.

Figure 7.2: Structure of LBVS dataset.

each set contains active and optionally inactive molecules (see Figure 7.2).
As the number of possible splits grows exponentially with the number of

available molecules, it is not possible to test all possible splits. Therefore, random
selection is commonly used for splits creation. The main issue with random
selection is a lack of reproducibility as different splits lead to different outcomes
(see subsection 7.6.3). The effect of randomness should be mitigated by using
multiple splits. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no study that
would discuss the sufficient number of splits.

LBVS is carried out in the screening phase. While this process can differ
slightly for different LBVS methods, the basic workflow remains the same. It
consists of the query initialization and the query execution. In the initialization
phase, a train set is used to prepare the query. The followup query execution
results in a score being assigned to each test molecule. If there are multiple known
actives in the train set, an aggregation technique (see section 6.2) is employed.

The aim of the evaluation phase is to compute the performance metrics
(see section 7.2) using an ordered list of molecules. The list is ordered with respect
to molecules’ scores. This may be an issue if multiple molecules share the same
score, especially if the molecules have different activity. As a result, different
values of a performance metric can be computed leading to unreproducible results.
After the database is ranked, a follow up analysis step may is introduced, for
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example, principal component analysis [256] or statistical methods [226] can be
employed to gain additional insight.

7.2 Performance metrics
Performance metrics are designed to capture and present a method’s perfor-
mance. They can be split into two groups based on whether they are designed for
classification or prioritization.

If a LBVS method is a classifier, i.e. labels molecules as actives or inactives, the
common approach is to use recall, precision or false positive rate (Equation 7.1).

recall = TP

TP + FN

precision = TP

TP + FP

falsepositiverate = FP

FP + TN

(7.1)

Where TP is number true positive, FN is number of false negatives, and FP
stands for number of false positives. A recall is designed to capture how many
of the available actives were detected by the classifier. A classifier that labels
every molecule as active will have recall equal to 100%. For this reason, recall is
commonly accompanied by precision, which measures how many of the classified
actives are TP.

For prioritization-based LBVS methods, i.e. methods that sort molecules,
there are several commonly used metrics: receiver operator characteristics curve
(ROC), area under the ROC curve (AUC) (Equation 7.2), enrichment factor
(EF) (Equation 7.3), robust initial enhancement [227] (RIE) (Equation 7.4) or
Boltzmann-enhanced discrimination of ROC [228] (BEDROC) (Equation 7.6).

ROC is a curve that captures the true positive rate against the false positive
rate at various threshold settings. ROC graphs are commonly used for evaluation
and visualisation of classifiers’ performance [257]. For quick comparison, the area
under the curve (AUC) of ROC is used (Equation 7.2). AUC is bound to values
between 0 and 1.

AUC = 1
nN

N∑
i=2

Ai(Ii − Ii−1) (7.2)

A shortcoming of AUC is that it is not designed to address the early enrichment
problem [228], which is motivated by the fact that only a small number of molecules
can be tested in a wet-laboratory. The early enrichment is defined as the number
of TP found in a fraction of a database. The following performance measures are
designed to capture the early enrichment.

Enrichment factor (EF) at a fraction χ is defined as the number of actives
found in the given fraction of ranked database divided by the expected number of
actives found by chance in that fraction of the database (Equation 7.3).

EF (χ) =
∑n

i=1 σ(ri)
χn

σ(ri) =
{

1, ri ≤ χN
0, ri > χN

(7.3)
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EF ranges from 0 to 1/χ if χ ≥ n/N and n/N otherwise. Because EF depends
on the total number of molecules as well on the number of active molecules, it is
hard to compare results for datasets that do not share those numbers. Common
values of χ are 0.1%, 1% or 5%. A drawback of EF is large variation when used
with a low number of actives.

Robust Initial Enhancement [227] (RIE) was designed to overcome this draw-
back. In EF, each molecule has the same contribution to the final EF value, but in
RIA the contribution of a molecule starts at 1 for the first molecule and decreases
exponentially by parameter α. The meaning of 1/α is close to the meaning of χ in
EF. Truchon and Bayly [228] computed the expected sum of scores for a random
distribution and obtained an exact formula (Equation 7.4).

RIE(α) = N

n

∑n
i=1 e−αri/N

1−e−α

eα/N −1
(7.4)

Minimum and maximum values of RIE depend on the n, N and α.

RIEmin(α) = N

n

1 − eαn/N

1 − eα

RIE,ax(α) = N

n

1 − e−αn/N

1 − e−α

(7.5)

A disadvantage of RIE, which is also shared with EF, is that the minimum and
maximum values vary based on the number of (active) molecules in the dataset.
Another disadvantage is that RIE is not easy to interpret.

The Boltzmann-Enhanced Discrimination of ROC [228] (BEDROC) was de-
veloped to address the RIE’s disadvantage of unbounded value. Minimum and
maximum values of RIE can be computed (Equation 7.5) and those values can be
used to normalize the RIE (Equation 7.6) to interval between 0 and 1.

BEDROC(α) = RIE(α) − RIEmin(α)
RIEmax(α) − RIEmin(α) (7.6)

EF, RIE and BEDROC share common parameter that basically defines how
many molecules should be considered for computation of the respective perfor-
mance metric, i.e. how early early enrichment should be measured. This parameter
represents a fraction of a database. However, while a 1% of 103 molecules may
represent a reasonable number of molecules that can be tested by a wet-laboratory
screening, the same may not be true for 1% of of 106 molecules. Moreover, if a
different parameter is used, the values of the performance metric mentioned above
can not be compared.

7.3 Review of recently published manuscripts
Darren at. al. [258] described the state of VS methods as stagnating, i.e. although
new methods are being published, they do not outperform old methods, and if
they do, then it is mostly because of hidden limitations. As most manuscripts
promise better results, it is clear that there must be an issue with the initial
comparison. For this reason, we decided to conduct a review on recently published
manuscripts. The aims of this review are:
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• Identify recently published LBVS methods.

• Identify out which methods are routinely used in VS campaigns.

• Identify recently published benchmark studies.

We employed Google Scholar 1 as a search service because it allowed us to find
more manuscripts then indexing services such as Web of Science 2 or Scopus 3.
As we were interested in the overall trends and not in a particular manuscript, we
considered Google Scholar to be a reasonable choice. We restricted the search to
years 2015-2018 and applied the following query terms:

• molecular fingerprint

• molecular similarity

• ligand virtual screening

Out of the found manuscripts, we focuses on manuscripts describing LBVS. In
the next step, we used the title, the abstract, and, when necessary, the content to
decide upon the category of a manuscript. We distinguish following categories of
manuscripts:

• Application - a manuscript describes application of a method.

• Benchmark - a benchmarking study.

• Method - a proposal of a novel method.

• Unavailable - a manuscript for which we were not able to decide category
based on the available information. This typically means that only abstract
and title were available, the manuscript was not in English or the linked
page (our starting point from google scholar) was not available.

• Unrelated - a manuscript’s topic is outside of the defined field of interest.
For example applications of QSAR or docking.

• Related - a related topic, but does not fit into any of the above categories.
For example reviews or applications of fingerprints to other domains.

A large proportion of the unrelated manuscripts (see Table 7.1) is concerned
with SBVS methods. The method and benchmark categories are detailed in other
sections (see subsection 7.3.1 and section 7.4). In the rest of this section we focus
only on the application categories.

Out of the of 67 manuscripts in the application category, 21 used pharma-
cophores and 19 use molecular fingerprints. Out of the 19 manuscripts the MACCS
fingerprints were employed 5 times, circular fingerprints 10 times and path based
fingerprints only once. Circular fingerprints are considered to be one of the best
performing and widely used fingerprints [216] making their high use to be expected.
However, the fact that MACCS fingerprints are used more often than path-based

1https://scholar.google.cz
2https://www.webofknowledge.com/
3https://scopus.com
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Manuscript category Count
application 67
benchmark 7
method 35
unavailable 5
unrelated 133
related 23

Table 7.1: Number of manuscripts per category.

based fingerprints does not correspond with the results of benchmarks. According
to benchmarks, path based fingerprints are better [216] than MACCS, which have
been repeatedly outperformed by other fingerprint types [215, 216]

This discrepancy well captures our overall finding that new methods are not
being incorporated into new studies.. The situation of using the same methods can
be caused by reusing of methods that were already used before. As domain experts
study new manuscripts related to their field, they are also reading about the
methods being used. Because of that, they are more likely to use those methods
in their new research. This creates a self-reinforcing cycle, which is hard to break.

Another explanation of this discrepancy might be that the benchmarks are not
persuasive enough or fail to identify the hidden limitations of methods [258]. The
limitations may be exposed by using large and diverse benchmarking datasets or
may be revealed during the method’s application. However, as it is not easy to
publish failures, these information are often not published at all. It is therefore
the benchmarks and initial comparison that have to gain trust for the method
and describe its pros and cons.

7.3.1 Establishing new methods
In this section, we present several publications that introduce new LBVS methods.
We did not focus on methods themselves, but rather on the initial comparison, i.e.
how is a method established and compared to other methods. For each method
we detail on following information:

• benchmarking datasets

• splits selection

• reference methods (baseline)

• performance metrics

• availability

First, we list a few manuscripts that illustrate common issues and give all the
information listed above. Later, we discuss the particular issues with reference to
the manuscripts as examples.

Zippity[259], published at 2006, is a compression-based similarity method, i.e.
it utilizes compression of two representations to determine their similarity. The
benchmarking dataset was re-used from another VS study [260] from 2005, but, as
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of spring 2019, the dataset is no longer available. The initial comparison uses 5 out
of 50 randomly selected actives repeated 10 times. In the manuscript, a descriptor
using atom count and an in-house implementation of Daylight fingerprints [261]
with Tanimoto similarity are used as baseline methods. Zippity’s performance is
reported using averages with AUC and EF on 1 % and 5 %, which is a reasonable
standard. Zippity can be downloaded 4 as a Ruby [262] Gem.

Fragment-oriented molecular shapes [263] (FOMS) is a similarity-based method
published in 2016. Because FOMS requires molecule-target complex to define a
query, a dataset was created for initial comparison. Authors choose to modify
the MUV dataset [231] and utilize random splits. FOMS was compared with
rdMolAlign module in RDKit [65] and Volumetric Aligned Molecular Shape [264].
The performance is presented using ROC and AUC. Despite our best efforts, we
were not able to find the implementation of FOMS.

A deep-learning Graph-level-based (DLGLB) method proposed by Junying
et al. [265] utilizes MoleculeNet [266] as the benchmarking platform. MoleculeNet
provides benchmarking dataset and splits. Baseline methods used are: logistic
regression on ECFP, and custom implementation of graph convolution network
(GraphConv). Results are presented using only AUC. The method’s source code
is available on GitHub 5.

A probabilistic molecular fingerprint (MHFP) [213] was published in 2018.
The initial comparison is carried out using a benchmarking platform called ”Open-
source platform to benchmark fingerprints for ligand-based virtual screening” [216].
The platform provides datasets, splits and performance metrics. Performance of
MHFP is compared to ECFP using AUC, EF, BEDROC and RIE. The method’s
source code is available on GitHub 6.

In 2019, Maged et al. [267] proposed to use Deep Belief Network (DBN) on
ECFP for LBVS. MDL Drug Data Report (MDDR) [268] was used as a dataset of
choice, but no information on the test/train split was given. As a baseline, they
use the TAN method, given no description or discussion. Performance is reported
using recall on 1% and 5%. DBN is not available for download.

In 2018, Tao et al. [269] proposed big data deep neural network models (DNN)
for LBVS. The initial comparison consists of three experiments:

• 10-fold cross-validation on a custom ChEMBL-based dataset

• post-2015 inhibitors mixed with compounds from PubChem database

• search for epidermal growth factor receptor erbB1 (EGFR) inhibitors in a
purchasable library of 1.5 million compounds

As a baseline method, they used Random Forrest (RF) on the same descriptors
as provided to DNN. Results of the experiments use combinations of sensitivity,
specificity, false positive rate and Matthews correlation coefficient [270]. The
source code is available at GitHub 7.

In the rest of this section we provide details on the issues that we identified in
the manuscripts mentioned above.

4http://comp.chem.nottingham.ac.uk/download/zippity
5https://github.com/microljy/graph_level_drug_discovery
6https://github.com/reymond-group/mhfp
7https://github.com/xiaotaw/chembl
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The availability of a used dataset is vital for reproducibility and building trust,
more so as many manuscripts design their own datasets. A better approach is to
use an already published dataset or even better, a dataset from a benchmarking
platform or benchmark study. However, even if datasets are made available, they
might later become unavailable; this is case of Zippity. Another issue with datasets,
especially those that are not publicly available, is difficulty. Too hard or too easy
datasets may cause all methods perform poorly or reach unrealistic performance.
For example, in the DNN manuscript, DNN and Random Forrest reach 0.99
- 0.98 AUC dropping twice to 0.95 and 0.96 AUC. As there is no comparison
with any state-of-the-art method, it is not clear if the methods perform so well
or the dataset is too easy, and thus there is no added value in using it in this
case. Another issue related to the use of benchmarking datasets is modification of
datasets. For example, FOMS reuses MUV dataset, which is in general considered
to be a hard dataset for LBVS. FOMS requires information about molecule-target
structure; for this reason, only a subset of MUV was used. However, MUV was
designed for LBVS specifically, by the inclusion of the molecule-target complex
the method becomes more of LBVS/SBVS hybrid, which may render the MUV
dataset easier.

Random splits, i.e. random selection of train and test set, were employed
in Zippity and FOMS manuscripts. In an ideal scenario, a method would be
tested with all possible splits, but that is not computationally feasible for larger
datasets. A workaround is to employ random splits, which should in large
enough number approximate performance on all splits. However, our results show
(see subsection 7.6.3) that random selection may severely influence the reported
performance and thus lead to unreproducible results.

Baseline methods are used to compare performance of a new method with the
already established methods. Selection of obscure methods, like atom count in
Zippity, or custom implementation of methods, which we can see in Zippity and
DLGLB, should be avoided. Unusual methods or methods of custom implementa-
tion may have poor performance and thus make the proposed method look better.
Another issue with custom implementation of a method is that the results are
not reproducible. This was illustrated in DLGLB manuscripts, where GraphConv
perform better then in the reported in the GraphConv manuscript. Most of the
time, the methods are chosen without any discussion; this can be justified if a
well known state-of-the-art method is used. However, for example in the DBN
manuscript, authors decided to use TAN method with following justification ”The
results obtained by DBN is the best compared with TAN method for the three
MDDR datasets”. This justification may not be sufficient and understandable to
many researchers.

The last common issue is the method availability, as unavailable methods can
not be easily tested or used. The ideal situation is that a link to a method source
or binary file is provided. However, even if the link to source is given, the source
code may not be usable. This can be demonstrated on the DNN manuscript,
where the repository seems to contain incomplete code with placeholders. Using
the code in the repository we were unable to reproduce results presented in the
manuscript.

In general, if a method is integrated into a benchmarking platform, we can see
that there are less issues related to the initial comparison. However, focusing on
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integration with a single benchmarking platform may cause the method harder to
use outside of the platform.

7.4 Review of existing benchmarks
In the previous section, we focused on issues and drawbacks of the initial compar-
ison; in this section, we focus on manuscripts in the benchmark category instead.
Manuscripts from the benchmark category can be divided into two groups. The
first group is benchmarking studies, the aim which is to compare performance of
selected methods on given dataset. Another group is manuscripts that present a
benchmarking study and a benchmarking platform, where most of the focus is on
the platform. The goal of a benchmarking platform is to provide a benchmarking
environment that can be used by other scientist to benchmark methods. In this
section we describe both groups together, referring to them as benchmarks. For
each benchmark we detail on following information:

• benchmarking datasets

• splits

• methods

• performance metrics

Similar as with the previous section, we first list manuscripts and in the next
section, we discuss the common drawbacks.

Plewczynski et. al. [271] benchmarked seven classifiers, i.e. machine learning
methods that label molecules as either actives or inactives. They used a custom
dataset based on 2004 edition of MDDR [268] with random and time-based splits.
Time based-splits try to simulate real experiments by splitting the molecules into
test and train set according to knowledge about molecules activity at given time.
Random splits were too easy and did not well discriminate tested methods. The
performance was evaluated using precision, recall, and EF.

Open-source platform to benchmark fingerprints for LBVS [216] 8 (Riniker’s
platform) includes implementation of the tested fingerprints, datasets, and defi-
nition of used splits allowing for full experiment reproducibility. The number of
compared fingerprints (12 fingerprints in 28 configurations), similarity methods (8),
machine learning methods (3), and evaluation metrics (EF, AUC, RIE, BEDROC)
is high. The first version of the platform initially focused on similarity search only,
and contained 3 Datasets: MUV, DUD, and ChEMBL. The extended version
added machine learning methods [246] and additional splits for ChEMBL dataset.

A recent benchmark study by Fouaz Berrhail et al. [272] focuses on combina-
tions of similarity functions (12) and descriptors (5), mostly fingerprints. They
employ an MDDR dataset, the splits were defined using random selection. For
each pair, a similarity function and a descriptor, and a single active molecule was
selected as a test set. The process was repeated 10 times for each pair. Results
were presented by average recall on 1% and 5% of the dataset.

8https://github.com/rdkit/benchmarking_platform
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Mauricio at. al. [273] compare the performance of 2D/3D methods, QSAR,
and pharmacophore approaches. The benchmarking dataset contains 50 actives,
950 in-actives chosen randomly from ZINC database. Another 5 actives were used
to create train sets. Results are presented using ROC graphs and AUC. However,
ROC graphs can not be used to present results from a high number of experiments,
as they quickly become incomprehensible.

Many of the issues mentioned above and some others were the motivation for
the development of MoleculeNet [274]. MoleculeNet, built as part of DeepChem 9,
is a benchmarking platform focused on machine learning. It contains five fea-
ture extraction methods and 10 models, mostly related to the deep learning.
MoleculeNet consists of 17 datasets from different categories (quantum mechanics,
physical chemistry, biophysics, physiology) with several categories of predefined
splits (random, scaffold, time-based, or stratified). Due to a wide range of datasets
multiple the results are presented using various performance metrics including
AUC.

7.4.1 Common drawbacks
In the previous section, we listed particular benchmarking studies and benchmark-
ing platforms and provided basic information about them. In this section, we
summarize our findings and show several typical issues. We will try to showcase
the issues on Riniker’s platform and MoleculeNet, two significant benchmarking
platforms of today.

Extendibility
A benchmarking platform should be designed with extendibility in mind. It should
be straightforward to add new datasets, splits and LBVS methods. Both Riniker’s
platform and MoleculeNet allow extension in all three points. However, it is not
easy to extend any of the platforms with a method that is available as executable
file or a collection of scripts. The reason is that the design of the platform is
heavily influenced by the close tight to the library/tool of choice.

Novel datasets/splits
Usually, every benchmark proposes new datasets or at least a split strategy. This
makes it hard to relate the results of benchmarks in between them. Riniker’s
platform contains MUV dataset, which was later introduced in MoleculeNet.
However, MoleculeNet does not use splits provided by Riniker’s platform or
comment on why they were not used.

Data size
The size of a dataset can be defined using number of molecules or number of
splits. Small datasets can easily lead to misleading results due to a hidden bias.
A low number of splits also weaken the statistical significance of results. On the
other hand, the increasing size of datasets leads to the increasing computational
demands. This may result in a situation where the results can not be reproduced
in a reasonable time without expensive hardware and software equipment. The
size of a dataset may also be a reason why not to use the dataset for a initial
compassion. For example, the second version Riniker’s platform contains in total
1850 splits. It took us more than 12 days to evaluate a single configuration of
Zippity on all those splits, using 14 threads on a virtual infrastructure.

9https://deepchem.io/
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Precomputed results
Performance of methods is typically reported using selected performance metrics.
Each performance metric provides different information about the performance,
but, even all together, they provide only a summary of the performance. A wrong
selection of methods can make it hard to interpret the results, or put the results
into context of other benchmarks. A solution is to make the raw results available,
and thus allow for the computation of additional evaluation metrics. Another
benefit is that similarity fusion methods are easier to implement if results from
other methods are readily available.

Methods availability
Every method that is included in a benchmark should be made available in such
a way that it can be easily used with user-provided data.

Open source
In ideal scenario everything connected with the benchmarking study or bench-
marking platform should be made publicly available, this includes: benchmarking
datasets, splits definition, results, methods and any auxiliary software. In case
of a benchmarking platform a documentation should be also available. The
documentation should describe how to run and extend the platform.

7.5 Benchmarking Platform
To address the above introduced issues with VS benchmarking, we have developed a
new benchmarking platform available online at https://github.com/skodapetr/
lbvs-environment. The platform features a minimalistic design with the goal
of simple use and extension. The platform consists of benchmarking datasets,
implementation of state-of-the-art methods and executable scripts. The scripts
and methods are implemented in Python [275] with the use of RDKit library [65].
The code was tested with Python 3.5 and RDKit in version RDKit 2015 03 1. In
the following text we briefly comment on included datasets and the execution
workflow.

7.5.1 Datasets
Although a benchmarking study often introduces a new dataset, we decided to
focus rather on adaptation and standardization of existing datasets. This approach
is consistent with our goal of testing the datasets’ difficulty because a unified
evaluation of performance of existing methods can be used to assign difficulty
labels to the datasets. Once the performance of a state-of-the-art method on
different datasets is known, it is possible to a certain extent to compare the
results of methods which use given datasets for evaluation. In a very restricted
scale, it should make it possible to gain the idea of a performance of previously
benchmarked methods which have never been compared directly.

Our compiled benchmark consists of 7 existing sets of datasets: ULS and
UDS Data Sets [251], GDD and GLL [252], MUBD-HDACs Data Sets [253], DUD
Release 2 [254], NRLiSt BDB [255], MUV [231], and dataset from Comparative
analysis of pharmacophore screening tools [276] (CAPST). When compiling the
benchmarking data, we found out that not all datasets were accessible in a ready to
use form. There were differences in used molecular representations, data structures
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and in some cases even differences between the available data and data descriptions
in the respective manuscripts. All the datasets, in a normalized format consist
now the backbone of our benchmarking platform.

Reproducibility

The most widespread approach for splitting a dataset into train and test set is
via random selection. That, however, leads to unreproducible outcomes as usage
of different splits influences the performance of the tested methods. The use of
different splits on the same data can thus render different experiments on the
same data incomparable and unreproducible. As the problem of reproducibility
is slowly gaining more and more attention, we decided to address this issue in
our platform. We provide a predefined collection of splits making the results fully
reproducible.

Datasets aggregation and standardization

The aggregation of different datasets sources and the above described requirements
lead us to the design of a unified datasets storage structure. The benchmarking plat-
form contains 7 datasets (with 127 targets with of aforementioned number of actives
and inactives) which were standardized and stored into a common structure in the
benchmarking repository. The conversion from the respective original formats was
done using OpenBabel [82] version a93281eb0ca84ce547d28aed0aaae622a0631cb1.

Each included dataset had a different number of active and inactive molecules
which was a problem as some measure metrics are dependent on the actives/in-
actives ratio (see section 7.2). For this reason, in all if our benchmarking splits
we use a fixed number of actives and inactives; we employed random selection to
create splits from 4000 inactive and 25 active molecules. The splits do not use
all the available data, but are built on subsets of the original data. We chose the
number of actives and inactives as a trade-off between the number of molecules
per target which optimally should be as high as possible and the average time
needed to test the molecules. The definition of the created splits are publicly
available as a part of the benchmarking data. It is possible to create custom splits
with different number of molecules or properties. However, we would discourage
custom design of benchmarking as in-house benchmarking datasets make the
result harder to reproduce and compare with existing results.

Representative collections selection

The total number of 127 targets in 7 datasets is relatively high with respect to
the time needed to evaluate a single split. Therefore we selected a representative
subset from all the targets. For every target we measured AUC performance of
the most commonly used methods (see section 7.6) and labelled each with the
target by their mean. Then we grouped the targets based on the AUC value
into 0.50-0.60, 0.60-0.70, 0.70-0.80, 0.80-0.90, 0.90-0.95 and 0.95-1.00 groups. In
this way, we partitioned the targets based on their relative difficulty with respect
to the most commonly utilized VS methods. Finally, we built a representative
collection of groups by selecting a reasonable number of targets from each group.
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The resulting representative collection contains 24 targets (see section 7.6). For
each target we generated 10 splits.

7.5.2 Execution workflow
The platform workflow (see Figure 7.1) consists of three scripts. The first script
downloads the datasets from the FTP repository onto the local machine. The
datasets are not stored directly in the Github repository due to their size instead
they reside on our FTP server. The downloaded datasets are stored under the
data/datasets directory. The user can select which datasets and splits should be
downloaded. Once the benchmarking data are ready, the next step is the execution
of the simulated LBVS using the dedicated Python script. The required parameters
of this script are the path to directory with split files and a list of methods to test.
The implementations of methods are stored in screening/methods subdirectories.
The script recursively searches the input directory for split files definitions, runs
screens based on them and stores the outputs as JSON files. The output files
contain references to the used method and datasets and the list of the tested
molecules accompanied by their respective scores. The screening/python local.py
can be run in parallel to speed up the screening. After the screening of selected
methods and datasets is completed, the next step is evaluation of the results. The
evaluation script evaluation/evaluation local.py loads the screening output files
and computes the values of performance measures. The output of this script is a
CSV file that contains performance metrics for each split. The content of the CSV
file can be easily loaded into any program of choice for further processing. The
included performance measures are AUC, EF, RIE, BEDROC and Area under
precision-recall curve. Each of them has a so-called b-best and w-worst variant
which takes into account same-scoring molecules. To compute any performance
measure, the molecules need to be sorted in a descending order based on their
respective scores. However, in a situation when an active and an inactive molecule
have the same score, the order is ambiguous. For this reason we designed the best
and worst ordering variants. In the best ordering if an active and inactive molecule
have the same score the active molecule is placed first. The worst ordering then
places the inactive molecules first.

7.6 Experiments
We designed three experiments related to the issues of the dataset difficulty and
reproducibility. The first experiment utilized performance of selected methods to
estimate dataset difficulty. In the second test, we presented performance of several
state-of-the-art methods on the proposed collections. In the last experiment, we
demonstrated the influence of splits on reproducibility of results. All the tests
were carried out using the proposed benchmarking platform.

In the tests, we evaluated the following state-of-the-art methods: atom pairs
fingerprints [217] (AP), topological torsion fingerprints [218] (TT), extended
connectivity fingerprints [70] (ECFP), functional connectivity fingerprints (FCFP)
and MACCS fingerprints [205] (MACCS). The ECFP and FCFP fingerprints
were used in variants with the radius of 2 and 4. The methods were used as
implemented in the RDKit library.
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Figure 7.3: Mean of AUC performance on datasets comprising the benchmarking
platform.

To demonstrate the results, we employed the w-AUC metric. Because we aimed
to capture the general trends rather then compare closely performing methods,
we considered AUC to be a viable option. As the used platform and dataset are
publicly available, it is be easy to obtain results in other metrics and perform
additional analysis.

7.6.1 Dataset difficulty estimation
For the purpose of this experiment, we chose splits with train set of 5 actives and
100 inactives, the test set contained 20 actives and 3900 inactives. The number of
used actives was limited by the MUV dataset that contains only 30 actives. We
employed the mean as the aggregation function, to aggregate the results over the
datasets.

The analysis (Figure 7.3) of performance between methods revealed some
general trends. First, we see that one of the most commonly used methods, the
MACCS fingerprints, show relatively poor performance. The ECFP2 and ECFP4
seem to have similar performance on all but one dataset. In the case of FCFP2
and FCFP4, we can see bigger difference in performance, where the FCFP4 seems
to outperform FCFP2. However, in general, the results do not show dominance of
any the method over other methods.

On the other hand, the results clearly show that some datasets are in general
harder than others for all the methods which can be used to estimate difficulty
of the individual datasets. The MUV and MUBD-HDAC datasets seem to be
the most difficult and also show the largest variance. Higher variance in results
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Figure 7.4: AUC performance over collections.

does not have to correspond to even spread of the results. For instance, in the
MUV dataset, the results are divided into two groups (AUC 0.58 and AUC 0.67).
Thus MUV dataset is not suitable for fine-grained separation of methods. Similar
clustering of results can be seen in the case of the GLL&GDD dataset.

While the datasets (potentially groups and splits) that split the tested methods
into several groups may not be suitable for the methods comparison, they may
be used for classification of the methods. The groups can be used as a method
descriptors, as they express certain relation on the performance level.

7.6.2 Collection of different difficulty levels

In this experiment, we demonstrated the performance of selected methods on the
proposed collections (section 7.5.1). The collections’ AUC spans the (0.5, 1) range
and thus reflect all meaningful difficulty levels. The AUC results averaged over
collections (see Figure 7.4) show that the performance is dropping as the datasets
in the collections are getting more difficult. Apart from the easiest collection, the
results show relatively reasonable variance. This becomes more obvious when
breaking the collections apart and looking at individual datasets (Figure 7.5).
Here we can see that with increasing difficulty, the variance grows. Also when
increasing difficulty, the methods start to become separated with TT and AP
outperforming the other approaches.
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Figure 7.5: Aggregate AUC performance over collections.

7.6.3 Reproducibility of results

As mentioned above, a common practice in LBVS benchmarking is the utilization
of random splits. In this experiment, we simulate a scenario where two users
compare methods (A and B) on the same datasets, but with different random
splits. We inspect how the choice of splits might impact the performance of A and
B. For this experiment, we use the MUV dataset which is designed to eliminate
activity clusters in the simple property space. This should render MUV more
resistant to the effect of different splits.

We decided to utilize the splits with 5 actives as defined by Riniker[216].
The use of existing splits illustrates a common LBVS benchmarking protocol:
1) download a dataset 2) download splits 3) select a subset of splits to use (for
example due to time or computational resources limitations) 4) score the splits
with method A 5) score the splits with method B 5) evaluate the scores 7) compare
the results.

Our goal was to select for each target two subsets of the predefined splits for
which A would outperform B and the other way around. For A and B we chose
AP and TT in first test and TT and MACCS in the second.

Since AP and TT show similar performance in general, one would expect to
be able to get the contradictory results. The Figure 7.6 shows that it is indeed
possible. Based on only half of the results a researcher can suggest that one
method outperforms the other. An argument can be made about the number of
used splits. The effect decreases with the number of splits until it fully disappear
with all splits beeing used. However, it is possible that by generation of additional
splits, we can again get a contrary outcome. The median of the number of splits
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Figure 7.6: AUC of AP and TT fingerprints over MUV dataset on subset of splits
with 5 actives.

where AP outperform TT is 28. The minimum number of used splits is 5 (group
859) and maximum 49 (group 858). For cases where TT outperforms AP, all
remaining splits are used.

The AP and TT fingerprints score similarly well on the MUV datasets. To
demonstrate that the reproducibility is an issue even for methods that do not
have similar performance, we conducted the same experiment with MACCC and
TT fingerprints. Despite the performance difference between MACCS and TT
(see subsection 7.6.1) it is possible to select splits in such a way that MACCS
outperforms (Figure 7.7) TT on 12 out of 17 targets of the MUV datasets. The
median of the number of used splits was 2, however for targets 652, 692 and 737
more than 24 out of 50 splits were used. Based on the presented results it should
be of no surprise that for all targets we can select splits in such a way that TT
outperforms MACCS.
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Figure 7.7: AUC of MACCS and TT fingerprints over MUV dataset on subset of
splits with 5 actives.
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Conclusion
The focus of this thesis was to design new similarity search methods that can be
used for LBVS. The main idea of all the proposed methods was to model molecular
similarity using the similarity of molecular fragments. A standard approach is to
embed fragments into a one-dimensional space by computing fragments indices.
This does not allow to express a situation where two different fragments are similar.
We addressed these issues in several methods that we implemented and successfully
published: VectorFp, 2D-pharmacophore fingerprints, field-based modification of
Topological Torsion fingerprints, and Bayescreen.

As we were designing and implementing the methods mentioned above, we
identified other pressing issue related to LBVS. Specifically, we observed that
although new LBVS methods are published regularly, the state-of-the-art is
not changing, meaning that the practitioners, in most part, do not utilize new
methods. The new methods are compared with the state-of-the-art, which consists
of methods a decade old. This leads to a situation where the publication of new
methods is frequent but their adoption by practitioners is very slow. We identified
possible sources of the issue mentioned above as a lack of availability, trust, and
understanding.

In order to address the availability issue, we designed and implemented ViSeT,
a tool for LBVS. ViSeT aims to provide a common framework that is able to
integrate new and existing LBVS methods easily.

However, availability alone is not enough, as proved by methods that are
readily available and easy to use. In fields like drug discovery, where a mistake
may come with a high price, domain experts need to trust and understand their
tools. Understanding of a method can be related to explainability, i.e., the
ability to understand how the method works. The main advantage of state-of-
the-art methods is that, because they have been used for a long time, there is
a lot of knowledge about their functioning, and more so, they are trusted by
domain experts. Therefore, new methods must be designed with explainability in
mind. A simple way to gain users’ trust is to showcase how a method perform
compared to state-of-the-art methods in a trusted and extensive benchmarking
study (benchmark).

For this reason, we surveyed existing benchmarks, identified several quality
attributes, and proposed our own benchmarking platform. The platform offers
fully reproducible tests, different difficulty levels, and contains state-of-the-art
benchmarking datasets.

We believe that issues of trust, understanding, and explainability will influence
the research areas in the near future. These issues can be addressed by appropriate
design of new methods and extensive benchmarks. We addressed those issues in
this thesis, but there are two more research directions that we have not mentioned,
namely data-based method recommendation and visualization of results from
multiple methods.

LBVS methods have different performance based on the data, two methods can
outperform each other, just by changing the query, i.e., known active molecules.
It is thus clear that in order to get the best performance, the method must be
chosen based on the task at hand. A solution might be an approach that would
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recommend a method based on the task, i.e., known actives, known inactive and
a database of molecules.

The later research direction is also connected to the fact that different methods
provide different performance. However, instead of on choosing the best method,
the focus is on aggregation different results in order to provide interpretable results
to the user.
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